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Excavations at Dos dc Cheval (EfAx-09) on Newfoundland's Petit Nord present
the opportunity to study a complex and extensive ceramic assemblagc from a French
migratory fishing station. The 17Ul·to 19th.century ceramic assemblagcincludcs
Nonnandy stoneware, brown and white fafcnce, Ligurian-sty)ccoarsc carthcnwarcs and
scycral varieties of French coarse carthenwarcs, including some obscureBrctonproducts.
A morpho-functional vessel typology provides a framework through which to interpret
these ceramics and a functional analysis of ceramics reveals socialandcconomiccontcxts
oflhefishcryon several scales. Ceramic trends aid in theunderstanding of features on the
site, and usc of space on the site as a whole. The non-sedentary natureoflifc on the Petit
Nord is reflected in lhearchacological dominanceofvcmacularlyproduccdprovisioning
containers, primarily Normandy stoneware. At the largest scale, provisioninglinks, trade
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1.1 The French Fishery in Newfoundland:
The salt-cod fishery was a major aspect of France's early presence in North
America. The French migratory fishery was an important North Atlantic industry for the
greater part of400 years. This introduction isnotintendcdtoprovide a definitive history
ofthcFrenchfishcryinNcwfoundland,buttooffercnoughbackgroundsothatthe
ceramics related to this rnaritirnc industry can be understood. Readcrs arc referred to more
comprchcnsivehistorics,bothrccentandhistorical,foramoredctailedaccQunt(Briere
1997; Cochrane 2007; Denys 1672; de la Morandierc 1962; Duhamel de Monccaul769;
Popc2008a; Popc2008b; Pope 2009). The history of the North Atlanticwasdominatcd
by the migratory salt-cod fishery (Innis 1954). However, in both history and archaeology,
it is retrospectively often overshadowed by the narratives o[more sedentary industries.
Fishing st3tions were occupied seasonally by the French from the earlyl6th
century until the beginning of the 20'h century (Cochrane 2007). In thcl7'hccnturythc
fishery remained a key factor in the economics of New France, even if its role was less
obvious than that of more sedentary industries. In the IS'hand 19thcenruries,France's
migratory salt cod fishery outlived New France itself by over a century (Popc2008b:54).
The fishery was not a minor aspect of French presence in North America, despite being
seasonal.ln 1763 France chose to protect its interests in Newfoundland and the Antilles at
the cost of Quebec and what remained of Acadia (Pope 2008b:38). The fishing industry
was important enough to sacrifice the colonies to protect the economic gains it provided
and its important role as a place to train rural mcn and boys in naval techniques(Pope
2008b:39)
A rivalry has always exisled between the French and English in the Newfoundland
fishery (de la Morandi.re 1962; Prowse 1895). At times lhis rivalry defined which coaslal
zones were utilized by each ethnic group fishing in Newfoundland. D.\V. Prowse writes
that"Theirfishennen,the onnansandBretons,wereamoungstthefirsttocarryonthe
greal Transatlantic trade in ewfoundland"(1895:49).BretonfisherscametoAtiantic
CanadainlhefirstdecadeoflheI6'hcentury,inI508.lnI713IheTreatyofUtrechl
confined the Basque, Breton and Nonnan fishers to an arcaknown as the Frenehshore,
on the northcm coasts of Newfoundland. By 1763,withtheconquest of Canada, the
Peninsula, an area known historically as thc Pctit Nord (Figure I. I). The French shorc
was later modified in 1783 to include the entire west coat of the island. Treaties changed
thc borders of the fishing zones several timcs from the 16th to 19lh Ccnrurics but the Petit
Nord was remarkably stable and was always included as part of the French fishing zonc.
Activity on thc Petit Nord began early and only dwindled in 1904,whenFrancc
rclinquisheditsrightstoaseasonalfishery,havingagrcedtothcen/en/ecordiale(Popc
2008b:39-40,54,Pope2009:126-127).
The Bretons were among the first and last to exploit the Petit Nord. Their
expertise in this area becomes evident when, carlyon, Brctonswere hired as pilots by
bolh Basque and English vessels. Documentaryevidenceindicateslhallheearlyfishery
on the Petit Nord was predominantly a Breton enterprise, operating out of ports such as
Eastaugh forAo Archaeology of the Pelit Nord)
Sainl-Bricuc,whichwasakcyplaycrinthcBrclonmigraloryfishcryuntilthc IS'h
ccntury(Figurel.2).BretonsdominatcdthcPctiINordanditsshorebased migratory
fishery in the 17th and ISth centuries, with some onnansfromGranvillealsovisitingthis
area.The orrnans\YcrealeadingprcscnceintheofTshorcfisbcryandwcremajor
financiers of the shore based fishery, victualing vessels manncd by Breton or Basque
crcws (popc 2009: 126,127, 130). The northern Brelon port of Saint Malo dominaled
Francc's transatlantic fishing in the 16th and early 17th century, with the aid and
mercantilc support of Granvillc in ormandy(Pope200Sa:44).JntheJS<handI9<h
centuries financing by Nonnan merchants, particularly those from Granville, became
incrcasingly important (pope200Sb:40). Therc was a pcriod during thcRcvolutionaryand
Napoleonic wars between 1790 and about 1815 when the French were not present on the
PClil Nord, bUlby lS20 they had returncd (Popc 200Sb:41)
Thcsallcod fishcryofinlerestherc is thc shore based or dry fishery. Thcfishcrs
involved in the green or wet fishery, did not land and fished based out of their ships and
brought back a more heavily saltcd, wct producl to Northcrn Europc(Innis 1954). Thcdry
or shore-based fishery became more important after 1550 (Innis 1954). The Bretons were
among the first and tast to exploit the shore based fishery beginning inthel6lh century.
Generally the Bretons and Basquesexploitcd the inshore fishcrywhi Ie the Nonnans
fishcd Offlhc grand banks. The Normans did cxploil thc dry salt-cod industryinlheJ6'h
century,butconcentratedonthewctafteraboutl550,withthcexceptionofthcportof
Granville, which persisledwiththcshorcbascd fishcry (popc 200Sb:39)
Figure 1.2. Brittany and Nonnandy, France, with key ports involved in the fishery.
Fishing crews landed on Newfoundland's shores and set up fishingrooms:places
toprocessanddrytheircatch,typicallylocated in inner bays, sheItered from the open sea
(pope2008b:46). The fishing room was composed of cobble beaches, and a temporary
infrastrueture pul together forcach summer's fishing (pope 2008b:45). When the
fishennen came to lheir fishing room they set up temporary cookrooms, cabins,anda
stage or chaufaud or echaufaud: a wharf-like structure where boats were landed and fish
were proeessed (Figure 1.3) (Poeius 1992,Pope2009:133).Crewsclearedcobblebeaches
to dry fish known asgalels, and constructed wooden drying racks knownasflakes,which
lheBretonsusedinadditiontogaletsbythemidl7'hcentury(Pope2009:134).
The shore-based fisheryeannot be understood only as production sites that are
part of the greater industry, but must also be seen as temporary habitation sites where the
crews lived for months close to where they worked. Thus in the later phases of the
fishery, crews set up some more permanent features such as bread ovens (Godbout 2008;
Pope 2009:135). French fishers also erected large crosses orealvairesthatservedboth
spiritual purposes and as landmarks (Bums 2009). The use of more pcnnanentstructures
at a fishing room was surely influenced by the change in the way fishing rooms were
alioealed.Afteraboutl815roomswerealioealedbasedondrawinglolsfora five year
period. Before this was a more competitive race to get the best fishingroomseachyear,
with no guarantees ofretum to the same room next year (pope 2009:137)
The dry salt fishery created some oflhe oldest European landscapes in Canada
and several historical documents describe the process. Nieolas Denys,a17 th-eentury
Figure 1.3. A fishing stalion used hy French fishennen on the Petit Nord(Planche 114
Duhamel du Monceau 1769)
Acadian cntrcprcncur wrote a detailed account of the cod fishery and its methods (Denys
1672). Duhamel du Moneeaudevoled volumes to the fishery, including manydetailcd




charts and maps of the fishcryonthc Pctit ordfromthcI7,hccntury.BythcI9,hccntury
almoslall thc fishing rooms werc chartcd (Popc2008a:45). Theschistoricalsourecsboth
inform and complcment the archaeological record of fishing rooms
DuringtJleperiodfromthe J6th to J9th century, fishing ships from Franccwould
arrivc in thc latc spring to the northern shores of NcwfoundJand in order to catch and dry
eod,whichwouldbctakcnbacktoEuropcinthcauturnntobcsold.Thus thc sludyof
French fishery sites in NewfoundJand requircs us to think about conncetionswith
Normandy,BrittanyandthcBasquecountry,wherewholeregionalecOl1omicsdcpcndcd
on thcsccrcws. The local economies depcnded nol only on the wagesofthcfishermen,
but the provisioning of the fishery with salt, canvas and rope, bread andbcans,butterand
salt mcal,and wine and cidcr (popc 2008b:53-54). Thcscasonaljourncywascomplctcd
with the sale of dry cod, most commonly to markets in southern Europe, particularly in
the Mediterranean or the Iberian Peninsula, where the dry cod was wcll suitedtothe
warm c1imatc (Popc 2009:144). Inlhisway, from 1500-1800, Ihc fishcry playcdan
important role both in Francc's local economics and in Europe'sintcrnationalcconomy
(Popc2008a:37).
Fishing sites were major centres for exploitation ofanatural rcsource by France,
and the work place and homc to French fishcnncn fora significant portionofthcirycar
(Brii:rcI997;Popc2009).ThcuniquclivingsitualionolTcrsanopportunitytostudyhow
thcFrcnchfishcrsintcractcdwithlhcirlandscapcandlhcindustrythat shapcd their
activities. The migratory salt-cod industry is ofien forgotten, but it was arguablymorc
important in early Europeancxpansion and exploitation of Canada than other morcoficn
studied, but less economically and politically significant, industrics
1.2 The French Fisheryasa Vernacular Induslry:
The fishing industry can be called a vcmacular industry meaning it was apart of
regional economics and reflectcd the seasonal rhythms of those cconomies(Popc
2004:30).Thcindustrywaseonstraincdbylhcscasonsandfollowcdan annual eydc
(Popc2004:428).ltwasnolccntrallyeondueted,butwasmadeupofseveraleompeting
production units, and was organized as much by custom as bycoordinatedplanning.Thc
ships, crews and supplies that made up each unit could be fromdifferentports in France
blltcach factor was from agcographicallybollnded area. Ports were often interdependent
foreapital,equipment, vieluals, salt and labour (pope 2009:123-125). Thus thc links hack
to France were complex, and often strongly connected to particularregions.lnthccascof
the PetitNordtheseconnectionsarcoftcn,ifnotalways. to the regions of Brittany and
Nonnandyin northem France.
Overtime the fishery became slightly more organized and expanded into
prcviouslyunusedareas, though it was never industrial in the senseofamodem,dirccted
industry (Pope 2004:30). The coasts of Newfoundland in the 1500s were a new place for
an old industry. The salt-cod fishery in northern Europe was already 300 years old and the
practice of long distance seasonal voyages was already in place when the French started
fishing in Newfoundland (pope 2008a:37). In this way the fishery was both rooted in
medieval practices of onshore fishery and vernacular industries suehasccramic
production, while bccorning rnorc industrially organized and modemovertimc,cspccially
in the latc 18lh and 19lh ccnturics. Thcsc trcnds can be observed in the historical sources, in
thcarchaeologicalfeaturcsofafishingsitethatshowincreasingorganiz3tion and also in
1.3 An Archaeology of the Petit Nord: The maritime cultural landscape of the
French,seasonal,shore-based,salt-codfisheryinnorthernNewfoundland, 1510-
The French migratory fishery on Newfoundland's northcm shore has onlyrccently
become an area of archaeological interest. Archaeological research in the area of the Petit
Nord began with the 1504 to 2004 celebrations of the 500th anniversary of French
presence in Newfoundland,and the resulting interest in thehistoricFrenchmigratory
fishery (Pope 2007). [n 2004 a crew from Memorial University surveyed the area between
Conche and Grandois (Les Grandes Oies) along the French shore, 0 rthe Petit Nord. The
2004 survey consisted of beach-combing, excavation of test pits,mapping features and
photographing standing remains at 21 sites. Seventeen of these showed French materials,
typically Normandy stoneware jars and pots, coarse earthenware pots, some from Brittany,
and small brown faience pans (Pope 2007). Besides these initial 2 1 sites, several more
fishing harbours were surveyed in subsequent years. The study oflhe rnaterialculture
related to these sitcs is also in its infancy. This is in partbccausc thc migratory fishcry is
particularly difficult to locatc in thcarchacological rccord,as it leaves Icssobvious traccs
than a year round settlement (Faulkner 1985)
The Archaeology of the Petit ordProjectunderthedirectionofDr.PeterE.Pope
was dcsigned to investigatcthe Pctit Nord on sevcral scales, rangingfromthefcaturesthat
makc up each fishing room, to the groups of fishing rooms in each harbour,tothechoicc
of harbours by fishcrs along the entire coast of the Pctit Nord. Atthenarrowcstscalcwc
findthekeysiteofthestudy:thearchaeologicalsiteofDosdcChcval or Borden number
EfAx-09; documented from 1640 as lbc fishing room Cbamps Paya. Excavations at Dos de
Chevalprovidcanexampleofthcfcalurcsatatypicalfisbingroom(popc2008a:40)
On the larger scale, the landscape of the Pel it Nord coast made up of several
harbours is bcing rcconstructed through historic maps and fishing censuscs,surfacesurvey
of beaches, and strategically placed test pits, along with field photography (Pope 2008a)
The activities of the French in lhe 161h, 171h and even 18th ccnturieson the Petit Nord are
not very well documented. Documentation from the 16lh and early 17lh century is rare;
although it becomes more comprehensive from 1660 onwards (Pope 2008a:42). Hence
archacology bccomcs a key factor in recreating the past
Through the work of Dr. PopcandMernorial Universitygradu3tcstudcnts,thc
PctitNordisbcginningtobeunderstoodasamaritirneculturallandscape. Fishing
establishmentsareincreasinglyinterpretedaslandmarkswithin wider landscapes and, at
the same time, as landscapes in their own right (Pope 2009). We find reminders of the
features built by the fisbcrrncn bOlh on the present day landscape and in excavations that
indicatcthc fcaturcsthal would havc madcupa fishing room. The archaeologyofthcPetit
Nord has parallels in othcr fishing zones, includingCapc Brcton,lhcGaspcandthc
Qucbcc North Shorc (Pope 2008b:38). Thcarchacologyofthc Frcnchmigraloryfishcryon
Newfoundland's Petit Nord, complements the necessarily intermittent history of this
complcxindustry,spanningccnluricsofCanadianhistory(pope2008b)
1.4 Filling the Gaps in History: Ceramic Analysis.
Ceramic analysis has the polcntial to reveal many facctsofa fisherysitc that arc
not recorded in historical documents. Ceramics act as scnsitivc tcmporal markers,
because of their evolution in responsc to consumer preference. Thcy also have the
potentialtoinfonnthcarchacologistontopicsincluding:cultura1change and
colonisation, the identities of groups and individuals, the social and economic status of
consumers, the emergence of changing practices relating to food anddrink,tradepattems,
and technological change and industrializalion(Barkcrand Majcwski2006).Myintcnt
with this project was to identify,through functional analysis, what the ceramics of the site
of Dos de Cheval can reveal about the organization of the French fishery on the shores of
Newfoundland. The answers to these qucstions will provide a greater understanding of
theconsumptionpattemsandlifcwaysofthcFrcnchfishcnneninan industry that is
crucial to undcrslanding Ncwfoundland, Canadian, and Frcnch history. Althoughnol
often mcntioncd in any great detail in documentation relating to the fishery, ceramics are
importantarchaeologically for an undcrstandingofthemigratorysalt-codfishcry.

declincofrcgionalcoarsecarthenwaresofamedievaltraditionandthe rise of several more
modem ceramic types (Barker 1999). The migratory fishery spans mneh of this period of
revolution in the ceramic industries of Europe. Both hangovers from the predominantly
found on the fishery sites. The assemblage is inclined towards the utilitarian, simply
because of the nature of the site as a plaee where the relativelyh ighstatusfishingmaster
was vastly outnumbered by ordinary fishennen. Yet there arc some vessels that reflect a
more modem, socially nuanced, attitude towards ceramics. Changes in ceramic
asscmblagcs overtime indicatc and reflect changing trends in the fishcryasawhole.
lncreased consumption and such changes in the types of ceramics employedmaysuggest
changes in the organization of the fishery
Throughout the historical period some European coarse utilitarianearthenwares
and stonewares were widely marketed, even if the vast majority were produced for local
eonsnmplion (Barker and Majewski 2006; de Boilard and Bertanx 1978:24). In France,
small family-run workshops produced ovens, clay, firewood and pots in a seasonal rhythm,
for restricted markets in a largely rural cconomy and were linked economically with other
vemacularindustries.includingthemigratoryfisheryof ewfoundland(deBoiiardand
Bertanx 1978:41; Pope2008b:53). The hislorieal migratory fisheries of Newfonndland
have unmistakable links with many industries in both the eountrysidcand the ports of
France, inciuding canvas and ropes, butter and salt meat, beans and flour,ciderandwinc
and pottery industries. Due to their abundance in thearchacological record it is through
ceramics lhat these links can be besl nnderstood (Pope 2008b:51). The interdependence of
thevemacularfishingandceramicindustriescanbestudiedthroughfunctionalvariability
of ceramic forms. Vessels thai might have been produced specifically for the fishery,both
depending on it and driving it. cmergc in the collection. Ceramics, cspecially those
produced at an artisanal scale can be utilized to recreate provisioning, crewingand trade
links that may be absent from the snmewhat scanty documentary evidence (Pope and Batt
2008). The trade links between Newfoundland and France arc almost always complicated,
since a port was rarely self sufficient (pope 2008a:44). Through ceramie analysis some of
the complex transatlantic links of the migratory fishery in Newfoundlandean be recreated
As much aspossiblc, I have used a multidisciplinary approach that interpretsand
classifies ceramics according to their function in order to rclatc thcm to their social context
(Alexandre-Bidon2005;BeaudryetaI.1983).Throughanalysisofeonsumption on a site
that must be predominantly understood asa production site of cod, the social and
economic context of production, as well as the workinglifeofthe French fishermcn can be
better understood. Ceramics from Dos dc Cheval havc the potential tocontributc to
archacological rescarchon the French migratory fishery on Newfoundland's Petit ord,
which in tum provides an alternative history of early European involvement in Canada
Chapler2: Archaeological Background
2,1 The Archaeological Sile of Dos de Cheval
The fishing stations of Newfoundland's Pelit Nord are among the 0 IdestEuropean
landscapes in Canada. However, such sites have rarciybccn systcmaticallyinvestigatcd
and seldom published. Elsewhere in French Canada most research has concentrated on
the development of permanent or resident fisheries (Pope 2008b:3 8). Naturally, given this
scant archacologicat attention, the ceramics of this type of site arc little understood
Excavations at the site of Dos de Cheval (Efax-09) have provided the opportunity to study
a complex and extensive artifact assemblage from a French rnigratory fishing site. The
ceramic collection fromthissitcand,inparticularasscmblagcs from the production area
of the site, have great interpretive potential,and are the focus of this research
within the historical Petit Nord. DosdcCheval,locatcdclosetothcharbourmouth,isonc
of several sites in Cap Rouge Harbour, atCrousc (Figurc2.l). Crouschadcightorninc
fishing rooms in thrcc or fourclustcrs thatwcrcuscd for the French migratoryfishery
(Pope2008b). The use of Cap Rouge harbour is doeumented as early as 1541 when
Jacques Cartier passed through and found four ships includingBreton along with Nonnan
and Basqueerews in Crouse (Pope 2008a:38). Thearehaeologieal site of Dos de Cheval
itself is listed in Freneh surveys as early as 1640 as Champs Paya (Pope2007).Withits
central location, broadcobblegalet for drying fish,protcctcd landing, view of the open
Figure 2.1. Archaeological sites in Cap Rouge Harbour, Newfoundland.DosdeCheval,
EfAx-09, is highlighted (Marco Chiaramonte for an Archaeology of the Petit Nord)
sea and proximity to cod, it is likely that Dos dc Chcval would have been one of the sites
in use in 1541 (Pope2008b:48).
Thcmatcrialculturcatthcsiterangesfrornmid 17'h century at the earliest, and
suggests the site was in use more or less continually until almost 1904, when the French
fishery in Newfoundland ended. Though much of the collection remainstobeclosely
cxamined,thc ceramics, a prcliminary study orthe pipes, and an overvicwofthcglass,
nails, small finds and other artifacts at the site indicate a mid-Iatel7'h-through 19th•
century seasonal occupation(St. John 2008). The earliest of the tobaeco pipes include
flcur-de-lysdccoratcdstcms, and Tudor rose marked bowls most likely of Dutch 171h•
century origin (although possibly French), and bowls bearing an English mulberry motif
dating to the mid to late 17th century (Duco 1981, Duco 1982, Oswald 1975:90, St. John
2008). However, most pipes, as with the other classes of artifacts, datetethe 181h orl91h
century. The material culture at the site includes a wide array of ceramics, which will be
discussed in the followingchaptcrs. Othcrmatcrial culture includes the classes typical of
historical sites. Excavations have unearthed window glass, wineandpharmaceutical
bottles, as well as glass tumblers and some stemware. We uncovered many nails,
primarily wrought, which are indicative of wooden structures, and a few textiles, such as
pieces of canvas (that may have been uscd as roofing on temporarystructures) and small
scrapsofropc.Personalitemsincludcasmallcrucifix,manybuttonsincluding Frcnch
naval buttons; a pendant dedicated to Sacres coeursdeJesus etde MarieandPere
Franr;oisGaschon,andvariousciothingorshoebuckles.Fircarmrelated artifacts
including gunOints and muskctballs are fairly abundant. Fishing implementsinclude
hooks, cod dabbers, jiggers, and various lead weights for lines, nets and sounding. These
are a constant reminder of the primary function of the site.
ExcavationssuggestintensifieduscofthcsitcintheiSth andl9thccnturics,with
expansion of thearca used on the site and intensification of use ofoIderareas. This is
likely due, at least in part, to the shift around 1815 toa lotlerysystemwhieh allowed
crews to usc the same fishiog room for five years (pope 2008b:50). Crews would be more
willing to invest time into buildingpennanent structures ifthei rretum for more than one
season was guaranteed. The 19th-century deposits are interrupted byanAnglo-
Newfoundlaod occupation of the site from 1790 to 1820. While this Englishperiodisan
important component of the site, the focus here will be limited to the lesser-known French
wares instead of the more widelystlldied 19th-eentury English material
The chronology of the site can be somewhal pllzzlingat times becauseofthe
seasonal,temporaryuseofthesite.Evcryspringcrewswouldretumandconstructthe
necessitiesofa fishing room; digging holes, levellingground,and erecting temporary
This results in a mixing of strata which became increasingly evident as ceramics were
mended and sherds from different strata as much as 50 cm apart in depth and 15 m apart
horizontally mended togcther. However, Dos de Cheval has the great benefit of being
undisturbedbylatersettlements.Thismeansthatfunctionalmixing is not an issue; the
site was continually used bycrcws engaged in the same industry over itsperiodofuse.
and then left virtuallyuntouehcd (Popc 2008b:44)
The site was first investigated in this undisturbed condition in 2004. Of the sites
surveyed in 2004, Dos de Cheval was one of the most promising (Figure2.2). A large
crucifix orcalvairestill overlooks the site, and in survey a number 0 ffeatureswere
visible on the present day landscape including at least one breadovenmoundandthe
stone footings of several buildings; likely cookrooms and cabins (Pope 2007). This great
potential of Dos de Cheval,as a documented fishing room on an undisturbed,reasonably
accessiblesite,withanabundanceofmaterialculture,setthestage fora multiycar
excavation project.
In the 2006 season, Peter Pope directed excavations at Dos de Cheval
concentrated in three Areas: Area A,where standingremainsofl 9lh-centurystructures
are still evident; AreaC, which is the best place to land a boat in the site; and Area D,the
upper terrace, overlooked bya large cross, atypical feature of Breton fishing rooms (Pope
2006). The waterfront Area C was the most productive. In Area C, units were placed at a
variety of locations in order to determine the most productive cuIturaldepositswithin
Area C (Figure 2.3). Excavations indicated that the entire secondbeachterracehereis
anthropogenic, built up over hundreds of years of occupation by Europeanfishennen
(Pope 2006). Material culture found in this area was abundant and varied. One of the
most surprising finds was the burial ofa fishennan right inthecentre of the production
area of the site (Pope 2006). The 2006 excavations at Dos de ChevaI determined the most
Figure 2.2. Plan of Dos de Cheval. with main areas shown. Ceramic material studied here
is from Area C (Marco Chiaramonte for An Archaeology of the Petit Nord).
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Figurc2.3. Grid of Arca C showingthc units cxcavatcd in 2006, 2007,2008 (Courtcsy H
Brown)
heavily used and productive areas of the site and raised manyquestions about how these
deposits were built up and how these spaces were used overtime
In the 2007 season Peter Pope directed excavations at several areas of the site. At
Area C,excavations were overseen by Memorial University master'sstudentHarley
Brown and consistcd ofa trcnch perpendicular to the shoreline, toclarify the extent and
succession of cultural deposition in this highly productive area of the site. The trench cut
across the Area C terrace cast to west from close to the lower edge of the raised ancient
fossilbeaehofAreaD,downtotheedgeofthepresentdaybeaeh.The treneh extended
13 m,and was widened up to4 m in places to expose some of the severaI architectural
features identified,includingabumtstructureand a slipway (Pope etaI.2007).The
highcr,morcrcccnteventsarefullofl9lh-ccnturymaterial,includingpipestems,REW,
thousands of wrought iron nails, fish hooks, cod dabbers, and buttons,amongothcr
things.lnearly 19lh.century events we found the most obvious evidence for Anglo-
Newfoundland presence on the site during the Napoleonicwarperiodassherdsofasmall
creamwarejugbearingAdmiralLordNelson'sbustandslogan"England expects evcry
mantodohisduty"emerged(Figure2.4)(PopeetaI.2007).Underlyingeventsyielded
Normandy CSW, brown farence, and Ligurian-styleCEW
on the landscape or those marked on charts of the fishing room. At Area A, Memorial
University master's student Melissa Burns investigated the areas around the standing oak
Figure 2.4. A creamware vessel with black transfer-print depicting Admiral Lord Nelson
reading: "England Expeets every Man to do his Duty /ADMIRAL LORD NELSON/ Born
Sept.291758-DiedOet.211805/Aged67"eat.#5903
cross that was repaired by the French Navy in 1936. She also excavated at the area where
GeorgesClouc's 1858 ehartshows aeross at the promontoryal the edge of the seeond
beach terrace with a commanding view of the site. !-Iere she found the remains of an
earliereross and a probableeollapsed plinth, in the form of tabular roeks, wood knots and
nails (Bums 2008; PopeetaI2007). A third Memorial master's student,Genevieve
Godbout, investigated potential bread ovens at the site, eventually identifying a collapsed
early 19"-eenturybread oven (Godbout 2008; Pope et al. 2007)
FurtherexcavationsunderthedirectionofDr.PeterPopewithMemorialmaster's
sludentsStcphane Noel and Amy St. Jobn, in 2008, foeusedon AreaC, in and around a
nicheinthchillside,nearthewatcrfrontwhereafishingstagemayhavebccnlocaled,and
next toa large boulder that marks the southern limit of Area C (Pope elaI.2008).The
200S excavalionsonceagain proved lhat Area C was heavily used in the ISthand 191h
centuries,andrevealedsevcralnewarchaeologicalfeatures.Matcrialculturcwassimilarto
thatofpreviousycars:uppcreventsindicatingheavyuseinthel 91h century and lower
events yicldingan abundanccof 18'h-century material. Features uncovered in AreaC in
2008 include a stone hearth associatcd with possibly twooverlappingbumtstructures(one
ofwhieh is probably the same as thaldiseovered in 2007); apossibIe smithy; possible
remainsofa fishing stage, and e1usters of small hearths (popeelal. 2008)
Excavation in other areas of the site in 2008 took place in Area F,dircctedby
Melissa Bums, where she uncovered a well made, level, rock pavement with edges made
up of the natural bedrock along with tabular rocks. Thc structure isan impressive5x 10
m, probably had a simple construction, and was most likely composed oflargc timbers
supporting posts and plate fora simple roofandwalls, made of sails fromthe Frcneh ships
(pope el al. 200S). The material eulture indieales this strueture isofaiatelSoh toearlyl9'h
century date. The artifacts, as wcll as its largesizc indicatc itwasprobablyusedasa
donnitory or possibly cookroom. This feature, as well as the bread oven of2007 raisc
questions about the change in the taskscape ofthc fishcry, with carlierlSth-century
structures being built in the hcart of the activity and processingzonc of the site and later
19'h-eentury struetures being located in morcperipheral 10ealions(PopeetaI.200S).
2.3 The Range of Features al Area C
The most productive area of the site thus far and the focusofceram icanalysis,
known as Area C, is the area located nearest to the processing centreofthe site and is the
locationofbothresidentialandindustrialarchacologicalfeatures 1.AreaCconsistsofan
anthropogenic terrace with up to a metre of built-up deposits and anabundanceof
material culture and architectural features, reflecting its role as the hubofsevcral hundred
years of fishing activity. Asprcviouslynoted,AreaChasbeenextensivelyexcavatcd
over the eourseofthe 2006,2007 and 200S seasons and hasprodueed alargeeolleetion
Onc of the most surprising finds on thcsitcwasthcrcmainsofa fishennan. He
was an adult male, about 175 em tall, probably middle-aged based on his worn leeth, with
I See Appendix I fora list of Events (stratigraphic layers) associtcd with each Fcaturc.
possiblccvidcnccofaviolentdeath,inthefonnofa5cmdiamctcrholein his forehead
(pope2008a:51).Basedonmaterialculturefoundinassociatedslrata,hewasprohahly
buried before 1700 (Pope 2006). He was interred in a shallow grave, Feature 873, cut
into thc original beach,on his back,handsclasped in front of him,facingalmostcxactly
magneticcast(Pope2006).Thediscoveryofaburialinthisproductionzone,located
between the SW grid poinl of W32S 100 and NE grid poinl ofW31 S98, not far
undemeathcabins,industrialfcaturcsandworkingareasraisesquestionsaboutuscof
space on the site. Why did a fishingcrcw bury someone in the working area of the site,
underfoot in the most traveled area? Why not uphill in an area that was not as heavily
used-one which would eventually be used for burials around the large standing cross?
ThemoreindustrialfeaturesabovcthcintcTTedbodyindieatehcwasprobablyquickly
forgotten. Either way thc burial at Dos de Cheval isagrimrcminderoftheharshand
somctimes dangerous conditions ofthecarly fishery
Aslipway,Fcaturel021,eomposcdofaltematingtabularroeksandlogswas
uncovered in the 2007 cxcavations in Arca C (Figure 2.5). It was about 2 m wide and was
located within the grid pointsW35SI03-W32SI01. The rocks werearrangcd on the
hillside at a consistent I in5 slopc, over about 5 m(popeelal. 2007). It is likely that it
was used forthercpairofwoodenboatsthatwercuscd by the crcws on theirdailyfishing
expeditions. This hypothesis is st'rengthcned by nearby finds ofwroughtironboat
hardware, including gudgeons and pintles, used for mounting rudders (pope 2008b:45).
Eighteenth-century pipe bowls and farence found in association suggcsts French useof
this feature before the wars of the 1790s and early 1800s (Popeet al. 2007)
Figure 2.5. Feature 1021, a slipwayeornposed of alternating tabular rocks and logs. (An
Archaeology of the Petit Nord)
A possible smithy deposit, composed of burnt material, nails, iron waste, black
grcasycharcoal and several bricks was partially excavated in 2008. The deposilislocated
in the northern edge ofW27S103, within Feature 834, a niche in the hillside, which may
have provided somcsheltcr from the prcvailingwind. Thcdeplh ofthe deposit and the
material culture found above it indicate a probable late l7lh_or 18th-centurydate (Popc et
al 2008). The presence of boat hardwarc suggests what this smithy might have been used
for. Further excavation of this deposit was lirnited bya massive tabularrock,locatcdncar
the present surface that overlies much of the deposit
In 2007, the first of a few possible cabins or cookrooms was uncovered in Area C.
Underlying the boat ramp Fcature 1021,isEvcnl 1049 that represenIs the remains ofa
burned structure: Feature 1201 which was composed of burnt timbers and posts (Popcet
al. 2007). Feature 1021 is encompassed within W36S 104 and W32SI 02. Under the bum
event was a coarse stone and rock fill,usedto level the surface. Scrapsofcanvas,
possibly from a sail cloth roof, and window glass were associated with the burnt structure.
Jt is quite possibly a cabin used by officers or higher-status crew, based on rich midden
dcposits(Events 1059 and 1063)justdownhillofthestructure.Materialellltliresliggests
an 18th_century date for this structure, though earlier 18lh century than theslipway(Pope
etaL2007). Since this earlier 18th-century feature sits almost upon the natural beach,it
became clear that most of the built up terrace of Area C, at least from W34 downwards
towardthebeach,wasaccumulatedafterI700(PopeetaI.2007)
In 2008 we uncovered Feature 1233,adry masonry hearth structure of tabular
rocks, ina Ushape, facing the beach found between grid points W30S 103 and W28SIOO
(Figure2.6).ThewalIsofthefeaturerestaroundFeatureI237,amassivetahularroek
pavement loeatedhetween W30SI02-W29SI00. The slruelure itself is nieely finished on
the interior but rough and irregular on the exterior, suggesting that perhaps it was
originally dug into theeobblebeach and then haekfilledon thccxterior with eobble and
rock (Pope eta1. 2008). The north and south wings of the hearth were roughly rehuilt at
some point after its initial usc, indicating that it had at Icasttwo working lives. The rebuilt
extensionstothewestoftheeorehearthareFeaturel328,loeatedinW31SIOt-W29S99
and Feature 1326 loeated in W31S103-W29SIOI. These extensions reston a roeky fill
rather than the natural beach as the hearth does. are not as well laid andarcofalatcrdatc
than Feature 1233. Deposits within the hearth walls were full ofjumbled angular roekin
orange and grey ashy soil and contained more than 1000 nails, rnany heavily corroded
from heating. The nails eQuid represent thcbuming and collapse ofa wooden structure, or
perhaps the humingofdisearded materials (Pope et a1. 2008). Therewerefewdateable
artifacts found in context with the hearth; however the factthati t lies directly on the
nahlralbeachandundcrI9Ih-centurycvcntssuggcstsanIS1h-centurydate(Popeetal
2008)
Areas opened in front of the hearth revealed greasy charcoal laycrs
contemporaneous with thehearth,appearingastwo separatedeposits(Popeetal.200S)
Mapping these bum events, with bum events of greasy black charcoal found in 2006 and
2007, all together as burned Feature 1248 (ineluding Feature 1201)wemightestimatethe
extent of the two wooden struetures (possibly overlapping) at around6x6m(Popeetal
2008). Based on their size and the large 2 m wide hearth at their eastern end,thesehurnt
Figure 2.6. Feature 1233, a dry masonry hearth structure of tabular rocks(An
ArchacologyofthcPctitNord)
structures were probably either cookrooms or cabins. They were likely used by high
status persons based on the presence of hunted game in the associatedfaunalassemblage
and lhc rich midden dcposilS below found in 2007 (Noel 2008). Fromprevious years and
2008cxcavationsitwasclearthestructurc(s)cxtendedabout6meastto west (keeping in
mind these could be two overlapping structures),but the north-south dimensions were
unknown. The east west limit is from about halfway through W37 to W31. cw units
werc placcd to the nonh and the south of the known bumt arca, but to the north no bum
event was discovered and to the south two large tabular rocks preventedfunher
excavation;sothenorth-southdimensionofFeatureI248isstillunlmown.However,the
dimensions suggest a roughly square footprint, like fishing room structures represented
lhrough photographs and illustralions on the hislorical Petit Nord (PopectaI.2008).Thc
cntircstructure(s) is probably conlained belwecn aboul W37Sl04 and W30S93, although
some burned debris might have been cleared away making detennining distinct edges
difficult. It seems plausible that this feature represents an earlier structure associated with
Feature 1233 which was burnt, then a second burnt structure that may have been
associated with the extensions on the original hearth.
TwolargctabuiarrocksthatprcvcntcdexcavationbetwecnW36SIO6-W35S104
arc somewhat typical ofAreaC. Over the course of excavations at Arca C over three
years, many undefined large tabular rocks or stone or rock pavement and fill like features
have been uncovercd. These large rocks and others like them on the sitecould be part ofa
pathway, footings ofa structure, or may be lined up with the locationwhere the stage
came up out of the water (pope eta1. 2008). These two particular rocks weresurrounded
byapebbledsurfaeelitleredwitheodbones,musselshellsandI9'h-eenturymaterialthat
possibly represents a 19th-century working surface that extends throughout much of the
eentral area of Area C (Popeet al. 2008)
In 2008, we also opened a I x 5 m treneh, with its southwest eomer at W38S118,
in hopes of locating evidence oflhc fishing stage, the heart of the fish-processing
activities on the sitc. The location of this exploratory trench was based on an
intcrprctationofhistoricalmapsofthcsiteandlandscapcfeaturcswhichincludcthe
easiest landing plaee at the site, the angle of the Feature 23 ramp, whiehleadsfromthe
Area C waterfront to the Area Duppertcrracc, and some anomalous rocksobscrvcd
underwater, whieh might represent the remains of stage ballast (Popeetal.2008)
Fishing stages !cavc, at best, only ephemeral traces but decomposingorganic material and
large iron spikes uncovered byourexcav3tion SUppOft our imprcssion that this was where
French crews normally erected their stage. POCkClsofbumt needles and bumt ceramics,
earthenware and stoneware, indicate that hearths have been built inornearthisareaand
that it was certainly part of the bustling activities of the Dos de Cheval waterfront (Pope
ctaI.2008). The stage area trench proved to be one of the most productive formaterial
culture on the site, inc1uding many large rim and base sherds ofceramie.
The final feature in ArcaC is locatcd in four units against the north faceofwhat
we called IheBookend: a massive exposed bedrock protuberancc. whichmarksthc
southern limit of Area C. The feature is located between grid points W34S124 and
W32SI22.Hereweexposedaelusterofsmalihearths,indieatedbyroughIyeireular
patchesofburncdreddishsoilorbydepositsofash.Thescwcrcgenerally in deposits
wilh plcntiful charcoal and wcrc locatcdaldiffcrcntdcpths. Associatcdartifactssuggcst
that lhis arca may have been used bycrcws not only for relaxing intheirofThours, but
also for work incidental to the fishery but needed forsurvival,includingnint-knapping.
Thesehearthfeatureshavesometimedepth,forthcyarcnotcontcmporancousbutrcflcct
continual activity from aboul 1700 onwards. Artifact dalcs suggcstthatthcnaturalcobblc
bcach was still opcnhcrc, as tate as 1650. Thisconfirmsthcimpressionfromcxcav3tion
elsewhere in Area C that the anthropogenic development ofa beach tcrrace was not under
way,toanysignificantdcgrccmuchbcforcI650(popccla12008).
Vessel reconstruction and functional interpretations are based 0 nthecxcavated
Cheval. Some of these ceramics will relate to the various features in this production zone,
not only providing rough dates for the features, but furthcrinfonni ng the understanding of
Chapter 3: Methodology
3.1 Introduction: Vessel and Ware Analysis
The primary focus of the data analysis will be the lesser-unden;tood French
material from the site, in late 17~-through 18'h- and 19,h-centurydeposits. The 19'h_
century deposits are intcrruptcd bya Newfoundland English occupationofthcsitcfrorn
around 1790 to 1820 (Pope 2007). The Englishmalerial will contribute to my research,
found on the site include Normandy stoneware and brown fai"encc, both of which arc
relativelyweliunden;lood(BlanchelleI981,ChreslienandDufomierI995).Alsopresenl
on the site are several varictiesofcoarsccarthcnwarcs,including Breton and non-Breton
materials. The non-Breton materials arc generally green-glazed ceramics from western
France. The analysis of the little-understood Brclonccramics is an original contribution to
research on French ceramics (Pope and Batl2008). Rcccntcxcav3tions at the Breton kiln
sitcofPabu-Guingamp have recQvered an early modem earthcnwarccxhibiting a coarse
pink-grey fabric with fine mica, quartz inclusions, and red grog or Iimonite(Popeand
Batl2008).Microphotographicandinductivelycoupledplasmamassspeclrometry(ICP-
MS) analysis suggests that ceramic groups from the Petit Nord fishingstationsclosely
rcsemblethese wares and several othernorthem Breton wares. This rangeofdifferent
ceramic wares will complement an analysis of vessel foons present on the site.
In order to study ceramic function, I have uscd a typology based on functional
variations. In ordcrto creatca typology, I considered not only thearchaeologicalsamplc.
but also previous French typologies, historic catalogues and documents,museum
collections and post-medieval French archaeology. Established research on the ceramics
of westem France acted as a guide in the creation of types fortheceramic assemblage of
Dos de Cheval (Hugonoit 2002). Some ceramics from northern France also have existing
c1assificatorysystems(Flambard-I-lcricher2002)_Althoughthere is not yet much
published work on the ceramics from Brittany that appear in this collection,reccntstudies
ofceramicsfromsurroundingareaswillprovideastartingpointforcreatingfunctional
categories, by applying the definitions used in these published sourcestotheexcavated
assemblage. Aside from theabovcsouICCS I have relied most heavily 0 n the typological
classification system created by Fabienne Ravoirc(2006),discussed in further detail
Documentary information and archaeological assemblagcstaken togetherprovide
a more complete picture than eithcrcouldalone. To apply strictiy formal classificatory
methods to historical material and ignore the historical data wouldbeignoringthcwayin
which the cuiturc being studied thought about and used the vesselsunearthcdin
makers and consumers named. classified and used these wares (Deetz 1996). There arc
manysoUIcesthateanbedrawnupontoreconstructccramicfunetion.Earlyl9lh-century
illustratcd catalogues of ceramics for sale in BessinCotcntinalso informed the functional
Accounts of the fishing industry itsclf, including Nicolas Deny's 0 fl671 and
Duhamel du Monccau'saccntury later, memoirs of IS1h_and 19th_century visitors to the
Pctit Nord. plans of fishing rooms. and 19'h-ccnturypholographsofthcfishingindustry
might all be used to examine ceramic function andparticularlyceramicfunctionasitis
rclatcd to thc function of arcas wilhin a sitc(popc 2009). Ccramics thcmsclvcsarcrarcly,
ifcver, mcntioned,but eating habits and list of provisions found insorne of these
accounts of the fishery aid in thcintcrprctation of ceramic function. Various other artifact
classes have also bccn incorporatcd from the sitc as complementary evidcnee, including
pipcbowls.fordating.andglassbottlcs.toaidinlhcundcrstandingoffoodways
I will be working with ceramic vessels, not sherds, so will be using counts of
vessels or minimum number of vessels to conduct my analysis. Although not a
quantitative study of ceramics, issues relating to samplingofceramicsandquantification
of vessels were important to the study of vessel form and the creationofatypology.
Fragmcnts must be translated into whole vessels in order to study functional variability in
ceramics on a site. Some body shcrds can be diagnostic, in that theycanindicatcahollow
shcrds.bascsorhandlcs(Ricc 1987:292). Rim.bodyandbascdiamctcrswcrccalculalcd
wilh a diamctcrtcmplatc (Ricc 1987:223). Thc disadvanlagc ofthcsc lcchniqucs is that
thcygcncrallyignoresomebodysherds,andsmallfragmcntsofrimsherds are not
useable for accurate diameter measurcmcnts. Differentialprcscrvation and deposition of
bothvcsscl shape and ccramie warc as it relates to vessel shape cannot becontrolted, and
witlbcconsidcrcdasasamplingproblcminrelationtovcsselfunction.
While the primarydircction ofmyrcsearch is towards the functional
understanding of vessels, ware analysis will be incorporatcdasan importantsourcefor
functional interpretations. The understanding of what functional possibilities exist fora
particular ware will enhance the interpretive potential oftheceramicsherds found. Wares
with limited functional variations will enable functional interpretations to be partially
based on ware type. In this way ware analysis has become built into the research. My aim
is to mesh ware and functional analysis in a way that allows each specifie vessel and each
typeofvessel,fTomDosdeChevaltobeunderstoodbothwithintheirware types and
across warc types andasa part of the collection as a whole.
The representation of types is one of the most important aspects ofthis research
Type representation tbrough words, pictures, diagrams or a combination of these, in order
to ensure consistency of use of type, is the last step in the initiaI creation ofa type
(Adams and Adams 1991:56). Thccrcalion anddcscriplion oflypcs cmergcdoulof
natural groupings within the assemblage and then exact definitions were applied to further
describe functional types. The representation of functional ccramictypcsisnotonly
reported through naming and description, but includes thearchaeologicaldrawingof
vessels (Adams and Adams 1991). In lab analysis, vessels were reconstructed wherever
possible in order to aid in representation of vessel fonns. Photographicrepresentationsof
vessels were also incorporated into the analysis and description ofthe ceramic vessel
fonns.lllustrationtechniqucs,unlikephotographs,enableattentiontobefocusedon
ccrtainaspcctsofthcvesscls,inthiscasc,forrnandfunclion(ShepardI956:252)
lIIustralion was completed in profile by linkingcharaclerislic points(ShcpardI956:253)
Measurements of all ceramic vessels, where possible, were made to enable ratios and size
Several studies have recognized the value ofa functional typology for historic
ceramics. Bcaudryctal.intheirstudyofearlyChesapeakeceramics,link gradations in
vessel form to tenns used in inventories and other documents, in ordertocxplore
funclionalvariabilitywithinandbclwccnasscmblagcs(1983}.Thcyarguc lhat people,
boththcarchaeologistandthegroupsstudied,imposecategoriesuponobjectstofacilitatc
communication (Beaudryelal. 1983:17}. Tbc Chesapcakc study, whichincorporatcs
historical documcnts, attempts to reach the eonnotations and referentsofthe past which
arc associated with vessel type and function. In historical archaeologya sort of folk
lypologycan be creatcd by dcfining typcs in thc ways lhey are described in historical
documents. The Chesapeake study and others like it influenced the way in which I
thought.
The research addressing ceramic function through archacologically-rccovercd
material cuiturecan help us to understand aspccts of the lives of thcfishermcnthatmight
not havc been recorded. The documentary record andarchacologicaI record complement
each other (Deetz I996}. DanieleAlexandre-Bidon'sbook: UneArcil/!ologiedl/goiJl
ceramique et consommation olltlines a way of thinking about medieval ceramics that can
be applied to my ceramie rcscarch (2005). Like Beaudry et al. Alexandre-Bidonadvoeatcs
the intcrprctation and classification ofccramiesaecording to theirfunctioninordcrto
rclalethcmtothcirsocialcontext(1983;2005}.Alcxandre-Bidon furthers this by
presenting a theoretical and methodological way in which ceramic form and function can
bcstudied.lnordcrtomakcfunctionalintcrprctationsAlcxandre-Bidonemploysan
interdisciplinary approach. using archaeological ceramics. tcx tsand images to arrive at thc
paltemsofconsumplion and tasle oflhc culture being studicd (2005). This
intcrdisciplinary approach stressing ceramics' use in theiroriginaI social context guided
my research. I hopc to have conducted functional analysis in the spirit of this work,
allowing the vessel fonnslo be interpreted in the context oftheiruscbythcfishcnnenof
3.2 Fabienne Ravoire'sClassification System
Fabicnnc Ravoire'sapproach to typological classific3tion is rnorpho-functional.lt
takes into account quantitative data (proportions of ceramics) and qualitative data (fonns)
and correlates these with the function of the ceramics where it isknownorsupposed
(Ravoire2006).Conceivedasanadaptablclool,lhismcidingofformandfunctionina
typology is an approachlhal has greally influenced Ihe presenlstudy and has been adapled
to the ceramics of Dos de Cheval. The presenl study has utilized a sl ightly parcd down
version of Ravoirc's classification system, since not all of her forms arc present in the Dos
de Cheval assemblage. I am creating my own typology for the ceramics at the site; using
her existing system with modifications, placing the Dos de Cheval ceramics into existing




ceramics that make up the 1813 vcsscls and objects in Ravoirc'sclassificationsystemarc
Paris, lie de France and also the Beauvaisis. Other sources arc present: Nonnandyand
Mayenne for vessels used for transport and conservation of butter; Italy. the Lyonnaisand
Spain for table wares and fafencc. It is thcrefore relevant to the Dos de Cheval collection,
as many of the fonnsoriginatcinnorthem Francc. Giventhcgencralabsenccof
descriptive nomenclaturc for thc ccramics of these areas, Ravoirccrcatcdatypologythat
is both hierarchical and open enough to mcct the nccds ofthc typo-chronological
framework of the ceramics produced (2006)
The goal of this kind of typology is to standardize the existing descriptivc
systcms.Thcgoalisnottocreatcaunivcrsalclassification,butaclassificationuniqucly
adapted to her corpus. However, the typology is reproducible and lhcstatisticalthrcsholds
arcdcfined,which allow its usc by other researchers working on a comparablccorpus
Mine is a comparable corpus and I havc therefore adopted not only Ravoire'smcthodbut
In many archaeological publications pottery is presented not in an elaborate
typology but as a catalogue of forms (generally presented by production area)
Ceramicists do not oflen draw up typologies. but limit their approach to a classification of
fonns according to an inexplicit functional classification (Ravoirc2006).lncontrastto
thcsc sorts of studies. the classification adoptcd hercwill notdepend on chronological
classification or frcqucncyofvcsscls. which arcdcbatablccri teria.Theclassification
proposed here organizcs the morpho-functional charactcristicsofvcssclsin ahicrarchical
and non-systematic manner (Ravoirc 2006). In short, Ravoirc'ssystem of classification
that I have adopted mccts thc rcquircmcnt for classifying all the vesscls in thccollection;
the system is easy to use and is reproducible (2006)'
3.2.1 Morphological criteria
I haveadoptcd Ravoirc's descriptivc vocabulary, which was originallypresented
byJ. Nicourt(1986),adapted fromthatofA. Shepard (1956). This vocabulary is not
exhaustive, but outlines the tenns that will be important to the assemblageathand.Bcfore
examining the ceramics of Dos dc Cheval it is necessary to pin downthetenninology
The vessels arc composed of different segments based on changes in direction in
theprofileonpointsofextemalorintemalverticaltangency.AlIthevesselsarethus
composed of three unequal parts: the base, the body and the rim. The basc detcnnines the
position of the vessel on a horizontal plane. The body is the middIe part of the vessel
which detennines the capacity and contents of the vessel. The rim conditionsthe
aecessibilityoftheform,andiscomposedoftheopening(neckandlor rim) (Ravoire
2006). Definitions of each part of the vessel and the qualifiers designedinRavoire's
2006 study were utilized here
The rim is the higher part of the neck,or the body if there is no neck. It can be the
prolongation of the neck or the body and not distinguished in the profile. Conversely, the
2 A morpho-functional system would actually work even better on a collection with more
complete vessels than the Dos de Cheval collection
rim can have a difTerent dircction lhan the neck or the body and can bc clearly
distinguished. Variations in the shape of rim profile are almost numberless. The rim is an
aspccl of both stylc and function (pouring, lifting, rclaining liquids) (Shcpard 1958).
The various typcsofrims are
3. Oblique internal-rcctilincarexternal face I concave internal face
4.0bliqueextcrnal-rcctilinearcxternal face I concave internal face
5.0bliqueextemal-concaveexternal face I concave internal face
6. Horizontal or wing shaped rim (thesc are found primarily on platcsandplaners)
The lip is the extremity of the rim limiting the opening. To define lip types
Ravoirenoted the stecpness and shapcofits extremity. Thcinclinat ion of the lip is
calculated using the angle fonned by the deviation of the axis ofthelipcomparcdtolhe
vcrticalaxisofthcvcsscl.Fivcclassesoflipinclinationaredefined:
I. Vcrtical(closc10 10°)
2. Evcrlcd (10° 1080°)
3. Horizonlal(900)
4.Pcnding(1000101800)
5. Rctuming (280° 10 350°)
Ninclipshapcsarcdcfincd'
3.Flattencdinternaloblique
4. Flattened external oblique
6. Flatlenedthickcncd intcrnal oblique
7. Flattencd thickcncd external oblique
The neck of the vessel is lhc intenncdiatc portionbctwccn the rim andbody.ltc31l
be marked by a sharpdiscontinuiry in the profile (a break in the angulardirection)
I-Iowcver. the neck is not always c1earlydifTcrcntiated and may be confuscd with a
particularly developed rim. it is thus necessary to properlydistinguish a neck by
calculating the following ratio:
Height of the upper part ofthc vessel/Total height = Neck
Arbitrarily, Ravoiredecided that thc neck had to be greatcr thanl/5thofthctotalhcight
ofthcvesseltobecountedasadistinguishablcfeaturc(2006)
The body is the middle part of the vessel that functions as thccontaincr.Thcbody
can bedcscribcd by its profilc and its proportionality. Thc possible body profiles are:
I. Tapered straight walled
2. Tapered convex walled
4. Convex walled I rectilinear (an overall convex body with flat walls thatchange
direction, often at wide angles)
To further describe the body two dimensional relations arc used to spccifythe
proportions of the body. The first of these is
Total height of the vesscl 1Maximum diameler of the body
When thercsultingvalue is less than 1.5 the vessel body is classified as wide, and if the
value cquals greater than 1.5 the body is narrow
The second rclation to specify body proportion is·
Height of the uppcrpart of the body 1Height of the lower part of the body.
Three classes were distinguished. When lhe resulting value isgreaterthan2/3thebodyis
low, when the resulting value is less than 1/3 the body is high and when the value is
between 1/3 and 213 the body is medium.
Thereisaproblemwiththeuseorthescdimensionalrelationsinmany
archaeologica! collcctions where total height or body proportionsarc not clear from
fragmentary vessels. However, lam not dcfining types from fragmentary remains, only
dctcrmining which existing type fragmentary remains most closely match. Types in this
studyarebasedonthemostcomplctcexamplesinlhecollectionandcomparative
examples in olher French collections. Once we have assessed thepossiblerangeoffonns
on the site and how these fit into these dimensional relations, then we match fragmentary
remains to these types as best as we can
Though Ravoiredoes not use the tenn shoulder. where I have referred to shoulder
I take Anna O. Shepard's definition. The shoulder is the point of maximum diameter (a
point oftangeney) on a restricted form (Shepard 1956:241). Theshoulderisthe
transitional zone where the body ends and the neck begins, on a vessel withaneck.
Shoulders typically include the widest portion oflhe vessel.
The base is the lower part of the vessel.Thebasecanbepronouncedoragradual
change in the profile of the lower body. Forclassificationofbases,Ravoirenotesonly
thai their profile maybe:
I. Continuous,meaningtherc is no change of inflection of the profile 0 fthebody
2. Present and not overflowing, meaning there is no extra clay at the bottom edge of the
3. Present and overflowing, meaning it has surplus clay around the bottomexteriorcdge
Thcbottomoflhcbaseisthepartuponwhiehtheconlainerrests.lnlheDos de
Cheval collection, all containers, except for those fitted with feet,havea fairly flat base.
The presenceofa foot serves to elevate the container, usually so itcanbeusedinheat
Feelcanbesingularormultiple(generallythreeonlripodvessels)
Ravoire defines several types of handles or means of gripping. Howevcr, in the
Dos de Cheval assemblage they are mostly loop handles which are describedand
classified according to the location of the superior attachment point and their
morphology. The superior attachment can be attached to the rim, to the neck or to the
shoulder. The morphology of the handle can fall into six classes·
I. Flat vertieal curved handle, folded
2. Vertical oval handle, sometimes with a depression on the top
3. Vertical oval handle wilh appendagc
4. Composite vertical handle (a posl to which a vcrtical handle is addcd on)
5. Laleral horizontal handle, folded
6. Horizontal hasket handle, round
In order to specify the dimensions of the vessels, Ravoirc used the five most stable
ones: thcheightofthcvessel,lherirndiamctcr, the intcmal diamctcrofthencck,thc
body diameter and the base diameter. IncfTect, the potter fully controlstheactionshclshc
pcrformson a horizontal plane, but has lesscontro) over the verticalplaneasthcsc
dimensions require more movement on the potter's part to stretch the clay vcrtically
Thctwohasic functional types arc containers and objects. MostofbothRavoirc's
collection and the Dos de Cheval collection arc containers. Containcrs are solid and
composed ofa bottom and sides delimiting a hollow volume. Unlike containers,objccts
arcdiffcrentiatedbyaspecialfunction.Examplesofobjectsincludelidsandsomeoil
lamps.llisnotpossiblctodcscribewiththcsamefinesserarcfunctional typcsas is
possible with common forms. Thercfore my description of functional types that appear
frequently in the collcction will be more complete than those for which we only have a
few examples. Where we have only two or three examples of a vessel form, I have not
narrowcd the classification as much as I have in those vessel forms that we have many
examples. It does not make sense to narrow the categories forjalle for example if we only
havc only two fragmentary examples. Ifmany more of these typesofvessels are added in
the futurc to thecolleetion. then they can be subdivided with greater refinement. It is for
thetypesthatwehavemanyof,suchasthes;not.thatlhavenarrowedthe classifications
toafargreaterlevelofdetail.sincedescriptioncanbebasedonabettersample.
Ravoire has adopted a functional classification of containers and 0 bjectsstudiedin
tennsofdomestic activities to which they seem most directly reiated. This approach
rclies. in part. on observations made directly from theobjcct. In the searchfortraccsof
usc. likcthcsurfaceofablackcnedpot. function maybe implied. Similarly,thcshapcof
the object and how it has been made somctimes provides clements allowing us to
undcrstandits function. Manyfonnschangcd liltlcuntilthcfirstdccadcs ofthc 20th
century, allowing for interesting comparisons, although one must be cautious in this
matter (Ravoire 2006). Thc use of litcrary and iconographicdescriptions is not without its
problcms (Alcxandrc-Bidon 2006). Thcsc malcrials, although uscful,alsocontainpitfalls;
while texts mention the namcsofpots thcyoftcn ignore the form, andillustratedsources
do not always depict clearly the object's actual usc.
Names for vessel types were taken primarily from Ravoirc'stypologyand
supplementcd wherc neccssary from other French sources (2006). Where no French name
couldbeassigned,typesweregivenEnglishnames.lprimarilyusedthe French terms
throughout this work in an attempt tocreatc a moreemic typology. Englishtranslations
arcgivcnbutarcnotalwayspcrfcct(Tablc3.1).














D2-Pelitsillof: small storage pot N3-Assiette:platc
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Table 3.•. Vessel name French to Englishcquivalcnts for functional series foundatDos
All rccipients and objects of Ravoirc's corpus were split into ten di fferent
functional groups. The creation ofthcsc groups wasbascdon various publications,
includingworkonmedievalpottery(J. icourt),analysisofdomesticcivilianobjects,
and work on function byAlexandre-Bidon (2005). Not all of Ravoire's categories appear
at Dos de Cheval,so a revised system was used (Table 3.2)
3.2.4 Morpho-dimensional Classification
In order to create ceramic types, dimcnsional relationships and proportionswcre
takcnintoaccount.Morphologicalcritcriahavcalsobecnselectcdto develop a
hicrarchicalclassificationsystemthathasseverallcvels,startingfromthcbasic
morphological clemcnts to the less rcstrictive critcria (Figure3.1).Sixlevelsof
morphologicaldistinctionsweredistinguishcd
Classes: A distinction founded on the calculation of two typomctric featurcs: the indcxof
nattcningand the indexofopcning
Groups: A morphological distinction based 011 thcpresenccorabsenceofaneck and the
presence or absence ofa means of gripping (handlc,hafl ctc).
Forms: A distinction based on the interscction of classes and groupsofmorphological
dimensionspreviollslydefined
Functional series: A distinction founded on the functionaldefinitionoftheabovcfoffilS
Types: A morphological distinction that varies according to a hierafchicalclassification
Functional Categories at Dos de Cheval
I~Containers and objects for the preparation of food.
2-Conlainers and objecls for cooking food (liquids and solids)
-Coquemar ~Pot tripode ~Po{!Ion -Couverde ·Pot with hook
3-Containers for service and eating of food
-Ecuelle -Coupe -Plat -Assiette ~Soucollpe -Potaposset -Coupelle
S-Containers and objects for the conservation, transport,service, and drinking of
liquids
-Piche/ -Cruchon -Tasse -Bouteille -Gourde -Flacon -Coupelle
6-Containters for the transport and conservation of food
~Sinot -Mahon ~Petit sinot ~grease pot
7-Containers related to health and hygiene
Table 3.2. Functional categories at Dos de Cheval
Figure 3.1. Hicrarchicaldcndrogram for obtaining fonns(adaptcd from Ravoirc
2006:115)
Variations:lfany,variationsarcabletobedistinguishedinordcrtofacilitatethe
hierarchical classification ofdifTerent units within each type.
The containers are groupcd into classes according to their general morphology.
Vessels with a closed body versus vessels with an open body were distinguished from
each other and high vessels, medium vessels and low vessels wercdistinguishcd.These
distinctions are based on the two following equations
Index ofFlatlening: Total Hcight/DiamclerOpcning: thislypomclric index ean
distinguishtall,mediumandlowforms
Low: Icssthan orcqual 10 1/3
Medium:grcaterthan 1/31cssthan I
High: grcaterthanorcqual to 1
Index of Opening: Diameter at the tightening of the neck / Maximum diameter of the
body. This index serves to distinguish closed fonns from open forms. Everyvesselwilh
an illdex of less than OIlC is classed as c1osed,and all vessels with an index of greater than
one arc classed as open vcsselsJ
J Ravoire'ssystem dcfincsclosed vessels as those with index values oflcss than 0.9 and
open vessels with index values greater than one. This did notaccountforvaluesbetween
0.9 and one, so less than or greater than one was used here. Mycalcgoiresfortasseand
potaposset were afTected by this. My tasses had opening index values of around 0.92
and and thepolsapossel had valucs bctwccn 0.91-0.93.
Class 3: medium open
Class 5: low open
Groups: The presence or absence ofa neck, and the presence or abscnce ofa handle, arc
critcriathatheavilyinnuenccthcuseofafonn.Ravoiredistinguishcdfourgroupsof
Group I: with a neck with a handle
Group 2: with a neck without a handle
Group 3: without a neck and with a handle
Group 4: without neck and without handle
Forms: The intcfsection of five classes and four dimensional morphologicalgroups
allowsthedistinctionofthirtcengcnericfonns
Functional Series: In so far as each rim, body and base of the vesscl exhibit a certain
morphologicalvariabilityendlcsspossibiliticscxistforditTcrcnt functional series. Within
a generic form (forcxamplc tall closed vessels without a neck and w ith a handle) there
areas many functional series as there are real possibilities to combineexisting
morpho!ogicalvariations.Thefunctionalscricscrcatedaftcrbringingtogethcrfonns
allow us to proposcan intcrpretationofceramics from a sociological and functional
pcrspcclivc (Ravoirc 2006).
Ravorie, following G. Demians d'Archimbaud uses the concept of type as a fonn
thatisinlcntionallyrepeated(1981).ltcanhavcvariationsthat arc weak and have little
meaning due to the irregularities in throwing of pots; however, lhe variations can also
represent changes overtime or changes that arc leading to the creationofa new form
(Demiansd'Arehimbaud in Ravoire2006: 116-117). Formosteontainers, the type is
established in part by the neek or the morphology of the rim. The type eansometimesbe
determined from the morphology of the body, and sometimes from the base or the handle.
Atafinerlevelofdetail,Ravoireuscsthctermvarianttodefinearangeofsmall
morphological variations generally atfecling the lipofthe vessels. Variants within types
can indicate changes within chronology or the idiosyncrasies 0 fdifferentpotters.Ln
general, lhe variant is given by the morphology of the lip or the edge of the rim, but as
with type, it can also be the connection between the neck and the body, the handle, the
body or the base that determines the variant (Ravoire 2006).
Analpha-numeriesystem,dependingonthedegreeofeomplexityofthe
morphology of the vcssel,has been adopted. These allow for an easeofuseand
memorization. A name is also given to each funclional series loalIow it toenlcrinto
archaeological discourse (Ravoire 2006). At Dos de Cheval my des ignationsarelhesame
down to level of Form (A, B,C...) but I have reprodueedand adapted thesystemtothe
collection,usingdifTercntnumbers for functional series, since thefunctionalseriesin
Ravoire's collection and the Dos de Cheval collection are not all the same (Table 3.3)
Both Ravoire'sexistingclassification system and the morpho-dimensional
classification from measurements arc important here. Where the Dos de Cheval vessels
appcared to match Ravoire'sexisting functional series I fit them in. Ina fragmentary
collection measurements like total height or maximum diameter do not often have
_!
Dos de Cheval Vessel Typology
-with neck and with a handle- Form A. A1- Picher, A2- en/chon
-withneekandwithoutahandle-FormB.BI-Bouteille
-withoutneckandwithahandle-FormC.CI-Sillot,C2-Tasse,C3-Greasepot
-without neck and without a handlc- Form D. D)-Flacon, D2-Petit sinDt, D3- Mahon
-without neck and with a handle-Form F. FI-Coquemar, F2- Pot tripode, F3-Pot de
cltambre, F4-Potaposset. F5-Potwith hook
-without neck and without a handle-Form G. G I-Oule
Low open vessels
-without neck and with a handle-Form M. MI-Ecuelle, M2-Terrine, M3-Poelon, M4-
-without neck and without a handle-Form N. N I-Coupe, N2-Plat, N3-Assiette, N4-
SOlicoupe,N5-Coupelle
Objects
-objccts for the preparation, eating, conservation, and consuming of food and drink-
Object X. X I-Gourde, X2-Couvercle
Table 3.3. The vessel typology forlhe DosdeCheval,AreaC,assemblage.Groups,
FonnsandFunctionalseriesarereprescntcd.
practical value but measurements like rim diameter were useful in determining which
functional series a vessel might fit into. Where the vessels did not fi t into the existing
functionalscrics I added new functional series, based initially on personalobselVationsof
similarities in vessels and then found out what group, class and form they fit into based
on the most complete examples using the relations of morpho-dimensional measurements
outlined above (the indexofopcning, index of flattening, etc.). The measurements and
equations outlined above werc used to place lasse. Grcascpot,petitsinot.maholl,pota
posset,assiette,andsollcollpeintotheirrespectiveclass,groupand forminthctypology.
Basically I fit things into Ravoire's scheme where applicable, and uscdhermeasurcmcnts
Thus in the system, the first lettcrdenotcsthc forms that have bcen obtainedafler
a hicrarchical c1assification offivcclassesand fourrccognizedgroups (Figure 3.1). The
first digit dcsignatcs thc nllmbcrofthe fUl1ctional series; thesecollddigitindicalesthe
type; and the third digit indicates the variant. Forexample,Cl61 corrcspondswithformC
(tallcloscdvcssclswithoutncckandwithhandlc),thcfunctionalscrics I (sillol)oftypc
6, variant I. Another example, FI2 corresponds with Form F (medium closed vessels
withoutaneckandwithahandlc),functionalseries I (coqllemar),oftype2(thcreareno
variants within this typc)
3.3 Lab Analysis
ThisstudycovcrsalltheceramicscxcllidingREWfromexcavationinArcae
from 2006 to 2008. Thcbcach survey material bas been excluded in part beeauscofthe
bulkoflhe Area C collection and lhebulkoflhe beachsurveymalcrial. This beach
material,although intcrcstingin terms of vessel forms, is not relatcdtoanyparticular
context on the site, but mCTcly the site as a whole. Bccauscl feltthat a c10sc analysis of
the excavated matcriat WQuid add morc to the understanding of the sitcasa whole I have
excluded the Area C beach matcrial,cxcept for exceptional pieces, in this study. Since
2004 test pits were incorporated only as much as they add 10 the intcrprctationofthc
fonnallycxcavatedmatcriaI.Whenexamininglhc2004material;iflfoundakeypieccof
one of my already established vessels, it was added to thai vessel. It is difficult to
associatccitherthcbcachsurvcymatcrial,orthc2004tcstpitrnatcrialwithaparticular
archacological evcntor featuIc, so it has been examined but generally excluded
This study considers vessels, notshcrds. Thus, when therewcresmallshcrdsthat
simplydidnotmatcharim,base,shoulderordiagnosticshcrd,Ididnotexaminethcm
closely since they give little infonnation about function. Counts ofsherdscanbeuseful
for detennining datcs of events and relative frequencies forceram ic warcs (although
difTerentialbreakageandotherfactorsmustbcconsidered).However, they arc rarely
useful fordetemliningthefunctionoftheseceramics. Eachvesselinthccollcctionis
interesting individually, but the intent here is to give a representation of the vessels that
are present on the site as a whole, not to scrutinize each particularvessel.
We carried out the following steps in ceramic analysis to extract vessels and their
I All ceramics (and other materials) were assigned catalogue numbers so that the
ceramics could be rcmovcd from their respective artifact bags and mended or
2. All ceramics of each ware type from each temporal event were laid out in a scaled
down grid illustrating spatially the squares they were excavated from. In short
each group of ceramics, say CSW, were laid out by their temporal dimension, say
Event 1009, and in their spatial dimension (W30S102 was laidoul nexllo
W30S103,whieh was laid oul 10 W30SI04 ele.)
3. Matches and mends were made across space for each temporal event.
4. Each of these vessels (composcd ofa rim, base, handle, ordiagnostic body sherds
and the accompanying body sherds) was galhered in a clear box, mendcdwhere
possible and assigned a St.John vessel number. Note that lhis method means that
it is likely that there are bodysherds oeeasionally thai are ineorreetlylumpedwith
arimorbasethattheydonotactuallybclongwith.l-lowever,becausclam
looking at vessels this is fairly insignificant to my study. It means there are
actually more vessels in the collection than I have grouped,but lam Iookingat
MNV so it is not a problem. The St. John Vessel numbers are arbitrary reference
aids,theywereassigncdintheorderlhevessclpiecesweregroupedtogether,not
by form or ware.
5. Steps 1 to 3 were repeated until all wares in all events were examined
6. All vessels from each ware type were examined together.
7. AllvcssclswcrcthcncntcrcdinlolhcPclitNordEfAx-09databasc;cachSt.John
vessel being entered as an objecland each individual shcrdor fragrnentbcing
entered as a specimen. The object number refers to the number that the vessel was
catalogued under. Therefore at the end of the process, each rim, base, handle or
diagnostic shcrd and its corresponding shcrds can be refcrTcd to as St. JohnVcsscl
##orasobjcct####.
8. The best example of each vessel type, or sometimes a few specimens of each type,
wcrc illustratcd and all St.John vcsscls wcrcpholographcd.
All photographs, unlcssolhcrwiscspccificd,arccrcdilcdtoAmySt. John
Original ceramic profile illustrations by Amy St. John, along with a selection of ceramic
vessels were sent to artist and potter Talva Jacobson. She created the more polished
illustrations llsed here for An Archaeology of the Petit Nord. MallY of these illustrations
arc based on the original drawings and measurements, along with the analysis of the
Most problematic of the ware types was the Ligurian-style wares. I suspect that
myeountsofLigurian-stylevesselsareanunderrepresentationofthe actual number of
vessels present. The fabric varies little and the fonnsvary little, andIthinkthateach
vessel lumped together could possibly equai several similarvessels.Moresothanother
fabrics I think the limitations of MNV counts must be kept in mind, since there are
probably rims and bases, bases and shoulders. and maybe even rims and rims that have
bcen matchcdtogetherthat may not go together but were matchcdbecausetheirprofiles,
fabric and glaze were not ditTcrcnt enough to confidently say that theyare more than one
vessel. Certain events, such as 1009, probably have more Ligurian-stylewares than arc
3.4 Terminology
Forclarity'ssakc, tenns rcferring to the processes I usedtorecrcatc anddescribc
BymendlmeanlwosherdslhateanbephysieallygJuedlogelher.Bymatchl
mean two sherds that arc probably from the same vesscl,bascdon similarities in fabric
colourandcomposition,thickness,vesselfonncharacteristics,andthesherds'rclative
proximitytoeachotherinthcarchaeologicalrccord.However,sinceinsomecasesmends
were made acrossagrcatdepth,as muchas40 cm and several strata, and across great
horizontal distanccs, as much as about 15m in some cascs, if thematchlookedgood
bascdonfabricandvcsselshape,thcproximitywasgivenlcsswcightindctermining
matchcs. This issimplya result ofthc scasonal usc ofthc site by fi shermcnandthc
chronological mixing that comes with a constantly shifting, modificd and rebuilt
landscapeoflhefishingroom
The description of colour is particularly problematic. It is not onlysubject to light
but ilean besignifieanllydislortedlhroughpholographyordigilaJ represenlalions.By
clearlydcfiningtermsand the syntax ofmycolourdcscriptions I hopctoeliminatcmost
ofthcambiguity in colour tcrminology as well as cnablc thc rcaderto visualizethecolour
bcing dcscribcd and comparc this colour to thosc that might bc in his or hcr own
Parks Canada and many other arehacologists have used Munsell colourcharts
with success to describe ceramics colour. The most comprehensibIe of these publications
are those that usc Munsell in conjunction with a written descriptionofthecolour.Ihave
nolusedlheMunselicoiourchart,asmanyOlhcrshavcnOl(Popel986,Barton1981)
bccause this description of colour is incomprchensible to the rcadcrwithoutaMunscll
chart readily available, and the warcs in this collection vary cons idcrablyinfabricand
glaze colour dcpcnding on inconsistcncies in original firing, uscinheat(asisoflcnthc
caseforcookpots)andposl-deposilionalfaclors(PopeI986).This can be seen clearly in
some cases whcre shcrds ofonc vcssel that have bccn rncndcd show a great variation in
colourdependingonthcirlifehistoriessincctheiroriginalfiring.Hcnce,inthccascof
describing such warcs. some vagucness in colourtcrminology is somewhat appropriate to
capturingthc variation within both thc ware as a whole and in somecascscvcn within a
particular vessel (pope 1986).
I have adopted. with some changes to adapt to theprescnt collcction ,thcclearly
laid out colourdcfinitions and colour description syntax uscdby PctcrPopcinhis
analysisofccramicsfrom I7 lh-centuryFcrryland,Ncwfoundland(1986). Whilesomc
colours arc uscd without necd ofan explanation (grey, pink etc.) thcre are some colours
for which I havcuscd Popc's dcfinitions and areas follows:
"Off-white": slightly grey white.
"Cream": slightly yellow white.
"Buff': slightly brown white.
"Beige": light brown (browner than bufl)
"Brick Red": reddish orange brown, "terra cotta". I have used "tcrra cotta" as my
preferred term for this colour
"Salmon": deep pinkish orange.
"Chocolate": a deep brown, the colour of dark chocolate
I have added the following terms (particularly for the description 0 fNormandyCSW)
"Wine Red": a deep red or burgundy.
"Caramel": dark beige. The colour of caramel candies or icc cream topping (lightcrthan
brown)
Furthermore, I am adopting the following colour syntax from Peter Popc's analysis
(1986)
I. Where tWQ colours are concatenated the first modifies the second, wh ichshould
be considered dominant. Thus "yellow-green" is greener than"grccn-yellow"
2. Where colours arc separated by a slash "/"cachof the colours occur
"Ycllow/grecn"indicatcs that both yellow and green are present, severally.
3. In descriptions of fabrics with layers ofdifTcringcolours the 0 utcnnostcolouris
designated first. Thus an "orange/grey" fabric is orange on theextcnor
Expanding on this for fabrics with three layers of differing colour thcsarnerule
applies, working from the cxtcriorofthe vessel,to the interiorofthefabricConly
visibleonbrokensherds),totheinteriorofthevesscl
Coarse Earthenware Description andcoarseversusjille
The coarse earthenware has been broken into groups by the colour, structureand
natureofthcirfabric.Withinthesebroadgroupingsthcrearegroupingswithdistinct
glazccharactcristics,whichhavebccnfurthergroupedCe.g.leopardskin ware). The
initialsortingbyfabriccharacteristicsallowsforthosevariations within what might be
one pottingccntrc to be grouped together. As Barton states: "Thccombination of the
fabric, texture and content and its colour, both inside and outside thesherd,togctherwith
thecolouroftheglazeprovidethemostessentialcluestothcidcntificationofotherwise
undecoratedshcrds"CI981). Until the ISth_century wares of northem Franceandnorthem
Italyhavebeenfurtherpublished,morekilnsiteshavebeendug,and more scientific
analysis has been conducted,whatmayseem to be a vague grouping 0 fwaresorcautious
use of terms such as Ligurian-style or Landieul-likereflects limitcd understanding that we
Besidesbeingdividedbycolour,thecoarseearthcnwareswcredividedon the basis
of whether they are coarse or fine. By which I mean not thedistinction between "coarse
earthenwarc"and "rcfinedearthenwarc". but coarse as having a eoarsely-grained texture
andjineashavingafinely-graincdlcxturc(pnpc 1986).Atthcmnstbasiclcvcl,lhavc
used the differentiation between coarse and refined stonewaretobe divided along the
lines of those that have visible rilling or throw lines and thoscthatdonoLHowever,
refined stonewares were not found in the excavated assemblage, 0 nly in beach survey, so
Chapter 4: Ceramic Ware Types
There arc many REWvcssels found in many contexts on the site, both French and
English. The REW was clirninatcd from this study, after an initialcxaminationofthe
collection, simply because of the amount of vessels present. The REWisfairlytypicalof
late 18'h- and 19lh-ccnrury sites in North America. Theassernblageincludescrcamwarc,
pcarlwarc and whitewarc although crcamware and pearlware dominate OUf REW
collection. Many of the vessels have decoration including hand-painted,banded,shell-
edge and transfer-print designs. Forms arc varied but generally includc bowls, cups,
saucers,smalljugs,andplates.Therearcanumbcrofvesselsinsorne events with shared
pattcms. especially certain pearlware transfer-printed blue pattems that indicate that sets
of tea wares were being used at the site.
The REWwould have been used by both the French and Anglo-Ncwfollndland
occupants on the site. Some vessels are obvious indicatorsofa 11oll-Frellch presellce, such
as the black transfer-print creamwarc vessel with Admiral Lord Nelson depicted on it
(Figurc2.4).ThereisalsoaninterestingpossibleFrenchREWcomponent to the
collection. This includes some more crudely decorated vessels thatdonotappearsimilar
toanyEnglishcxamplcs(pctcrE.Popcpcrs.comm.)(Figure4.1).FromthclatcI8'h-
century the French were producing REW to copy and compete with Englishproducts
Thisisan interesting aspect of the REWcollection because most FrenchsitesinNorth
Americadonotcarryoverintothel9lh century.
Figure 4.1. REW from Area C. a) English pearlware and crcamware b) possible French
painled hand paintcd pearlwarec) possiblc Frcnch hand paintcdpcarlware d) possible
French transfer-print and paintcdcrcamware
4.2 Ligurian-styleCEW'
ThcrciscvidcnccforasignificantquantityofMcditcrrancanproductsoncolonial
French sites in North America. These include Spanish oil jars as well as productions from
Provence in great numbers. The Provence vessels include table vessels ofl'l-luvcaunc,
jars ofBiol,marmitesofVallauris, and lhoselhatappearal DosdeCheval,lheblaek
spoiled vessels of the gulfofGenoa(Albisola)(Amourieand Vallauri2007). I have
referred to this CEW throughout as Ligurian-style CEW. This is what it has consistently
referred to as orthltalianCEW,CEWofAlbisola,terrebrlllle,orveryeonfusingly
[aiellce bl"lllle (Brassard and Leclere 2001:23).
Ligurian-style ceramics were made on the pouer's whecl and also with moulds or
presses to achieve a ribbed surface (Brassard and Leclerc 2001:22). The ceramics have a
fine light to medium red or terra cotta colour paste and arc decorated with wide black or
dark brown manganese bands applied under a plumbifcrousglazc that appcarstransparent
brown ductothcprcsenccofiron oxide. The bands can takcthe foml 0 fparallel,
conccntric or intersccting lincs. Thecolourrangcs bctwcenquitelightandquitedark
brown and the ceramics are often referred to as cotTee colourcd. ThcYcssclsareglazcd
on the interior and exterior, although decoration generally onlyappearsonthcvisiblc
surfaces (the inleriorofplales) (Figure 4.2). Other, relativeIy rare examples have designs
on the glaze, ofwhieb only lraees remain (Brassard and Leelere2001:22). Henri Amourie
'SeealsoAppendix2Ligurian-styleCEWForms




rectangular),ecuelles,jaltes,saladieres, soupieres, terrilles,covered terrines, coupes,
beer mugs, vessels relating to coffee inc1udingcoffec pots and tasses, and also casseroles,
poelonsandotherfonnsrclatedtofoodprcparation,serviccandconsumption(Amouric
1999:121; Brassard and Lcclcrc2001:22).Thcscnorth Italiantypcswcrcoriginally
produced in thc rcgion of Liguria around the city of Genoa in ItalynearsouthemFrance.
In the 181h ccntury the products of Liguria enjoyed great commercial success,finnly
occupying the niche for low-end wares on an international market. With their informal
decor they could be created quickly but they were well thrown; sometimes with moulded
decor elements such as the handles. They were decisively elegant andyet wercsoldat a
particularlylowpricc(Amouric 1999: 119).
The Ligurian-styleCEWarea fire resist'ant brown earthenwares ofa coffee
colour. Thispcculiarcolourationofmangancseglazesbccomesaunivcrsalfashion at the
endofthcl71h centuryandcontinueslatcrwiththcadoptionofthe ritual of drinking
coffee. These brown-glazed wares were in competition with French fai'cnce, though they
never rivalled it in quality. Ligurian CEWhada lowpriceand,bccause of this, was
somctimcs taxcd (Amouric 1999). Ascarlyasthcfirstquartcrofthc 18'h CCI1!ury, this
great popularity throughout thc south of France and thecompetition between French and
Italian products lead French potters to create replicas in thcworkshopsinToulouse,
Bordeaux, Nevers and Lyon-lryingtocompctc with the cheap, attractiveitalianproducts
(Amourie 1999: 122; Amourie and Vallauri 2007:228; Brassard and Leclerc 200 I:22).
The Italian productions of Ligurian-style CEW arc indistinguishable from the productions
ofProvcncc. In North America they arc sometimes given a synthetic name of the style of
Ilaly (Amourie and Vallauri 2007). Some of the examples we find at Dos de Cheval
could well originate in southern France as imitations of the Ligurian wares
Ligurian-style wares are an important component of the collections ofcoarse
earthenware on French sites in the North Atlantic, such as the FortrcssofLouisbourgand
Fort Beausejour (Barton 1981; 1977). They arc very common in lhesouth of France and
their quantity in the Louisbourgcollcction indicates that they were common enough to be
sent from French ports, possibly Marseilles in somequanlily(BartonI981).Thisnorth
Ilalian type was also found on the wreck of the Mauchault and was thought tobc pari of
the crew's effects (Barton 1977; Barton 1981:47). Similar examples arc found at thc
Intendant's palace in Quebec city, imported from Albisola in northern Italy (Mollssette
2007:164). Howcvcr,thcbcslcxamplcsoflhcscvcsscisarcfromshipwrccksand
terrestrial sites in the Mediterranean, such as the wreck of Grand-Congloue4, and the
Port ofPomegucs (Amourie 1999:123-124)
onwards into the early 19th century with Ligurian-style wares (Amourie 1999). In Quebec
contexts these eeramics are given a date of the second halfofthe 18th century (Brassard
and Leclere 2001:122). However, sincc the fishcrmenat DosdeChevaI were likely
visiting the south of Franee seasonally it islogieal that the same ru les of supply do not
apply on this migratory site, and that the ceramics could possiblydatetoearlierinthelS1h
century,pcrhapsevcnthesecondquarterofthclSthcentury,aflerimit3tionsbegin.
The Ligurian potters had uneatliludelresmoderne; by the second halfofthelSlh
cenrury they had organized an immense nctwork that covered all of southcmFrance
(AmourieI999). However,in 1820a JOOpereenllaxaliononlhepotteriesofAlbisoJa
Jow prieed vessels lhroughoul the 18'heentury(Amourie J999)
4.3 Brown Faiences
percenlage is Jargeplats(Figure4.3).
.s Sec also Appcndix 3, Brown fa'iencc Fonns
Figurc4.3.Brownfalcncctasse,platandcoupefromArcaC,EfAx-09. cat. # 2482,
people, widely uscd because the brown manganese lcad glaze allowcd ittobcplaccdncar
orin heat and kept wann (Blanehetle 1981). Theabundaneeoffaieneeat Dos de Cheval
whcre it rnust have been uscd mostly by fishcnncn indicates that fai'cncc is not a strong
Based on identification of rim dceoration, a largc percentage ofthebrownfarenee
at Dos dc Cheval is in the Rouen-stylc, Ofthchrown fai'cnccvcsscl s,28 percent have
Rouen-styledecoration(Figure4.4),Rouenaisoproducedplainvcsselswithout
dccorationsoitisprobablcthatmuchoftheundecoratedbrownfai'cnccwas from this
region as well. Roucn, the historic capital of Nonnandy, wasa major producer of brown
fa'lcncestarting in the 1740sanditsdecorativestylcwaspopularandoftenimitatcd
(Waselkovand Walthall 2002:65)
4.4 White Fa'ience'
White fai'cnccisatin-glazedearthcnwarcproduccd in Francc. foundon17th-and
18'h-eentury French sites throughout North America (Waselkov & Walthall 2002:62). It
hasa smooth coarse earthenware fabric and the vcssels wcre individually tumed and
decorated. Whitc farence hasa white tin glaze on both the exterior andintcriorofthc
vcsse1.Whitefarenecvessclsareusedmoreforservingthancookingorheating.The
white tin glaze tends to delaminate morc than the brown glaze on brown farence and the
thebrownfa'ienceofRouen,Frenchwhitefai'cncecomesinawiderangeofvessclfonns.
6 Sec also Appendix 4, White Fa'icncc Fonns,
.~r,
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Figure 4.4. Brown fa"icnccplatswith Roucn-stylc rim decoration. cat # 9052, 10397 and
includingtablewares,storagevesselsandvesselsrelatingtohygiene (Brassard and
Leclerc 2001:60). There arc all of these groups represented at Dos de Cheval, though not
in great numbers (Figure 4.5).
The majority of the farenceon the site, both white and brown, isdecorated in the
grandfeu palette, that consists of heat resistant pigments (cobaltblue,antimonyorangc-
yellow, copper green, iron red and manganese purple) that were applied to the glaze
bcforc firing. The more subtle and diverscpelitfeu paleltc began toreplacethegrandfeu
in the I760s. Thepetitfeupalette is rarely found in North America, bccause it only
became popular after the loss of French colonies (Wasclkov & Waltha112002:64)
However, the migratory fishery outlasted the colonics, and Newfoundlandfisherysites
were occupied well past the I 760s, soit is possible thatpelilfeu palette is found on
mIgratory sites
The white farence vessels are fragmentary for the most partandnot many have
recognizable decoration that allows them tobe traced to a product ion centre. Rouenwasa
leading centre for fai"ence production beginning in the I 640s and continuing throughout
the next century producing Normandy Plain, Normandy Blue on White, St.Cloud
Polychrome, and Seine Polychrome styles alongside brown farence (Waselkov &
Walthall 2002: 64). It seems probable that some of the white faience from Dos de Cheval
was produced in Nonnandy, due to the proximity of the production centres to Breton and
Norman ports. French farencefoundat Louisbourgisforthemostpartveryplain.The
majorityofthepiecesaresimplitied Roucn, Mousticrsor evcrsstyles,madeby
Figure 4.5. White fa"ieneepotachambre, possible tasse and plat. cat # 8220, 7300 and
producers which probablywouldbc very difficult to trace loday. (Dunton 1971:15-17)
JustastbeRouendccoralivcstylescanbeidcntificdonthcbrownfaIcncC,saean
several picccsoffaiencc that arc in the style of the south of France in the Provence
region. These picccsccrtainly stand out in the collection because of the yellow-orange
colouring of the decoration. MOllsticrs, a cityclosc to Marseille, producedpopularyellow
onwhitefajenceafteraboutI730(Waselkov&WalthaIl2002:70).Provenceblucon
white-style decoration is also found at DosdcCheval (Walthall 2007:1 13) (Figure 4.6)
The proximity of Marseille to the production center of Moustiers rnakesitlikclythat
lhcsc ceramics were not traveling through France inland,but wcrebeingpicked up whcn
the fishcnncn were omoading cod. These Provence-style vessels allow for trade links to
be recreated between the area around Marseille, the ports of BrittanyandNonnandyand
thcnNcwfoundland,sincethisisprobablythejourncythcscwaresmade.Ongoingdebatc
aboutwherethesedecorativestylesaredcfinitivelyfromindicatcs that they also might be
from Nevers but Provence cannot bc rulcd out as a source (L'Anglais 2008). Kilnsitc
tcsting has begun but, as with other Frcnch ccramics of this period. conclusions about
fa"ienceorigins remain tentative (Bemier2003; L'Anglais 2008)
Figure 4.6. White fai"cnccassiettes with Provcncc-stylcdceoration in yellow and blue cat
4.5 Coarse Earlhenware(CEW)'
The coarse carthcnware on the sitc has bcen grouped based on colour and texture.
\Vithin thcCEW thercarc those that have many large visible inclusions which arc
rcfcrred to here arc coarse and those that although unrefined have a finer texture to their
fabric, here referred to asjine coarse carthcnwarc. In this way the CEW in the collection
has been broken down into: fine beige, cream or buff wares, coarse beigecrcamorbufT
wares, coarse white to grey wares, fine terra cotta wares, coarse terra cotta wares, coarse
pink-greywarcs, and fine pink wares (Figurc4.7). CEWon the PetitNord has been
previously studied by Sarah Ncwstead in a seminar paper, and hereategories(pctitNord
CEW type #) have been considered in the CEW analysis'
The Breton wares are the rnost interesting of the French CEW in the collection,
simply because they are the least well known and published. I am not trying to write a
definitive work 011 the green-glazed CEW Ofsoulhwestcrn France, 0 rcven to fully
understandtheoriginsofthoseccramicsoriginatinginnorthernFranceinareassuchas
Bcauvaisis.However.thcBrcton-typewares,whichcontribute closetohalftheCEW
collection, offer the opportunity to study a class of earthenware that arc originating at
certain kiln sites in Northern Brittany, including Pabu-Guingamp, Lamballc, and Laval
that arc not yct fully understood. These Brctonwarcs from Dos de Cheval contribute to
the understanding of Breton CEW in all of Newfoundland and even North America (pope
and Bau2008; Moneue2010).
; ~~~ ~~~:n~rx~~ix :~~;;':;:~ CEW Classifications of the Petit Nord Ceramics.
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Saintongc-likc = CEW typc 7
Figure 4.7. CEW chart illustrating how thccollcction was divided based ontcxturcand
colour.
The non-Breton wares, I have referred to as French wares. They include examples
from western France, and northern Frcnch wares. There is some quite refined material in
fonnssuchaseclIe/les,andalsoroughermaterialinthefonnofcoquemarsandpols
Iripode in this French green-glazed ware.
The representation ofgrcen-glazed French wares, typical of ISth_century French
sites such as Louisbourg, is relatively low at Dos de Cheval (Barton 1981). The grccn-
glazed French wares, oflen (sometimes incorrectly) groupcd under the category of
Saintongearea relative minority at Dos de Cheval, making this a distinctivenorthem
French collection of Breton and Norman origin. There arc Saintonge or possible
Beauvasis shcrds scattered throughout the col!cction but none matchcd thcvcsscls studied
indetailherc. As an example, in Event 1267 squarcW41SlO3 thcrcwasa shcrd with a
grey-beigefabriewithyellowglazelhatdidnotmatehanyofthediagnostiesherds in the
collection. Howcvcr,sinceIamconccntratingonful1ctionalanalysis, these potentially
intcrcsting shcrds arc not included in my prescnt analysis
Within thcCEWcollcction area few English vessels. ThercarcsomcBristol
Staffordshire-typcslipwarevessels.Allofthcschavethesameform: potsaposset. Most
havctypicalfabricandglazc.OnevessclhassimiiarfabricbutisquitcdifTcrcntthanthc
classic type in its decoration and may possibly be either an imitationofthetypc,or
possibly a late version of the StafTordshire slipwarc-type.
Leopard-skinCEW
These vessels have a fine pink-beige to pink-white fabric with yellowleadglaze
sprinkled with iron-rich powder which gives them a speckled or streaky black pattern,
then clear glazed overtop (Figure 4.8 a) (Barton 1981:12). Barton classes them as
Saintongeslipwares and it is likely they arc from thisarca(1981: 10). They arc found at
other North American French sites, and known vessel fonns include coupes,jarresand
eClielles.Theyprobablyhavean 18,h-eenturydate(Barton 1981).
Fine beige with yellow glaze
These vessels have a homogenous and fine fabric with few fineinclus ions. The
colour of the fabric varies from beige to beige-white. They have a lead glaze that varies
from yellow to pale yellow with some green patches (Figure 4.8 b). They fall roughly into
the Petit Nord CEW type II (Newstead 2006). The fabric and the yellow glaze arc similar
on some examples to thc style of Beauvais, though thcycouldbcofa southwestern
France origin as well (Brassard and Leclerc 2001:33). The Bcauvaisccramics originate in
the north of France, whose best known production center is Martincamp.Thcsctypcsof
departments. These objects, oflhe Beauvais style, arc probably 0 falateI7,h- through
J8'h.centurydate. The known vessel types for ceramics in the style of Beauvais include
plats,assieltes,varioussizcsofbow)s,poe!onsandecuelles(BrassardandLeclerc
2001:33).
Fine beige with green glaze
This fincgrcy-bcigc fabric with bright grccn Icadglazclikclycithcrfallsintothc
stylc of Bcauvais orthc stylc ofSaintongc, but could nol bcconfidcntlygroupcdwith
cithcr (Figurc 4.8 b)
Finegrey-pinktobeige-pinkwilhgreenglaze
This fabric is similar to PClitNord CEW typc 7 (Ncwstcad 2006) ora Sainlongc-
type or southwestcm Frcnchtypcofware. Thc fabric is a hard grey-pink to beige-pink
and thclcad glazcrangcs from olive to grccn (Figurc4.8 c). Thcy arc probably bcst
dcscribcd as grccn-glazcd CEW of Francc. Thcy fall into lhiscatcgory oullincdby
Brassard and Leclerc as such,with fabric ranging from whitctowh itc-pinkandalcad
glazccolourcdgrccn byacoppcroxidc, palcordark,andsomctimcs brownish green
(2001). They are usually glazcd on the interior but also somctimcs thcextcrior. They can
datcanywherefromthe16 lh tolS1h ccntury,soarcfoundinmanycontextsatDosdc
Chcval and othcr North American Frcnch silcs (Barton 1977:48 Type 1; Barton 1981:16
TypcL2; Brassard and Leclcrc2001:28-29). Thcscgrccn-glazed French wares possibly
originatcd in the region of the Rhone Alps, the Saintongc region or the north of France
(Brassard and Lcclcrc2001:28-29).Thcrcwcrcalsogrccn-glazcd while-bodied CEW
produced ncar Rouen (1ckowicz 1988:67). These French green-glazed wareswcre
available in a wide varicty offonns including those for food prcparation,storagcand
servicc includingpichets. cruches, ecuelles, cOllpes,poelons.jarres.jattes,terr;nes.plats.
assieltes, colanders, platewanners, pots, ointment pots and other fonns (Brassard and
Leclere 2001:28).
True Saimonge CEW was the principal type of vessel produced at LaChappelIe-
des-Pots in the ISthcentury. It was a largcgroupin the Mauchault wreck indicating that it
was important around 1760. (Barton 1981: 16). Saintonge wares were widely exported,
possihlyas early as the 13'h eentury, and up into the 17'heenturyin England (Hurst 1974)
Thc warcs arc thought to have been shipped downstream to La Rochelle andPortBertaud
(BartonI981).TheSaintongegreen-glazedwhitefahricCEWhasaereamyhufftopale
pink colour but is generally a white chalky colour, and the texture is chalky and smooth
There are no deliberate inclusions but sometimcs it will have small red ochrouspebblcsor
oeeasionallyanadmixtureofredelay(BartonI981:16,BrassardandLeclere2001:49)
Thcyaredccoratedbyw3shinginathickwhitcslipovcrthcinsidc,overwhichacoppcr-
stainedlcadglazcisapplicd.Thevesselsarcwhcelthrown,llot very well (Barton
1981:28).ObjectsfoundinSaintongefabricincludcassieltes,Jatles,hollowconlaincrs,
eClIelles. colanders,Jarres, pots, twohandlcd pots,poelons, medicincjars,andboltleilles
(Brassard and Leclere 2001:49)
The Dos de Cheval vcssc1sdonothavethcdistinclivewhitcslipof thcSaintonge
wares, making a classification into the more general French green-glazedCE\Vmore
appropriate. There are sherds in the collection that exhibit this white slip but for the most
part they arc very [ragmentary.waterwom and gencrally from the earliercvellts.
Unidentified fioe beige fabric
Thesc arc vessels with fincbeigefabricthatdonot fit into any of the 0 ther
groupings (Figure 4.8 d)
Coarse pink-grey with red inclusions and green/light green glaze
These sherds are a very close maleh 10 Petil Nord CEW rypc9(Newslead 2006).
We thought they might be Brcton upon initialobscrvation. Howcvcr, they are gcnerally
lightcrthanthcBrctonreferenccsherdsandarcglazcdinalightcrgreenratherthanolivc
orbrownglazc.Thclightcrgrcenglazeandthelightfabricmayinfactbec1oscrto
Saintonge typc wares. Object # 1317wasa suspected Bretonsherd butinductivcly
coupled plasma mass speelrometry (ICP-MS) lesls show Ihis is a Saintonge type (Figure
4.8 c). Howcvcr, I have Icft one ofthc vcsscls in this catcgory in thcBrctonscction,in
part becauscofits abundancc of mica (which docs not necessarily rulcoutaSailltollgc
origin),alldalsobccauseofitsPabu-Guingamp-likcdccorativc incision at thc shouldcr.
Unidentified fine pink fabric
ThcscCEW have a finc, smooth pink fabric with small rcd inc1usionsanda
mottled ycllow and brown glaze on the cxtcrior, achicvcd byspattcring iron material onto
a lighter background, and clcar glazing ovcr top. Thc fabric issimilartoSaintonge-type
warcsand the decor is similar to the Icopard-skin typcofglazing(Figurc4.8t).This
vesscl could also rcprescnt theproductionsofnorthcm France, such asBeauvaisis;
howcvcrlhc fabric is pinker than typical Beauvasis(BrassardandLcclere 2001:33)

Therearealsounglazedpinktopeaehfabricinthiscatcgory.Thcfabricis
somewhat similar to Petit Nord CEW type II (Newstead 2006).
Fine pink slipware with sgraffito
This vessel has a fine pink fabric with a white slip, ycllow glaze and floral and
banded sgraffito deeor (Figure 4.9 a). The slip, glaze and sgraffito arequitesimilarto
of Beauvais, Paris, or the Loire region (Gcllcvievc Duguay 2009 pcrs.comm.)
Figurc4.9.a)Pinkslipwarcwithsgraffitocat.#2757.b)Coarscwhitcunidcntificdfabric
cat. # 13214. c) Fai"cncclikcunidcnlificd finctcrracoltacolour fabric. cat. # 1340. d)
Coarse terra cotta with a white slip and yellow glaze. cat. #2665
because they are bumt.
Coarse terra cotta witb white slip and yellow glaze
Many of the coarse terra cotta sherds fall into the Breton type of ceramics,
however onc cxample with a white slip and yellow glaze does not match the other coarse
4.5.2 Brelon-typeCoarseEarthenware
largcvesselsand,smaller, personal sized pots
Figure 4.10. Kilns and Ports in Brittany (adapted from Pope 2003)
with fine mica, quartz inclusion and red grog or limonite (Pope and Batl 2008). Some of
the Brcton wares in thccollcction appear to be from this kiln site, among other kiln sites
in Brittany, including those at Lamballe, and Laval
We have recently sent Breton wares From the Petit Nord to have inductivcly
coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) done to confirm or refute our original visual
identifications, through the comparison of chemical components. We were reasonably
sure these are northern Breton shcrds based on the close fabric make up,andthcsc
suspicions were confinned when the samples tested were indeed Breton (Yves Monette
2010). I-Iowevcr, visual identification of these Breton wares iscxtrcmelydifficult
(Newstead2006)
Especially difficult to identify visllally arc thesherds lhat arc potenliallyfromlhe
Landicul region in Brittany. Here, Landicul·likc has been used to describe vessels that
appear similar to fabrics from Landicul but cannot be confinncd as Landiculwithout
furthcr tcsting, and only possibly match thc exact eharactcristiesofthe Landieul sample
sherds (Newstead 2006). Yet, these are likely an obscurc Brctonwareandarepossibly
From a kiln or kilns near to the Landieul based on the close visual compositionofthe
matcrials.SomegeochemicalanalysisofthemedievalpotterycentresinBrittanyhas
been underway for many years; however, examination of post-medieval Breton wares has
only just begun, and the wares fromdifTercnt kilns arc not well understood and difficult to
dilTerenliatevislIally(GiotandQuerrcI987:155;Monette2010)
Those unidentified tcrracotta wares with coarser fabric have been groupcdhcrc
with the possible Brcton wares, though their origin is notdefinit ivc(Figure4.11 a).
Landieul-like fabric coarse pink-beige
The Landieul sample sherds range from a pink-beige/grey to briek red fabrie.
Visually all types are highlymicaccous, with mica throughout thefabricandsurfaccof
Ihesherdsandgrainsofquartzandlimonilevisibleinlhefabrie(Figure4.11 b). The
Landicul sample shcrds have been smoothcd on both the intcriorandcxteriorandone
sherd has a brownish-green glaze on thc intcrior. Since visual idcntificationofLandieul
sherdshasprovcnunsuccessful,thoscshcrdsexhibitingcharactcristicssimilartoLandicul
shcrdshavc been referred to as Landicul-likc. Thcsccoarse,highlymicaceousshcrdsarc
also equated 10 the Petit Nord CEW lype 13 (Newslead2006)
grained and havc a tcrra cotta colour fabric, somctimcs ranging into rcd-grcy colour
(Figure4.11 e). They are mosl likcly Breton wares, based on lhereddish,pinkishfabrie
colour and thc inclusions of quartz, and rcd grog or limonitc. Thccoarseterracotta
fabrics arc divided into those that are glazed and arc similar to Petit Nord CEWtypc4,
and unglazcd vcrsions ofa similar fabric. Objcct# 7304 isachemical match to Saint-
Jean-la-Polerierefereneesherds(Monette2010:36)
Figurc4.ll.a)PossiblcBrctonfincunidcntificdtcrracolta.cat#7303.b)Coarscpink-
beige Landicul-like. cat. # 12300. c) Coarse terra colta with or without olive or brown
glaze. Thisshcrd is was ICP-MS testcdalld is a close match to Saint-Jcan-Ia-Potcric
shcrds.cat.#7304.d)CoarsctcrraCOltalorcd-grcy.Thisvcssclischcmicalmatchlo
Guildo-Lamballc shcrds with ICP-MStcsling. cat. # 12866
Coarse terra cotta to red-grey
Theseareallcoarse,probablc Breton fabrics that arc not quite terra cotta, not
quitethepink-grcyofthePabu-Guingamp-typefabrie,butmoreofared-grey, or greyish
fabrie. Objeet # 12866 (Figure 4.1 I d) was ICP-MS tested and is a cJosematehtofabrie
from Guildo-Lamballe (Monette 2010:36)
Pabu-Guingamp-like Breton fabrics
The pottery production site at Pabu-Guingamp produced everyday, util itarian
earthcnwares, and was active from the Gallo-Roman period,andthroughout the late
medieval and early modem periods, from the 11 th to 20th century. Pabu-Guingamp is
!ocatedinthenorthemBretondepartmentofC6tesd'Armoranditswares reached at least
50 km away to the market towns ofGuingamp. Lannion, Paimpo! and Morlaix; as well as
the port of Saint Brieuc, which was heavilyinvo!ved in thetransatlantic fishery (Pope and
Batt 2008). ICP-MSanalysis has con finned that many of these wares we have identified
aspotcntial Pabuwarcsareindced Brcton(Monette2010:36).Thc Pabu-Guingamp
samplesherds and the sherds identified as close matches from Dos de Cheval both exhibit
a coarse pink-grey fabric with fine mica, quartz inclusions, and opaque white inclusions
of calcinatcd quartz or fossil matler, as well as red grog or limoniteorperhapsboth
(Ncwstcad2006). Thcrcarccvcn some sherds (objccts 1489, 10262) that cxhibit
decorative incisions nearly identical to those on our Pabu·Guingamp reference sherds.
The Petit Nord CEW types 6, 9 and 12 arc closc visual matches to Pabu-Guingamp shcrds
and initial results from ICP-MS analysis arc consistent with productionsin northem
Brittany, which incorporates this production ccntrc.
Coarse pink-grey with red inc1usions and green/light green glaze
ThcscshcrdsarcacloscmatchtoPctit ordCEWtypc9(Ncwstcad2006).Thcy
aregenerallylightcrthanthcPabu-Guingamprcfercncesherdsbutarcnoncthclessa
close match in fabric, and arc glazcd ina lightcrgrecn rathcrthanolive or brown glazc.
Most of these have been c1asscdasa non-Breton fabric, the lighter greenglazcandthe
light fabric may in fact be c10scr to Saintongc type warcs. However,onevessclsccms
closcrtothc Brcton typcs(Figurc4.12 a)
Coarsepink-greyPabu-Guingamp-likefabric.
Thcscvesselsthat fall into the Petit Nord CEW type6andsomcthatare similar to
both Pctit Nord CEW typc 6 and 12 arc the closest matchcs to Pabu-Guingamp fabric and
havc been called Pabu-Guingamp-like fabrics. It is Iikcly they originatefromanorthem
Breton kiln, some from Pabu-Guingamp itself. They range from pink-grey to almost
brown fabric. Objcct # 5729 (Figurc 4.12 b) cxhibits a c10sc chcmical match to Guildo-
Laval fabric (Moncltc 2010:36). Objcct # 1489 (Figurc4.12 c)andobjcct#9150(Figurc
4.12d)arcmatchcstoPabu-Guingampfabric.Objcct#7528(Figurc4.12c),andobjccl#
I 1688 arc similar to each other but not similar to any ofthc Bretonkilnsherdstcstcdso
far (Moncltc 2010:36). Objcct#12331(Figurc4.12l)isamatchtofabricfromGuildo-
Lamballc (Moncltc 2010:36). This vcsscl is fairlybumt, but thcgcncraIcolouringoflhc
fabric, the inclusions and the whitc striations in the fabricsecmcd like a good match to

TherearesixexamplesofBristoISt'affordshire-typeslipwareinthe collection
2004). During the 17th and lSth centuries these wares found their way into orth
American and Caribbean colonies and were widely marketed (Barker 200 I). The vessels
found at Dos de Cheval were probably used by the French on the site. even though this is
an English ceramic
Figure 4.13. BristoIStaffordshire-typeslipwarepolsaposset.eat. #7802 and 7337
Several similar examples to the pots aposset at Dos de Cheval havebeenfoundat
Quebec sites. Published examples are found from Grande Place and Maison Estebe
(1755-1810) (Brassard and Leeiere2001:55; Lapointe 1998:183). Eighteenth-century
examples of vessels with verysimiiar fonn, fabric and decoration were recovered at Fort
Miehilimaekinae (Miller and Stone 1970: 59-62 Fig 33)
4.6 Coarse Stoneware (CSW)'
4.6.1 Normandy Coarse Stoneware
Stoncwareciaysare relatively rare in France and the CSW production centres arc
close to these sources. One of these regions is Lower Nonnandy(Cart ier 1999:74). Upper
Nonnandy was characterized by the farenceofRouenand Lower Normandy by the
stoneware of Bessin, Cotentin and Domfront(Flambard-Herieher 2002:27). TheCotentin.
BessinandDomfrontais regions of Nonnandy, along with Beauvaisis,wcrcthcearly
leaders of stoneware prodlletion in France (Figllre 4.14) (DufollmierI996:98). Thevast
majority ofCSW in the Dos de Cheval collection is Normandy CSW. Normandy CSW is
a highly fired,non·porousccramictypical of 171h_and 18lh-centuryFrench sites in North
America (Chrcsticn & Dufoumier 1995: 92; Mock 2006). Stoneware was produced in
Normandy from the end of the Middle Ages into the beginning of the 20'''century. The
firstCSWinFrancewasproducedintheI4Ih century.However,productionpeakedinthe
17'h and 18'h centuries and began todeeiine in the mid 19'h(Cartier 1999:74; Gohel
9 See also Appendix 7, Coarse Stoneware Fonns
Figure 4.14 Stoneware production regions in France (adaptcd from Chrcstien&
Dufoumicr 1995:99 Fig. 3)
(Chre,;tien&,Dufo'umierI995:92). Nonnandywasclosetoalargebodyofwater,hada
conservation related (Figure 4. 15)
Toobtaintrucstonewarcthckilnmustbcbetwccnl150and 1350 degrees
centigrade,dependingonthetypeofclay(DufoumierI996:98).NonnandyCSWis
distinguished from other French CSW by its rather dark surface fir ingcoloursranging
from red-brown to grey-black (Dufoumier 1996:99). The Domfront CSW has a beige to
beige-brown fabric, while the Bcssin and Cotentin has a red wine colour fabric (Chrestien
and Dufoumier: 1995:91; Dufoumier 1996:98; Flambard-Hericher2002:174).Awide
range of colours is found in Normandy CSW from Ger, including: grey, medium grey,
Figure 4.15. A range of Nonnandy CSW fonnsfrom AreaC, EfAx-09
dark grey. bluish grey, brown, chocolate brown, reddish brown. Iight or dark beige,
greyish beige, and dark orange (Bianeamaria 1996:99). All of these colours appear in lhe
Dos de Cheval wares from Normandy. The exterior is usually matte, but can sometimes
be fired toa lustrous finish depending on the positioning in the kiln,the type of kiln used
and the use or not of sea salt in firing (Biancamaria 1996:99). The vessels were not
inlentionallyglazed,butsometimesappearsiippedasaresuitoffiring (Lynch 1968:2)
The Bessin-Cotentin ciay has a high iron content (which gives it its red colouring) and the
peculiarity of being one of the lowest firedCSW fabricsknown,startingatI150°C,while
theDomfronteiayisfiredalhightemperaluresofbetween 12S0'Cand 1300'C
(Dufoumier 1996:99). Production in Domfront preceded that in Lower Nonmandy,
possibly in part because the Bessin-Cotentin clay required more control in kiln
temperatures and did not farewell in too reductive an atmosphere (DufournierI996:99)
A little later than the 14lh century diffusion of Normandy CSW reachedBretonportsand
eventually the early modem fisheries in Canada (Flambard-Herieher2002:41).Normandy
CSW is found on many sites throughout French North America, and a large sample was
foundatLouisbourg,NovaSeotia(Chrestien&DufournierI99S,Lyneh 1968). Lynch's
wares 3,4 and 5 are all probably Nonmandy CSW
The Normandy CSW in the collection is generally a well made ceramic with neat
rimsandgraceful,aestheticallypleasinglines.However,thereisoneclassofpoorlyfired
stoneware within the Normandy CSW hraeket that is less well made (Figure 4.16). This
poorly fired Normandy CSW grades into somewhat normal Bessin-Cotentin CSW in
some instances. It is possible that it is more closely associatedwithBessin-Cotentinthan
Figure 4.16. A poorly fired Nonnandy CSWsinot. Cal. # 12703
Under-fired CSWoralmosl over-firedCEW was reported by
only way to tell the difference between the two is by taking samples for chemical
analysis, which was not within the scope of the present project (Bruno Fajal 20lOpers
comrn.)
Although much more widely distributed and produced ata larger seaIe than the
Breton CEW, the Normandy CSW from Dos de Cheval still represents a vernacular
industry and was produced at the artisanal scale into the 20th century(FlambardHericher
2002). The ceramic industry was an extremely important industry inpre-industrial
Normandy and ceramics were hcavilyused in both domestic activitiesandtradcssuchas
the fishery, until they were replaced by tin, aluminum and plastics(dc Botiard& Bertaux
1978:23). As Nonnandy CSW became the preferred conservation containerinnorthern
Francc,itbecamcticdtothcexpansionofagriculturcandlaterto dairy fanning
(Dufoumier 1996:99). Mindful of this, in comparison to the Breton CEW, the Nonnandy
CSW is of a more industrial, post-1500 tradition. The ceramics themselves arc morc
highly lired and more expensive, making them a better quality ceram ic.Byproviding
better storage and transport of liquids, butter, honey, lard and other fats essential to the
diet of the fishers, Normandy CSW acted as a mechanism of the fishery. As a shipping
container Nonnandy CSW was vital to the French migratory fishery. Throughoutthelih
andl81h centuriesitenjoyedgreatsuccessbecauseofitsutilitarianaspects(Cartier
1999:74). These shipping containers overwhelmingly dominate the collection and thus
prove to be one of the most interesting areas of study in thecollection and one of the most
important contributions to the wider ficldofceramic research
There are a few examples of French CSW from Dos de Cheval that arc most likely
from Beauvais or the Loire region. These fabrics and exteriors are very light and very fine
(ChrestienandDufournierI995:91). Some of the CSW that has been classed as possibly
Domfront with the comment that it is very light in colour may in fact be a Beauvais or
Loire type. One typical Beauvais grease pot rim is almost certainly fromthis region
(Figure 4.17). One Anglo-American sherd was also found in excavations, but has not
been included in the typology or vessel counts, since the form is not French,andbecause
it seems most likely that this sherd is an invasive piece from a later, Anglo-Newfoundland







Figure 4.17. Beauvais grease pot rim. Cal. #2654
ChapterS: Vessel Forms and Typology
Manyofthetypicalheightsanddiamctersgivenhcrcasfonndefinitions arc based
on Ravoire's sample, not from Dos deCheval,but the Dos de Cheval vesselsdofilinto
these ranges (2006). Few of the Dos de Cheval types had more than one or two vessels
with complete profiles, making measurement ranges difficult to compile. For vessel
measurements sec appendices one to three, five and six. As outlined in my methodology,
the alphanumerical system works as follows: the letter refers to the Conn, the first number
to the functional series. the second number to the type and the third number to the variant.
With a neck and with a handle-FormA (Figure 5.1)
Al:Pichet(pitchcr,cwer).Thisisatallcloscdvcssclwithancckandhandlc,usedfor
the service of liquids. This fonnwas inexistence in the medieval agcs in CEWand was
eommon in CSW by the end of the 17,heentury. Ravoire'stypeAI range: height 84-390
mm, rim dia. 26-124 mm, body dia. 45-384 mm (Cf. Ravoire 2006: 120-122; Amlinjon
and BlondeI2002:160; Brese-Baulier 2001: 142-144; L<1pointe 1998: 121; Le Fran~ois
FreresI990;LepoiltevinandLeberruyerI982:137Fig23)
All arepichelsin Frcnchgreen-glazcdCEWthathavesmalldaintyspoutsanda
constrictcd neck. They might look something like what HugonoitcalIsape/i/e
erllehe(2002:82no.183).WilhinRavoire'stypologythesearec1assedaspichels
because of the length of the neck. Alternatively they could be more Iike
Hugonoit'spichets(2002:86-87).1tisdiffieulttodeterrninetheirexaet body shape
from fragmentary vessels
AI2This looks like the ewer type ofChrestien and Dufoumier(1995:98). It has
an upright rim with a round handle. (Cf.ChrestienandDufoumier1995:98 fig I f;
L'HourandVeyrat 1999:83 Fig. 30piche/; Ravoire 2006 type A15)
A2:CrllclrollorcrllcheGugorpitchcr).Thisisatallcloscdvcsscl with a neck and
handle that is similar to apichet but shorter, with a short,vcrytight neck alld with or
without a spouL These vcssc!sareuscd for the service and conservationofliquids
(Arrninjonand Blondel2002: 267). Ravoire'sA3 range: height 88-19omm, rim dia. 30-
68 mm, body dia. 90-190 mm, neck dia. 18-52 mm (2006: 125-126). (Cf. Chrestian and
Dufoumier 1995:98 Fig 1 e, f; LeFran~oisFri:res 1900; Guilluy 1991: 131; Lemaitre
2004:3geruehe XIX's; Lepoiltevinand Lebemlyer 1982:136; Talbot-Senee n.d.;
Stephen-Chauvet 1950: 17Fig21;Veronfilsn.d.)
A21ThcsearecruchollsinCSWwithasimplc,flaredrirn.Thisisatightgroup,
and all objects within the EfAx-09A21 grouparcquitcsirnilar.(Cf.Biancamaria
1996: Plate 3 no. 10; Decarie 1999:46Fig.26CrlIcheabecverseur;lekowiez
1988:129 Plate XXV: 3; L'Houral1d Veyrat 2001 voI.3:Plate6I1os.854and
881)
Figure 5.1. Fonn A vessels with a ncck and handle. (lIIustrationshyTalva Jacobson for
An Archaeology of the Petit Nord, cat. # 1416 is from an original drawing by Amy St
John).
With a neck and without a handle-Form B(Figure5.2)
Bl:Bollleille(bottle).Thisisalalleiosedvesselwithaneekandwithoutahandle.
Ravoire's 81 range: height: between approximately 150-250 mm, body 112-134 mm
(2006:126-127). They are used for liquid eonservation and transportation.Someofthe




Figurc5.2. Fonn B vesselswilhancck,withouta handlc. Cat. #6250 hasbccnilluslralcd
with a short neck similar to English boule styles, but in rcalitythc neck was probably




meat and fish. Ravoire's C I range: height 210-450 mm, rim dia. 132-230 mm, body dia
160-250 mm (2006:127-129). The Dos de Cheval examples fall more into the lower range
around the 14-17 em rim diameter range. Since they fall into the lowercnd, it is possible
theyfunetionedslightlydifferently.lthasbeensuggested,thatmany of what I have
grouped assinot were not actually being used as butter orsait meat containcrs but as
vessels for liquid instead (Bruno Fajal 2010pers. eomm.). They are,however,laekingthe
neck ofapichet or the tighteningofa cruchon and arc also lackingspouts,althoughthc
lackofa spout does not precludcthem from storing liquid. Sinots were used for the
transport and eonservation of salted butter and salt food (Dalarun 1996:124; Lemaitre
2004:32). In many places what Ravoircrcfcrs to as sinots arc referred to as butter pots
(Stephen-ChauvetI950:25;LapointeI998:100;VCronfilsn.d.).Brese-Bautier uses the
termsinot for vessels that do not have a handle, as well as those thatdo (2001:70 Fig. 6)
Thcsinothascauscdmcmorctroublcthananyothervcssclfonn.Whatisasinol
to Ravoire is not a sinot to some other French archaeologists (FajaI1999).lthasbccn
pointed out the term sinot is only used for Bessin-Cotcntin vcsscIs, and is not applicable
to vessels that arc not within this production (Bruno Fajal 2010 pcrs.comm.).Hcrclhavc
fallen back on Ravoirc'stypological system; ifthevcssel fallsinto the category
morphologically then I have fit it into that category. In his study of ceramics from
Chateau de Dieppe Pierre Ickowiczrefcrstoa Domfrontaisbutterpotas asinot and states
that: "the tcrmsinot is usually used for this type of butter pot", thoughthismightbea
dated use of the term (1988:105). My type CI6 (ex. Ob. # 8052) was possiblyusedfor
storingorservingliquidandquitcplausiblywouldhavcbccnfirted with a lid that sat on
the inner edge of the rim (Bruno Fajal 2010 pers. eomm.). However, this same form
found at Louisbourg is ealled a salted[oodjar (Chrestien and DufoumierI995:99Fig.1
i). My use of Ravoirc'sterm sinot seems to fit nicely with Chrestianand Dufoumicr'susc
ofsaltedfoodjar(1995:98Figi a,i,j,k)andDccaric'spotabeurreorjarreauneanse
(1999:29 Fig8and9). In the eatalogue of items from the Louvre Brese-Bautierdefinesa
sinotasa large cylindrical vessel with a large nat handle in Nonnandy stoneware that was
used to transport butter and salt meat (2001:137-138). This interpretation allows these
vessels to fit into Ravoire'ssinot type, while possible usc as Iiquid storage vessels docs
not allow them to fit neatly into any of the existing types. Objeet# 8052 does
the morphological definition cannot be disputed Brese-Bauti,oraddlressesthisdlistinetion
Brittanyandrelicdfarmorcheavilyonsaltedfoods Itisthlusquiltepossiblethatth,ose
Louisbourganalysissuggests, in Atlantic Canada. The use of the wordsinot has been
applied more generally here but the usage for anything other than 0 omfrontproductions
maybeaneologism,incertainarchaeologicalcircles.
Cllhasbecnre·evaluatedintothecrochoncategoryandisnowA21
Cl2 has a horizontal rim that is more or less continuous from the body. Some are
morc rounded at the lip thao others (Figure 5.4). This is not a partieular1ywell
definedtype.(CfDecarieI999:34Fig.14g)
Cl3 has a short, rounded rim that has a distinct edge on the exterior but is
continuous on the interior with a convex interior profile (Figure 5A). These
vessels have a late I81h_or 19lh-centuryfccl to them, but I havenotfounda
comparative example that looks a lot like them. They are somewhat similar to
examples of sloneware pots from Ger(Cf. Bianeamaria 1996 Plate 3: I)
Cl4 has a flat, horizontal rim that is folded over and little to no collar. This isan
18"-eenturyorI9,h-eenturytype,probablypost-1800atDosdeCheval(Figure
5.4). The rim seems similar to the 20th_century catalogue type rims, though there
isnobulterpolthere.(CfBianeamariaI996:97plate3no.7and9(9isareally
good mateh); Chrestien and Dufoumier 1995:98 Figure I J;Lyneh 1968:34 fig. 8)
,,-
Figure 5.4. FonnC, Functional ScricsCl, Types 2 to4.(lIIustrations by Talva Jacobson
for An Archaeology of the Pctit Nord, cat. #8951, l537and5928 from 0 riginaldrawings
by Amy St. John)
CIS has a horizontal rim lhat leads to a short uprighl ncck-likccollar thcna
rounded shoulder (Figure 5.5). This rypc is charactcrizcd by the right anglcs
between lhc rim and the narrowing above the body. It is possibly a prc-1800 form.
Some of these more closely match the early typc than others and some arenolas
largcal lheshouldcrasothcrs. This is nol as tighl a grouping as othcrCllypcs.
(Cf.ChrcstienandDufoumierI995:98Figurclk)
C16 has rims with intcriorprofilcs that arc concave while the exterior is convex
Thcscsinots have neat rims, not unlike some of the coquemarrims (Figurc5.5)
This is probably a pre-I 800 type and is similar to those found at Louisbourg
dating from 1713tol763.Thcwidcstpartofthcbodyisthcshouldcr,whichthcn
tapcTS to the base. TypcCI6 is divided into lWQ variants, one with sharper angles
and a more upright rim than the other; however this division may be somewhat
artificial.(Cf.ChrcsticnandDlifolirnicr1995:98Fig. 1 i;DlIntonl 971:23 Fig 14
on lhc Icl1; Lynch 1968:36 Fig. 9, ware 5 shapca, although the rcconslruction is
probably incorrect)
Cl61isthccurvcdvarietyofCl6;thcanglesonthcrimarcnotsharp. The
point where the rim joins the body at the interior of the vessel iscurvcdor
smooth rather lhan sharp.
Cl62 is the more angular version ofCl6. The point at which the rim meets
the body is defincd by comers rather than curves and the rim and lip are
more upright, approaching 90° in some examples.
Figure 5.5. FormC, Funelional Series CI,Types 5 and 6. (lIIustralionsbyTalvaJaeobson
for An ArehaeologyoflhePelilNord,eal.# 12771 and 8052 from original drawings by
AmySI.John)
CI7 has upright rims that are thickened at the lip (Figure 5.6). This isa form that
possibly continues into the 19th century. It does not eloselymatch the Louisbourg
or Place-Royale examples. It is also somewhat similar to some of the mahon type
forms but with higger rim diameters. (Cf. Decarie 1999:34 Fig 14 i hut with less
ofa horizontal rim)
CIS has wide rims with concave interior profiles (Figure 5.6). They are similar to
a smaller version of FigurcI a in Chrcsticnand DufoumicrbutwithamoTe
concave interior profile and less horizontal rims (1995:99). All th reefromDosde
Louisbourg(Lynch:1968:9Ware3). FormCI8isprobablyapre-1800type.
C2: Tasse (cup). This is a medium open vessel without neck and with handle (Figure
5.7). Theyeanbeglobularorstraightsided,theygenerallyhave one vertical handle and
often have a footring.Thcywcrcuscd forscrviccofliquids,gcncrally hot (Arminjon and
Blondel 2002:192). Their rim diameter is around 8-IOcm. Tea and coffeedrinkingdid
notbccomcpopularinFranceuntilthclS1hccntury,soitislikc)y that these vessels on the
sitcarc from an 18Ih-orI9th-ccnturycontcxt(Bruncau 1999:114). Howevcr,tasse-vindo
appearinFrenchI7,h-centurycontexts.(Cf.Blanehette:1981:59Fig.4;Bresc-Bautier
2001:151;Oenet 1996:211 plate 58).
C21 is a tasse with straight sides. (Cf. Blanchette 1981:59 Fig4d).







JacobsonforAnArchacologyofthcPctit ord,cat.# 13568 from an original drawing by
Amy St. John)
C3 grease poteat. #2654
Figure 5.7. Form C vessels offunelional seriesC2 andC3. (lIIustral ions by Talva
Jacobson for An Archaeology of the Petit Nord, eat. #2482 fromanoriginaldrawingby
AmySt.John)
C3:Greasepot.Thisisatallciosedvesseiwithoutaneekandwithahandle (Figure 5.7).
They were used for storage and conservation of food and arcprimari1y found in Beauvais
CSW. There is only one example in the Dos de Cheval eolleetion.(Cf. Chrestienand
DufoumierI995:99Fig2a)
01: F1acoll(small bottle). This is a small bottle for the serviee,transporland
conservation of liquids (suchascau-de-vic,phannaccuticals, etc.) in small quantities
(Figure 5.8). Ravoire's DI range: height 46-88 mm, rim dia. 16-34 mm, body dia. 42-90
mm (2006: 131). They generally have flared rims. There might be more in the eollection
sinccsomcjlacons likely got classed with the general bottlecatcgory,whcrc it was not
possible to determine if they were small or large. (Cf. Brese-Bautier:2001:156;Chrestian
and Dufoumier 1995: 98 Fig I h;Dcearie 1999:44 Fig24;Carlier 1999:78 fig 272;
LepoittevinandLeberruyerI982:151)
D2:PetitSillot(smallstoragepotorointmentpot)isatallclosedvesscl without a handle
or neek (Figure 5.8). Dos de Cheval objeet# 7539 isa typieal example. These vessels
were most likely used for storage. There arc some examples of very small sinDt without
however, most small storage pots from other sites have a ridge at the collar of the vessel
and a narrowing that allows a cover to be tied over it. It is possible that these arc a
variation on the albarelle type with a less distinct ridge or thereisafaintpossibilitythat
they maybe intended as a drinking vessel. They easily could have been used for storage
thenreusedasadrinkingvessel;tonon-ceramicistobserversinthelabtheycertainly
looked like cups, when I asked what people thought they were used for. This use would
not have slipped the fishennen'snotice.Theyonlyoccurin DomfrontNonnandyCSW
and were possibly made for export of some specific commodity or for a specific function
Theyreallyseemtobealessridged,necklessversionofthealbarelleand could possibly
be two varierties of the same general type. Based on the Dos de ChevaI collection the
diameter at the rim is about 6-8 em, and total height is about 7-9 em. (Cf. Biancamaria
1996:93 Plate I #21; Bresc-Bautier200l: 70 Fig6; Lynch 1968:41 Fig 10, ware 5 vessel
shape b)
D21 isapetitsinot type with rims similartoobject#7539
022 This typehasa hooked rim profile, a rim with a concave interiorprofileand
convexexteriorprofile.(Cf.ChretienandDufoumicrI995:98Figl i,rim shape is
similar but vesseis are smaller; Lynch 1968: Fig 10 ware 5 vessel shape b)
03: Maholl (a cylindrical pot) isatall closed vessel without a neck and without a handle
(Figure 5.8). This cylindrical vessei is similar to a sinot but smallerand without a handle
Rim diameters are about 80-1 10 mm. They are used for conservation of lard in salt and
bulter in salt and in general conservation (Fajal 1999:84). Theyappear similar to some
honey pot types (Lepottevin and Leberruyer 1982:132). ThetennpotcyIindreolllllohon
is sometimes used (Le Fran'tois Freres 1900). The definition ofthis smaller storage vessel
is tricky. Dalarun(1996:124) slates that when asinot takes a cylindricalformitiscalleda
02petitsinotcat.#7559 021 petit sinot cat. # 7539
Figure 5.8. Fonn Dtall closed vessels. (TalvaJacobson for An ArchacologyofthcPctit
Nord, cat. # 7527, 7539 and 9048 from original drawings by Amy St. John)
mahoun;aproductionthatisinfrcqucntinCotentin(l996:124).Bruno Fajal defines them
as cylindrical stoneware pots which aregenerallyattributedtothe workshops producing
stoneware at Bessin and Cotentin (1999:84). Cartierealls a roughly eylindrieal vessel
witharimdiamelerofIIAemapoIGconserve(1999:78Fig27l).Brese-Bautierstates
thetenn mahon should be reserved for Nonnandy CSW vessels which arc reductions of
sinots.moreorlesscylindrical.orsometimesslightlyglobular. used for containing
various produels (2001:138-139 Fig 52). This final definition issomewhatvague,butitis
closest to the way that I have utilized the term
A-D: Tall,Closed Vessel. Many of these tall closed vessels arc base pieces that do not
enable us todetennine if the vessel hasa neck or handle. In the caseofthisstudyitis
fairly safe to assume that many. ifnot most. of these tall closed vesselsfallintothesinot
category. due to similarities in shape and thickness to the known sinots of many of the
shcrds that fall into this ambiguous category.
Fl: Coqllemar(cook pot. cooking jug) is a medium closed vessel withnoneckandone
handle (Figure 5.9). They have ovoid bodies, short rims and a vertieal handle, generally
fixed to the rim. Ravoire's FI range: height 60-260 mm, rim dia. 50-280 mm, body dia
46-360 mm (2006:132-140). They are small pots for heating and reheating liquids in the
embers (1ckowiez 1988:70).Theformhasexistedsincethemiddleages.1t

is a simple globular form, with traces of burning opposite the handle. Generally the body
diameter is double tbe base diameter (Ravoire 2006: 110). Up until 1600, the rims were
more upright and from 1600 to 1800 oblique rims were more common (Lcmaitrc
2004:34). The Louvre catalogue breaks them into categories byheigbt:large,28-2gem;
medium, 21 em; and small, 11-14.5 em (Brese-Bautier 2001: 135). Examples in the Dos
de Cheval collection with complete or close to complete profiles fall into the small
Fig. 36a)
have similar lips
anda wide flat handle. (Cf. Ravoire's2006FI3)
Ft4 is a coquemartypccharactcrized by small ncat rims with lips that hook
slightly inwards. The rim is oblique, the interior face of the rim isconcave, and
the exterior face can be rectilinearconC3ve orconvcx. They most closelymatch
Ft4t is a variant of type FI4 that hasa rim profilc that angles outwards 3t
F142 isa more concave inncrrimprofilcandmoreconvcxoutcrrim
profileversionofFI4.Theyhaveasmall,neathookedrim.FI42isa
small varicty of coquemar most similar to Ravoirc's typc 151.(Cf. Brain
1979:54 TypeBVariety4,TypeBVariely4,C-68).
F2:Pottripode(pipkin,tripodpot).Thisisamcdiumclosedvcsscl without a ncck and
wilh a handle (Figure 5.10). These vessels have a globular body and three litlle feel. They
arcdcrivcdfrommctalcauldronsofthcmiddlcagcs.Thcyaredcsigncd tobe used in firc
for cooking liquids and soups. Ravoire's F4 range: heigh184-210 mm,rimdia.88-234
mm, body dia. 80-228 mm (2006: 145-147). The Dos de Cheval examples are all at the
smallcrcndofthescranges.Bresc-Bautierrefcrstotheselypeofvcssclsas marmite
Iripode(2001:133-134).(Cf. Lapointe 1998: 136).
F3:Potdechambre(chambcrpot).Thisisamcdiumclosedvessclwithout a neck and
witha handle (Figure 5.10). They are related to health and hygiene. Ravoire'sF6range:
height 124-162 mm, rim dia. 110-200 mm and body dia. 126-168 mm (2006: 149-150).
Pots de chambre became popular in thc 18'hcentury. Thcirfunction is sometimcs
ambiguous, since other vessel fonns could easily be used for this function. The pot de
chambre fonn has similar dimensions to a sinot or a coqllemar but the one example in the
DosdeChevaleolleetion is madeoffarence, not CSWorCEW. Theavailahlerangeof
forms in a ware type helped to determine function. (Cf. Arminjonand BlondeI2002:316;
Bresc-Bautier2001:153; Lepoittevinand Leberruyer 1982: 150).
F4:Polapossel(possetpot).Thisisamediumclosedvesselwithouta neck and with a
handle, generally two (Figure 5.10). It was used for consuming posset which was hot milk
wilh beer, wine orotheralcohol,plus sugar and spices (Cf. BrassardandLeclere2001:55;
Lapointe 1998: 18, 183; Miller and Stone 1970: 59-62 Fig 33).
FS: Pot with a hook (pot). This is a medium closed vessel without a neck and with a
handle(Figure5.10).Thistypeisrepresentedbyonlyonevessclintheeolleetion.lthada
smallhookattachedtotherimasameansofgripping,ratherthanafuII handle. The rim
diameter is 18 cm. It might fall into the coqllemar type but was separated because it is
unciearthatthisvesseiservesthesamefullctiollasacoqllemar. I have not found a
published example ofa pot wilh lhis kind of hook.
A, C, F: Closed vessel with handle These are possibly large mugs or coffee pots when in
Ligurian-style wares. They could also fall into the tassecatcgory.
GI: Oule (pot). This is a medium, globular bodied, closed vessel with no neek and no
handle. They were used for both slorage and cooking (Figure 5.1 I). Ravoire'sGI range:
Figure 5.10. Form F,medium closed vessels withoutaneck,witha handie. (Illustrations
by Talva Jacobson for An Archaeology of the Petit ord,eat.#8220and2907from
original drawings byAmy St. John).
height 132-177 mm, rim dia. 106-135 mm, body dia. 180-228 mm (2001: 151-152).
Lemaitredeseribesitasapotsonsonse(2004:33).
composcdofonlyabasesherdoranindislinctrimwhcnallwccansayabout the vessel is
that it is closed rather than open
Medium open vessels
J I: A/barelle (Allbarello, ointment pot). This is a medium open vessel with no neck and
nohandle(Figure5.11).Theyareusedforsmallquantiliesorthings such as spices,
111cdicinc and sugar in cuisine and conservation. The shape iscommon in the 18lh century.
especially in fai'cncc;howevcrthcyalsooccurin Beauv3sist:1bric from the 161h ccntury
onwards (Brcsc-Bauticr 2001:140-141). Cartier points out that po/sausage
phol'maceltlique found in French CSW arc a reproduction of the Italianrai"cnce
allbarellosoflheI6'"century(1999:77). Ravoire'sJl range: height 40-174 mm, rim dia
30-92 mm, body dia. 28-104 mm (2006: 156-158). They arc similar in shape to the
vcsselslhavcdubbedpetitsinotandscrvcasimilarfunction.lhave split these categories
based on the tightening below the rim and the ridge that allows ciosurconthcalbarelles
The Augustin veronmscatalogue illustrates small pots aconfilllreset 0 0 ngllentthathave
very tight necks aod pronounced shoulders that mypetitsinot lack (n.d.c.1900).Dccarie
refers totheCSW versions of this form as pots aconserves 011 aongllent (1999:55-59)
Figure 5.1 1. FonnG and FonnJ vessels.
albarellesbutmaybeeups,whentheyarefoundinwhitefatenee.1fCEW they are likely
Low open vessels
Mt: ECllelle (porringer). This is a low, open vessel with no neck and with handles
(Figure 5.12). EClielleareusedforfoodscrviceandotherfunctionsbutprimariIyfor
consurning small quantities of hot foods such as potages, ragouts and boulions (Brcsc-
Baulier2001:150;LapointeI998:171).Thisfonmisshaliowerinrelation to diameter
compared to a cup. Ravoirc's M 1 range: height 38-78 mm, rim dia. 84-220 rnm, body dia
80-212mm(2006:163-164). These vessels are generallyaeeompaniedbya lid,espeeially
fTOmlhe 18'" eenluryonwards (Anminjon and Blondel2002: 104; Lapointe 1998:171)
They can have car-like handles and/or vertical or horizontal loop handles (Arminjon and
BlondeI2002:104-107)
Mil areecuelles with small horizontal or vertical loop handles, asopposcdto
more ear-like handles. (Cf. Brese-Bautier2001:150 Fig. 77; Anminjon and
BlondeI2002:104Fig.534-536)
M12areaneClielletypewithanearlikehandle.(Cf.BlaneheUeI98Ipg61 figure
6 A; Genct 1996 page I37,plate 19 a-g)
M2: Terrille (large pan with a handle). This is a low open vessel with no neck but with a
handle (Figure 5.12). They have a large Oat base, wilh a concave or rectilinear body and
are used for the preparation and service of food. Theygencrallyhaveaspout. Ravoire's
M2 range: height 60-104 mm, rim dia. 124-330 mm, body dia. 124-33 mm (2006: 165-
168).(Cf Anninjon and Blondel 2002:22; Bresc-Bautier2001:136; Lapointe 1998:119;
Le Fran~ois Freres 1900; Lepoittevin and Lebcnuyer 1982: 146; Talbot Senee n.d.;
Veronfils:n.d.).
FormM21isavarietyofBrownfai·cnccterrineorcookingpotthat has two
horizontal handles, a ridge at the exterior about I cm below the Iip,afootringand
a bowl shaped body. (Cf Blanchette 1981:61 Figure6C)
M3: Poe/ol/(fryingpan). Thisisa low open vessel wilh no neckandwith a handle used
for frying and cooking eggs among other lhings (Figure 5.12). Thesc likely would have
been put on a tripod over the heal (Bruneau 1999:105) Ravoire'sM3 range: height 54-80
mm, rim dia. 180-250 mm, body dia. 126-246 mm (2006: 168-170). This fonn generally
has a hollow handle when made in ceramic, and sometimes has feet (Anninjon and
Blondel 2002:45). The hollow handlesherd in the Dos de Cheval collection hasa bulbous
edge and narrow opening that would be atypical ofagourde orbollteille mouth. There is
a possibility this sherd CQuld be the mouth ofagollrde. however in the 17lh to 19th century
liquid storage vessels in ceramic innorthem France would typically be made of CS\V, not
CEW, strengthening the case that this is in fact apoelon handle
Figurc5.12. FonnM vessels. (Illustrations by Talva Jacobson for An Archaeology of the
Petit Nord).
M4: Jatte (large pan). This is a low, open large vessel with no neck. with or without one
or two horizontal handles (Figure 5.12). It has a spout and is used forservieeand
preparation of foods. Ravoire's M5 range: height 102-219 mm, rim dia. 212-429 mm,
bodydia.200-429mm(2006:173-175).
Nt: COllpe(bowl). This isa low open vessel with no ncck and no handle (Figure5.13).
Each has a rim that is continuous from the body, with a rounded lip. They sometimes
have a foot ring. The CDupe probably servcd a similar purpose to a plat or anassiettefor
the service and consumption of food. Ravoirc's N7 range: totalheight: 102 mm,rim dia
306 mm and body dia. 100 mm (2006: 187). This vessel issomewhat similar in fonn to
what Genet calls a bassin (1996: 117plate II).
N2:PIII/(dish,platler). This isa low open vessel with no neck and no handle (Figure
5.13). Ravoiredividesplats into two groups (both N2): one with rim diameters of200-
300 mm and depth of20-60 mm and a second with diameter of300-350 mm and depth of
60-120mm(2006:179-182).lamusingplattodefineanysortofplalter or dish with
depth and a rimdiameterof25 cmorlarger. They have large flat basesandwingedsides
Many of the Dos de Cheval plats are in brown farcnce.
21 These vessels are ridgedpla/s in Ligurian-styleCEW.(Cf. Amourie and
Vallauri2007:212Fig.13;Amourie 1999:124 Fig. 248 and 250; Barton 1981 Fig.
34#15-19).
Figure 5.13. FormN vessels(N3 aredepieted separately). (lIIustrations by Talva
JaeobsonforAnArehaeologyofthePetitNordfromoriginaldrawings by Amy St. John)
N22 A plat with a foot ring. This vessel has a wide horizontal rim. The vessel
body has a convex exterior and concave interior.
N23 areplals with wavy or undulating edges. They are further divided intothosc
thatareoval,andthosethatareround,thoughfromarimsberditissomctimes
difliculttodctcnnineiflhevessel is round or oval. (CfGenet 1996: 147-151 plate
28 and 26)
N231-ovalplatwilhwavyedges. (Cf Genet 1996:151 plate28a,b,c).
N232-roundplatwilh wavy edges. (Cf Genet 1996:47 plate 26 a, b)
N24 Platwilh simple edges. (Cf Genct 1996:149 plate 27 a, b)
N3: Assiette(plale). This isa low open vesscl wilh no neck and no handle(Figure5.14)
The form is absent among ceramics of the medieval period. Examples date from the 16th
centuryandassietles find success with thedilTlision of white faienceinthe Ithcentllry
(Bresc-Bautier2001:144).lhaveclassedassietlesasvcsselswitharimdiameterofless
than 25 cm to differentiate from plats. This division is consistent with the examples given
by Brcsc-Bautierfrom the Louvre, those in thcChateau-MuscedeDieppccataloguc
exposition (2000), and with the POTS typology system where plates have diameters of
between 7-10 inehes (17.8-25.4 em) (Beaudryel al. 1983:33; Brese-Bautier2001:145)
Assietles werc used for personal eating and service and arc notasdeep as adish or platter
Essentiallywherc Ravoire has divided her plat into two categories: those with larger
diameters and greater depth and those with less depth and smaller diameters, I have made
Figure 5.14. A range of functional series 3 vessels. (lIIustrations by Talva Jacobson for
An Archaeology of the Petit ord, cat. # 3918 and 7302 from original drawings by Amy
the distinction bctwccnplat and assielte. Giving the larger dishcsthenamcplatbywhich
I mean more ofa platter or dish tban a plate (2006:179-182). I have usedassietle
essentially to mean the English equivalentofplatc. Thisdistinctionsccmcdncccssary
with the 18th• and 19th.centuryrnaterial. One must keep in mind that the Ligurian-styIe
and the faIenccassiettcs in the Dos de Cheval collection arc still decpcrthan what we
typicallythinkofasa plate today and arc what some people WQuld call a dish. However, I
felt making the distinction between assielle andplaf aids in the understandingofthe
function of these two types, as the large, deep, brown faIence plats and the shallower,
smaller Ligurian-style and whitc fafcnccassiettes were likely uscd for different purposes
by the fishermen on the site. It is possible that theseassiettes wereused for both liquids
and solids (lekowiez 1988:68)
N31hasaroundedlipwhichisthickenedattheexterior
N32 has little orno thiekening at lherounded lip
N33 isanassiettewitha foot ring located ncar to the rim of the vesscI. Only one
example is present in the collection
N34 isa hollow deep plate with a lIatbottom and sleeply angled sides in brown
N341 isahollowdeepplatewithallatbottomandstraightsleepsides
N342 isa hollow deep plate with a lIat bottom and curved steep sides
N35 is an assietle with a seallopededge. (Cf Genet 1996:109-111 plates 7 and 8)
N36 is anassiette with no noticeable thickening at either the interioror exterior of
the lip, with a simple, round profile. Some examples have decoration around the
rim.(Cf.GenctI991:103plate4a,b,e)
N4: SOIU.'ollpe (saucer). ASolicolipeisa lowopenvesselwithoutaneck or handle, used
tbr food service. They are similar to an assiette only smaller (Figure 5.13). There are not
many SOllcoupes in the Dos de Cheval collection. One example has a rim diameter of
approximately 14 em. The fonn is probably more common in the 18 th and 19lh centuries
with the rise of tea and coffee tableware (Bruneau 1999:114). Examples 1T0m Dos de
Cbeval are found in white faYenee. (Cf. Chiiteau-Museede Dieppe2000 Fig 92; Genct
1991:195-197Plates50and51)
N5: COl/pelle (bowl, tea bowl) This is a low open vessel without a neck or handle
sometimes with a foot ring. It was likely used for the service and consumption of food,
liquid or solid; however the function is not certain. Some consider them drinking vessels
that may have had multiple uses (Bresc-Bauticr2001:l51). Ravoire classes them into the
consumption of food category. Ravoire's N I range: height 22-66 mm, rim dia. 48-186
mm, and bodydia. 48-190mm (2006: 177-179)
M~N: Low open vessels These are vessels that probably fall into the plat orterrine type
categories
Objects
Objects ror the preparation, eating, conservation, and consum ingoffoodanddrink-
Object X
XI: GOllrde(flask). Agollrde is an object, Ravoire'sXl,thatdoes not fit into any of
Ravoirc'stypological categories. These were globular or sphcricalbottle-likcvessclswith
a tight neck and strap handles, used for thc transport and consumptionofliquids.Thcy
can have two or four handles that were used to suspend thevcsscl (Bresc-Haulier
2001:141; Ravoire2006:l89-191)
X2: COlivercJe(lid). A cDlIvercle is an object, Ravoirc'sX5,thatdoesnot fit into
Ravoire's typological categorics(2006:192-193). It falls into the cooking functional
group, since it was used to close cookpots (Figure 5.15); howcvcrtheycan also be used to
c10se storage vessels or for service vessels intended for the table (Bresc-Bautier200l
152; Fran~ois Freres 1900; Veron fils n.d.)
Summary
The range of forms in the collection includes ycsscls relating to aII of Ravoirc's
functional categories, illustrating how ceramics served many functionsforthcfishennen
A visual summary of the Dos de Cheval fonns is provided in Figure 5.16. Howevcr, these
arc only typical examples of each functional series found at Dos de Cheval and do not
represent the variations present within the collection or morpho-dimensional possibilities
for each fonn. As some of these vessel fonnsarelittleunderstoodand highly variable it is
difficult to pinpoint a typical example for each
Figurc5.15.TypcXlandXlobjccts.(lIIustrationbyTalvaJacobsonforAn Archaeology
of the Petit Nord)
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Chapter 6: Interpretations
The assemblage from AreaCat Dos de Cheval is large but not particularlyvaried
It consists primarily of ceramics either from northern France or the Mediterranean. The
nature of the ceramics strongly reflects the fact that the migratoryfisherywasprovisioned
in local, bounded areas of Normandy and Brittany. The largest groups are the Nomlandy,
Breton and Ligurian-style wares as well as the brown faYence,primari1yin the Rouen·
style (Table 6.1). Nonnandy stoneware accounts for 48 percent of the collection
(exeludingthe REW)andmosloftheCSW fonns are either large or small storage pots
The Breton wares are abundant among which coquemars dominate. The Ligurian-style
(or North Italian style) warcs are plentiful but are almost exc1usive Iyassiettes
It is immediately clear that migratory fishermen in Atlantic Canada reliedheavily
on storage vessels (Table 6.2). As might be expeeted,the ceramic signalureofa
migratory site is high in transport and conservation vessels. The fishermen were bringing
all of their primary food sources with them, many of which would be stored in pots
Butter formed an important part of the diet in northem France in the 17lh andl8lh
centuries (Flandrin 1983). The migratory fishermen certainly needed butter in the
Newfoundland environment where protein was abundant in the form of fish but fat was
difficult to obtain. The diet of the period in New France consisted 0 fa high percentage of
salted and dried food and the cooking mcthods were simple, includingbaking, frying,
roasting and cooking in liquids (boiling simmering, stewing), to make a variety of simple
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Table 6. I. Mininumnwnbcr\'CSsclcoUlllSforeachwarelype.Pcrccntlomlsarcnol100
duclorounding.

dishes (Dunton and Johnston 1986:73). This diet eould be supplemented with wild game,
andfaunalcvidcnceatDosdeChevalsuggcststhiswasthecasc.Howeveritwas
probably only the officers on site who had time to hunt game, othcrthan the occasional
seabird (Noel 2010)
Further work in dividing the early frorn late occupations may reveal an even larger
percentage of storage vessels inthecarlierpcriod,sinccthe Ligurian-stylcplatcs make up
a significant portion of the collection and were not widelydistributed until the 18 th
century. Of the vessels that can be assigned a functional category, 42 perccnt fall into
Ravoirc's storage and conservation of food category. Byaddingstorageandconservation
ofliquids(bouteillesandjlacons)intothestoragecategory,theconservationoffoodand
liquids jumps to46 percent. This is not to say that bottles andjlacons were not used for
serviceaswellasstorage.Thisisoneofthecomplicationsinfunctionalinterpretations;
sometimes the intended function is not necessarily the only function. 1t is likely that many
vessels used as cookpots did not arrive on the site empty, so they blurthelinesbetween
storage and cooking vesseis; potentially making the storage and conservation category
When examining the functional groups of ceramics on the site, othcrartifact
groupsmustbekcptinmind.Woodencontainersslichasbarrelsandcasks play an
important role in the preservation of solid and liquid food and werc most ccrtainly being
used on ships. Basketworkpanniersdebeurrewereuscdforfreshbuttcr in Normandy
but not as frequeutly for salted butter destined for export (Fajal 2009:82). The plentiful
wine bottles at Dos de Chcval attest to the fact that glass containers were especially
important inconscrving liquids and somctimes solids. Household cookware such as pans,
water kettles, casseroles and cooking pots were made of metal, part icularlycopper
(Blanchette 1981 :95). It is probable that the fishing crews were cooking communal meals
for crews of at least fiveormorc, using largc metal pots and pans. Finally,met'alcoutdbe
used for plates, goblets, forks, spoons, and other utensils (BlanchetteI981:95).Wedonot
find much in the way ofmct'at utensils or cookware in the collection at Dos de Cheval,
but these would not break easily, or if they did break they would besalvaged.Glass
vessels on the site certainly complemented the ceramics, as would the metallic and
organicasscmbtages. Gtassvessels inctude bottles (includingboth wine and atcohol
bottles and small pharmaceutical ones) and serving glass (includingstemwareand
tumblers). Other glass such as oil lamps and possible ink bottles are also present in the
assemblage. However, only preliminary study of these other classesofartifaetshasbeen
undertaken and it is beyond the scope of this research toundcrtake a detailed study of all
the other materials that relate to the ceramics in assembtageson the site.
Mendcdceramics, such as the obvious example with a hole drilled in it(object #
9150)(Figure6.1),andalsothosewithpossibletracesofpewterorleadstaples(objccl#
2907)(Figure6.2),illustratethe fact that the fishermen only had access to what they had
brought with them. Thescvessels were not treated as disposable, but reused. It is likely
that cook pots that show evidence of burning arrived at Dos de ChevaI full of grease, lard,
or some other sort of fat (Lemaitre 2004:38). Even some of the NormandyCSWsinols
were found in contexts of burnt areas or hearths, and show evidence 0 fbeing bumt, either
from destructive bumingofcabins and stages at the end ofa season, or from usc in the
Figufe6.I.Acoquemarwithaholedrilledinitandevideneeofbuming on the broken







visible on the opposite side, though toa lesser extent. AltemateIythiscouldbecxccss
lead from the glazing process (object # 2907)
heat as containers for cooking food. The only ceramics these fishennen had were the ones
they brought over with them. Unlike many sites in New France, local CEW do not come
into play. Due to the fact that this isa seasonal site with a singularpurpose, rather than a
settlement site, production of local goods was not a priority. Local trade was limited, with
fresh produce or meat being more likely acquisitions than commodities stored in ceramics
(Noel 2010)
The ceramics at Dos de Cheval represent a unique assemblage, related to the
migratory French fishery in Newfoundland. The migratory nature ofthe site clearly
innuencesthctypcsofceramicsfoundthcre.Thccollectionishcavilywcightcdtowards
transportandconscrvatiollvcsselsincomparisonwithmostscdentarysitcs,rcsulting
from thc nccd to continually transport summer supplies. Some early modem English
sedcntarysites in Newfoundland have similar proportions ofstorage relatcd vessels for
6.1.1 Ligurian-style Coarse Earthenware and Fai'ence
A surprising amount of Ligurian-style CEW was found at Dos de Chcval,
accounting for 19 perccntofthe vcsscls. One of the qucstions that emerged initially when
the abundance of Ligurian-style CEW was being uncovered at Dos de Cheval,was
whether these wares were a competitor or complement to the Brown FaIence on the
market in the 181h century. The analysis offorrns suggests that Ligurian-style wares,at
heat The Ligurian-style CEW was being used fortheeonsumptionandservingoffood,in
the fonn ofassieltes, a few plats and some possible tasses
A second question that arose pertaining to lhe Ligurian-style CEW coneemsits
chronology. The Ligurian-style vessels examined here come from events throughoullhe
mid to top strata ofthesitc. They even sometimes appear in the sod layer, and oflen
alongside creamware and pearlware vessels. In Quebec. Ligurian-styleeeramicsarenot
usually found in context with pcarlware and creamware (Genevieve Duguay pers. comm.
2008). This could bc an indication that thc majority of the North Italianstylevesselsat
Dos de Cheval are not actually from Liguria but are imitation types from France. These
induslries in France may have replaced the Ligurian industryafter 100 percent taxation in
1820 made it unprofitable to import Italian wares into France (Amouric 1999)
It is possible that these Ligurian-style plates were part of the fishingcrew's
effects. In the 1760 wreck of the Machault, such ceramics appearedtobecrew'sefTects,
as they were worn, and found in relatively small quantities (Barton 1977). Similar to
brown farence, the Ligurian-style wares are ofa relatively fine quality. However, they
were a widely available and inexpensive ceramic in southern France, which is likely
where the Dos de Cheval fishennen were acquiring them. If they were a common
commodity at ports in southern France it is likely that the fishennen were picking them
up when offioading fish
The brown farence in the collection accounts for 9 percent of the total assemblage.
Themajorityofthebrownfarencevesselsareeitherplats,tassesorassiettes. Theplats
wereusedforbothhcatingandservingfood(BlanchcUeI981:88).Manyofthcmshow
use marks on their bases where they were shifted near the hearth (Figure6.3).ltislikely
that the fai'enccplalS were llsed by the common tishcnncn forprcparingfoodforlarger
numbers of people, whilc the assieltes and rasses were used forscrv ingfoodanddrink,
possibly to the officers. Thclerrines, ecuelle, and the cOllvercle, would have been used
similarlytotheplals for heating and service of food (Blanchette I981:88)
Unlike brown fai'cncc, white fai'cnccdocs indicate the presence of higher status
individuals at Dos de Cheval (Gencl 1996).Thewhitefarenceonlyaccountsfor25
Ycssclsor6perccntofthccollcction.Mostofthcsearceithcrplatcsorcups.Mostarc
foundinoraroundthccentralpartofAreaCandareprobablyofan18th-century date
The chamber pot (objecl # 8220) was found in lhesame area as the cabin Feature 1201,
not far above it, but also not inan event directly associated with it. These high status
white table wares were probably being used not by the crew ingeneral,butbythe
officer(s),whowerespendingtime inand around the 18Ih~centurycabin(s)onthesite.
Thechamberpotespeciallypointstoa higher class memberofthecrew.Thedecorative
Provence-style white faYcnce probably belonged to one of the higherstatusmembcrsof
importance of ceramic tableware and perhaps modem trends intheorganizationofthe
fishery. Medieval practices and customs were gradually eliminated to leave room for the
lives and new cuisine, table manners and serving utensils fit intothis new trend
Figure 6.3. A brown fai"cnccplatwith usc wear on the base. (object #13392)
(BlanchclteI98l:134).TheLigurian-typcwaresareofrelativelyfine quality. Theywerc,
howcver,awidelyavailableandincxpcnsiveccramicinsouthernFrance, which is likely
where the Dos de Cheval fishcnnen acquired them. These ceramics were produced in
great quantities atone place and distributed widcly instcadofproducedanddistributcdon
a small scale. These mass produced, widely available ceramics, imported from Italy and
later copied in southem France represent a more industrial ceramic production than the
6.1.2 English Coarse Earthenware
The English CEW only makes up I pereent of the vesseis in thecollection. The
six Bristol StatTordshirc-type slipwarc vessels arc all thesamcfonn: pots aposset
Staffordshire-type wares date from the last quarter of the 17Ih century,intothcmidto!atc
18th century (Barker 2001). The presence of these vessels on the site is somewhat
surprising. However, they were so widely exported that it would not have been difficult
for the French fishermen to acquire them. Theircontcxt and thedaterangesassociated
with these ceramic types indicate that they reflect an 18lh.century French occupation, and
not the later English onc. The small quantity of these vessels and the fact that they are all
one particular form could bea reflection of personal taste on the site.Oneparticularcrew
member or even a few particular men might have wanted these particular vessels. They
fill a similar need as the small French coquemars, allowing small portions orhot liquid,
soup or stew to be consumed,and this fonn may have appealed to the Frenchfishermen
because its use was already known and familiar on the fishing site.
The most prominent and perhaps most significant type of ceramic in thecollection
is the Nonnandystoneware. It makes up 48 percent of the vessels in theassemblage,
close to 200 vessels. They are almost exciusively storage and conservationvesselswith
s;nots,probablesinots,aswellaspetits;notsmakingupthemajorityofthecollection
Other storage and conservation forms such as bottles ofvarioussizes,andmahonsare
fairly common as well. Vesselsforservingliquidsincludingbothcruchonsandpichets
are also found in Nonnandy CSW. Nonnandy CSW was used to conserve butter, salted
foods, honey and preserves (Iekowiez 1988:69). Dairy produets wereanextremely
important part of the northern French diet and butter was the dairy product that the
fishermeneould transport with them (Bruneau 1999:107)
The wide distribution and new technology of Normandy CSW is part of what
makes the continuation and the large scale of the fishery possible. By providing better
storage and transport than CEWcontainers, NonnandyCSW acted as a provisioning
mechanism of the fishery. Normandy CSW reflects the change in the fishery from a more
local medieval system to a more modem, more integrated, export economy. Nonnandy
CSW is primarily a shipping container and in this way the CSW can be used as a marker
ofa migratory site. Based on excavations at EfAx~09and survey of the Petit Nord, it is
safe to say that Nonnandy CSW shows up in abundance on Frenchfishingsites.This
concurs with the fact that a fishing station waspopulatedbya largenumberofpeople,
consuming large amounts, using a relatively small space fora particularpurpose.lfa
migratory fishery site has a ceramic signature it would be primarily composed of storage
vessels. It has been suggested elsewhere that Normandy stonewareisanindicatorof
early, non-pennanent French sites in North America and nowhere is this more evident
than on these migratory fishery sites of the Petit Nord (Mock 2006:85-86)
The great quantity of storage forms at Dos de Cheval allows foraclosestudyof
the large butter pots orsinots. There are observable trends insinotfonnsovertime.
Nonnandystoragevesselschangefromtallcrmorccylindricalfonnsearlyon,tohaving
wider shoulders and narrower bases with slightly larger necks in the 17lh and 18lh century,
tohavingalmostnoneckandflattenedrimsinthel91hcentury(Bresc-Bautier2001:138,
ChrestienandDufoumierI995).Notsurprisingly,oursmatchthetypes from Louisbourg
much more closely than those from early Quebec sites, such as the Champlain settlement
Somesinot fonnsremain the same for centuries, so dates given here are tentative at best,
but some shifts in rim fonnhavebeen noted at Dos de Cheval. Theprc- 1800cxamples
generally have more upright rims, high collars and sometimes have concaveintcrior
profiles to the rim. Later examples become morc simplified and standardized with either
flat topped rims or simple, vertical profiles and little to no collar (LeFranyoisFrcrcs
Nonnandy stoneware sinots remain the same over ccnturies to some extent; but
thereisaditTerenceintypesthatdatetoprel9lh-centurycontextson the site and thosc
that date to the 191h century. The migratory nature of the sitecreatesmixcdstratigraphy
precisely. However, we can note trends and make educated guesses about their
chronology.
ThcsinotrimformtrcndsobservedatDosdeChevalagrccwiththchighcollar
earlier, f1at later trend that other North American archaeologists have observed (Peter
Popepers. comm. 2010). However, the forms that arc interpreted as later here, most
certainlyexistcdincarlierpcriods.A 1695 illustration featuring a Normandy buttcr pot
indicatesthis,asdoarchaeologicalexamplcsfromFrance(Figure 6.4). It is clear that
these forms existed earlier in France, but they appear latcr herc. It is possible that
particular forms were not used for export in the ISthcentury.Perhapsthcrewasa
distinction in the ISth century between a butter pot and an export pot that was not as
c1earlydefined in the 19lh century.Themarkct forstylcsmaybea factorhcre.Theremay
have becn an obvious distinction tothc ISth_ccntury Norman between a Norman butter
potanda vesscl that is used for honey or liquid at home or for exporting salt meat, which
was no longcrapparcnl in the 19'" century. What happens at DosdeCheva1 (where high
collars arc typical of earlier contexts) may not be the same as what happcnsalloverthc
world. Thecurrcnt study reports trends seen ataoncsite and cannot make
generalizations about Normandy forms over time, because some forms of butter pots
change little ovcrhundreds of years. I can only say somcthing aboutthestylesofvcssels
thatwerebcinguscdhere,nottheevolutionofNormandyvesselformsingencral
We can note the general trends insinotrims ovcrthe ISlhand 19lh centuries and
how these mighlhavechanged. The English occupation of the site fromahout1790-1815
provides a good breaking point bctween the IS1h_and 19lh-centuryFrench materials. Those
Figure 6.4. A 169Sdepictionofthecostumeofabuttcrscller.Thccostumcisnotrealistic
butmctaphorical. She is opening a large cylindrical vcssel labeIIcdbe.deNormandie
wilh a (parchment?) lid. Thisisa Normandy butler pot. (Veyrier 1974)
Nonnandystoneware rims (and bases and bodies) found in the English events and above
are more likely from a later period and havc shiftcd down to rest on the earlyl9lh-ccntury
events, rather than hcingmixed upwards. Generally in stratigraphy composedofhcaeh
cobble the trend is towards shifting downwards, in thcnatural falling through the cracks.
Usingthc adaptation of Ravoirc's typological system I have been abletoidcntifyscvcn
typcs ofsinots, and two variations within one of these typcs'o. Dateestimatcs arc bascd
on stratigraphy, associated featurcs and artifacts as well as publishedcomparative
examples
Type C 12 It is prohahle that this wide rim variety is a pre-I 800 type; however the group
only consists of two rims. (Decarie 1999:34 Fig. 14 g).
Type C13 Type C13 is a type that seemed immediately to have a 19'"-eentury feel, as the
grouping emerged (Biancamaria 1996:97 PI. 3). The flat rims arc similar to those seen on
191h-centurypotacremer;althoughthcvcsselsaredifTcrent,therimstyleisconsistent
with 19'"-eentury rims (Anninjon and Blondcl 2002:20 no. 85 and 88) Shallowdeposits
indicate a post-English, I91h.century date. Cl3 vcssc!s arc spread evenly throughout the
Type C14 These vessels prohahly represent a late 18,h-eentury or post-1800type. They
resemble some 18th-century examples, although the EfAx-09 rims arc flatter (Chrestien
,oThercwasaTypeCllsillotbutitwasre-eva!uatedandplaeedintothecn=ChOIl, I
functional series (A2). All othersillot numbe," were not shifted as this '.""._Uld create
ro","""".",~" 're "..~., .,""~
TypeCI7Thisispossibiya 19lh-ccntury form; but not definitely one. These rims do not
closely match any examples on other North American French sites that have published
collections. These are somewhat similar to some of the mahon type forms but with larger
TypeCI8 It is probable that this is a pre-I 800 typc. CI8 type are associatcd with a
midden-type dcposit related to the 18'h-ccntury cookroorn! cabin, thecahin itself and the
These trends insinol forms aid in understanding use of the site, andwhichareasand
ofSpaceinAreaC.
A few general observations of note were made while examining the Normandy
csw. The Domfront fabric typically has yellow inclusions while the Bessin-Cotentin
fabric has white. This is only an initial observation, but could potentiallybeusefulfor
visually determining the production origin of those sherds thathave fabric that is fired to
a red-brown or brown-red colour that could possibly fall intoeitheroftheproduction
areas. Also noted was a particular variety of Domfront CSW that hasarelativelylight
seemtobeatypicaI18Ih-centuryform,basedoncomparativeexamplesatLouisbourg
(LynchI968:38Ware5,vesselshapeb,fig.10).Perhapslarger,more difficult to
transport vessels would be left on the ship in the harbour, and notbrought to shore, or
difTerentialbreakageratesbasedonvesselsizcandfunctionmaybecoming into play.
Increasinglyinthelaterperiod,makcr'smarksappearon ormandystoneware.
This illustrates a modem trend in stoneware, primarily that from Domfront (Langouet and
DufoumierI978:62).MarksonpotsaremorefrequentonDomfrontvesselsandtheyare
found on pots destined for export with butter and honey in them (Flambard-Hcricher
2002:289). It is unlikely that the actual names of the makers whose marks are found at
Dos de Cheval can be identified at present, although research into matching initials with
ccrtain Domfront potters is ongoing (Bruno Fajal 2010pers.comm.).These marks are a
good indication that this stoneware was produced particularly for an export market
(destined from Normandy to Brittany) that was partly made possible by increasing
modernization of the fishery. Maker's marks were implemented for the prevention of
fraudlilentvessels in the later period of Normandy CSW production (Gohel: 1996:95;
FajaI1999:89).Theyappearintheformofabstractmarksthatrepresentmakers,and
actual initials, much like pipe maker's marks (Langouct and DufoumierI978:61)
Vesselsbearingthemarks"IE"(object#13198)(Figure6.5)and"MB" (objects # 6250,
and 4676) (Figure 6.6) have been lIncovered at Dos de Cheval. These maker's marks and
the standardization of vessel sizes was brought about in part by the protests of Breton
merchants (Gohel 1996:95). They illustrate that NormandyCSW was indeedlinkcd
closely to trade and provisioning.
Figure 6.5. Nonnandy Domfront CSW vessels bearing the mark "I E" (object # 13198)
Figure 6.6. Nonnandy Domfront CSW probable bottles bearing the mark "MB" (objects #
6250, and 4676)
The French nonMBreton CEWaccounts for 8 percent of the total vessels.The
function of these vessels ranges from utilitarian vessels to finely madeecueJles, but no
particular functional type dominates. There are a few vessels which appear to be northern
Frcnchwares,includingthccoarscwhitc fabric and the fine pink fabric in the collection
There arc some examples that are similar to the French grcen-glazcd wares that are
typically dubbed Saintonge. These French grcenMglazcd wares were widely spread and
show upon most French sites in North America, so it is not surprising that thcy are
present at Dos de Cheval
The Breton-typeCEW makesup8 percent of the total vessels in the collection
Thccoquemar fonn makes up the bulk of the Breton-type vessels. This is not surprising,
since these small scale vernacular pottery productions in Brittany were primarily
concerned with producing utilitarian vessels, not table wares or fine serving vcsscls
Although coquemars are used as cookpots, as many of the burnt examples in the
collection testify, it is possible and likely that all of these pots were not shipped over
empty but with something edible in them, probably grease or lard (Lemaitre 2004:38)
Many of the sherds of what well may be actual Saintonge-type CEW with the
typical white slip and bright granny smith green glaze seem to be water worn, perhaps
indicating a heavier reliance on these southwestern French wares early on in the fishery
and an increasing reliance on Nonnandy stoneware as time went on. The Breton wares
seem to be found both in very early and later contexts at Dos de Cheval,indicatingthe
continuation oftheartisanal ceramic production in Brittany.
6.1.5 Summary
The 17th_to 19lh-centuryceramicsofDosdeCheval reveal both moderntrendsand
medieval traditions in ceramic production. On one hand,thedcclining tradition of small
scale, artisanal ceramic production is well represented with an abundance of Breton
CEW. On the other hand, the site exhibits a large sample of Normandy CSW- a ceramic
renectinggrowingmodemityand industrialism produccd at an increasingly large scale
The large quantity of Ligurian-style ceramics also emphasizes modem trends in ceramic
production and mass distribution. The contrasts among rough Breton cook pots produced
fora local economy, Normandy shipping cOl1tainers and Ligurian-style plates designed
for trade and export, illustrates how the Frcllch migratory fishcrywas on thc cusp of the
6.2 Trade and Provisioning
The ftshing industry,although large, was primarily a vcmacular industry;mcaning
it nourished in the context of regional economics and the seasona1 rhythms of those
economics. The ships, crews and provisions were from geographically bounded areas,
usually centered around ports in France. Thus the links back to France were complex, and
ollcn stronglyconnccled to particular regions (pnpc 2009). In thecase of Dos de Cheval,
these connections are to the regions of Brittany and Normandy in northem France.
Documentary evidence indicates that the early ftsheryonthe Petit Nordwas
predominantly a Breton enterprise, operating out of ports such as Saint-Brieuc, which was
akeyplayerintheBretonmigratoryfisheryuntiltheIS'heentury.lnIheIS'handI9'h
centuries financing by Nonnan merchants, part'icularly those from Granville, became
increasinglyimportanLHowever,theseGranvilleshipswereoflenprovisioned and
manned in the Breton port of Saint Malo (Pope 200Sb:40)
The ceramics on the site allow the re-creation of the provisioning and trade
practices of the salt cod fishery, adding to the sometimes scantily recorded documentary
records. It is here that the relatively obscure wares such as theCEW products of Breton
kilns and Normandy CSW become extremely useful. Breton CEW and even the more
widely distributed Normandy CSW were produced at an artisanal scale. Small workshops
produced clay, firewood and pots in seasonal rhythms. These local economies meshed
withthelargervemacularindustryofthecodfishery,bothrelyingonitandinsomecases
driving it. It is a uniquely northern French collection. This indicates that the trade was
limited to the tightly bounded areas that were associated with the fishery on the Petit
In some ways the lack of certain vessels on the site isas interestingasthosethat
arepresentandcanindicatesomethingabouttradeonthesite.There is not anything that
looks like Beam CSW in the assemblage of vessels; none of the vesscis have a light
enough, grey enough fabric. BeamCSWisfoundontheeastcoastgenerallywithBasque
common in the following century It can indicate comlmerce with lBordm.ux, which d,oes
southwestemFrench,Saintonge-typevesselsalsoindicatethattrade and provisioning on
the site were not closely linked with southern ports, but with northern ones instead. This
acts as an interesting foil to other North Atlantic French sites, where settlement was
ongoing, rather than temporary. At Placentia ewfoundland,thesiteofa 16th-century
fishery and a 17lh_century French colony in ewfoundland,thecollcclionisdominatedby
Saintonge-typc wares (Amanda Crompton 2010 pers. comm.). This is indicative of the
difference between the Petit Nord fishery based in northern French ports andafishcryand
colony that were more closely linked with southwestern French ports.
A closer examination of some of Dos de Cheval's ceramics allows us to directly
recreate the complex transatlantic links of the migratory fishery in Newfoundland. It
makessenscthatstoragcpotsmadeinPabu-Guingampandpotteryccnters such as
Lamballe, St-Jean-Ia-Poterie and Laval in Brittany appear at Dos dcCheval.Pabu-
Guingamp is not far from St. Brieuc and the pots were sold there from late medieval
times onwards. SinceSt. Bricuc was a key player in the Breton migratoryfishery, the
material links are logical. In this way the identification of Breton CEWatDosdeCheval
allows the archaeologist to recreate the vernacular provisioning and crew manning links
from Pabuandothersmall centres to St. Bricucto Dos dcChcval. typical of the early
migratory fishery.
The NormandyCSW from Dos de Cheval represents a vernacular industry
operating at thcartisana! scale in family run workshops up into the 19th century
(Dufournier, Claifontaine and Thiron 2004:1 I). The production regionofBessin-Cotentin
isclosctoSt.MaloinBrittanyandGranvilteinNormandy. NormandyCS\Vis
increasingly common in Brittanyitselfinthe ISth century and Domfrontiscloseto
Brittany. NonnandyCSW could sometimes indicate a Nonnan presence butalsoaBreton
presence since it was widely used in provisioning ships in Brittany(Genct 1996}.Rather
than direct vernacular links from pottery workshops to ports like the Breton CEW, much
oftheNonnandyCSW indieates the supplying, possibly by Nonnan merehants,ofships
in Breton Ports. The abundance of Nonnandy stoneware at Dos de Cheval allows us to
directlyrecreatetheprovisioningandsupplylinksfromtheregionsofDomfrontand
Bessin-Cotentin in Normandy to the port of Saint Malo in Brittany to Dos de Cheval in
in the Rouen-style. Rouen, the historic capital of Nonnandy, was a major produccr of
brown fai'ence starting in the 1640s and its decorative style was popular and often
imitaled (Waselkov and Walthall 2002:65). Rouenislocaledcloseto ports in Normandy
and Brittany, thus the fact that much of the faYcncc at Dos de Chcva1is of the Rouen-style
strengthensevidenceforthelinkbetwecnNormandyandthcfishing stations on the Petit
Once the fishing season ended,the ships full of cod would cross theAtlanticto
deliver their cargos to southem markets. Much of the dried cod was either sold or traded
in and around Marseille in the Provence region of France (pope 2009). Some of the
ceramics of Dos de Cheval serve as probable evidencc that the Bretonfishennendidvisit
this southern area and brought back ceramics with them. Just as the Rouendecorative
style can be identified,socan several pieces of faience in the Provence-stylefromthe
mayirldicatethattllisfa[e'neest~lleisfromNeversbutthcProvcnceregioncannotbc
The north Italian typcor Ligurian-style wares wcrcoriginallyproduccd in the
regioo, of Li.guria ,,,ouncl theeityoflGenov'a in Italy near southem:France, Theexamples
Thcscccrarnicsallowustocomplctcthetransatiantictrianglcfrom the north of France to
ewfoundland to lhesQuth of France where lhe final product of the vcmacularcod
fishing industry was sold or traded in the autumn, allowing the Brcton crew to return to
their homes for the wintcr, completing the seasonal rhythm
tradition of small scale pottery production in Brittany. Rcccntidcnt ification of wares in
Newfoundland from specific Brcton kilnsallo\Vs liS to trace linksbctwcenBrClonportsin
France and fishing harbours in Newfoundland. These regional cconomiesofcarthcnwarc
producers depended on the fishing crews (Pope and Batt 2008). Theseeeramieswereused
to ship the foodslufTs needed to survive a spring and summer in Newfoundland and also
to prcparcand consume food on the fishingsitc. As part of ongoing researchon Breton
CEWs in North America, a small number ofshcrds were sent for inductively coupled
plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS)
6.2.1 Breton CEW ICP-MS"
ICP-MS (inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry) was conducted on ten
sherds from EfAx-09 and one from nearby EfAx-II, by Yves Monette with the
collaboration of Anne Bocqucl-Licnard and Daniel Dufoumicr ofCRAHM, and Michel
Boiiard, UniversityofCaen. as part ofa larger project examining ceramics,lcadand
rcsiduesfromtheCartier-RobervalsiteinQuebeeCity(CeEu-4).The ewfoundland
samples arc one of several comparative collections used in the Caritcr-Robcrvalanalysis,
either from existing rcference collections or tcstcd for their rcscarch(2010:2)
The analysis was conductcd in order to dctcnnine which isotopescharactcrizc
these ceramic products on a scientific basis and to recognize groups, which could
ultimately help determine the origin of manufacture of these obscure wares. Essentially,
we do not always recognize these Breton ceramics on the basis ofv isualattributcsalone
and type collections arc limited. Also, the ceramics arc often altered by fire, which
changes the colour of the fabric. For these reasons Monette argues thatitisdifficultto
identify the origin of manufacture of ccramics with traditional methods of morpho-
II Sec also Appendix 8, ICP-MStestedsherds.
stylistic attributes. CeramicsfromtheBretonproductionsatPabu-Guingamp,Saint-Jean-
la-Poteric, Finistere, Lavaltype "pink-bluc" and Lamballe wcrc uscd to compare to the
North American samples (2010:9).
Pope and BatthavcrcvcalcdthcprcsenceofBretonceramics fromPabu-
Guingamp, Saint-Jean-Ia-Poterie and Landieulat 16th-century fishing stations in
Ncwfoundland(2008). The ewfoundland(EfAx-09andEfAx-ll)samplestestcddo
havc Breton origins but chemical analysis points to production centresbesidesjustPabu-
GuingampandSaint-lean-la-Potcric.
Firstiy, sample 20-1 (object # l317)exhibitschcmicalcharacteristicsthatmatch
Saintonge-type fabric, and is not Breton at all (Monette 2010:37)
Sample 20-6 (object # 12866) shares the composition of the sampleofGuildo-
Lamballe 30-17 and sample 20-10 (object #12331) reflects thecomposition of the other
Guildo-Lamballesample30-16. The sample 20-2 (object # 5729) is closer to the
production ofGuildo-Laval "pink-blue" 30-15 (Monette 2010: 36)
In the case of sample 20-5 (object # 7304) there is a perfect match with samples
30-4 and 30-5 of Saint-lean-Ia-Poterie. Thcrcarcalsocx:cellent matchesbetwcenPabu-
Guingamp sample 30-1 and Newfoundland 20-3 (object # 1489), and between 20-7
(object#9150)and20-11 (EfAx-11 artifact # 173)andthePabusample30-2(Monette
2010:36)
Finally three of the ewfoundlandsamples(20-4,20-8and20-9)(objects#7528
and # I 1688) show compositions that resemble each other very closeIybutlhatare
different than any of the control groups for production centres currently at the disposal of
lhis analysis (Monetlc 2010:36)
Thescrcsults indicatcthat Brcton fishing voyages were being provisionedwith
vessels from not one but many of the surrounding pottery centres around the ports in
NorthemBrittany.Itisstilllikelythatmostoftheprovisioningwas done out of the port
ofSaint-Brieuc, as Guingamp and Lamballe are located near Saint-Brieueandwere
supplying pots to lhc port (Popcand Batl 2008:6). Thc prcscncc of St-Jcan-Ia-Polcric
vessels at the sitc possibly reflects an economic linkagebetweenthesaltproduction
regionofLaRocheBemard,atthemouthoftheVilaineorfromothersmall regional
ports such as Guerande, Ie Croisic orcven Redon, which wasacccssiblc to smallcrvessels
byrivcr(PopcandBatl2008:l0).ltisprobablclhallhcscproduclsfromvcrnacular
Breton workshops are linkedtotheportofSaint~Brieuc,ratherthan Saint Malo
Provisioning in Saint Malo was based heavilyonNonnanproduets,because they wcre
casilyacccssiblcandhighquality.
This testing illustratcs thc difficulty that remains in visual identificationofFrcnch
ceramics of this period, especially the lesser known northern wares. Vessels that have
vcrysimilarvisual appearances and fell into the same visually identified colour types did
not necessarily match the samcrefercnccsherds in chemical composition. Products of the
manyBrctonkilnsofthisperiodaredifficulttodistinguishfromoneanothcrvisually.It
is possible that with more complete vessels, variation in fonncouldbeasignificantfactor
in detenniningthe origins of these vessels, since at present fabricidentification is still in
the speculation stage.
6.3 Ceramics, Features, and Use of Space in AreaC
Ln an attempt to understand the evolving use of space in Arca C, it secmedit
assemblage for the entire area and to link these to their respect ivc fcahtrcs, where
possible, so that anyone object was counted only once for the enti reArea.Whenshcrds
belonging to the same object were found associatcd with two different events, the object
was associated with the event (or feature) that containcd the largestsherds;prioritywas
given to rim and base sherds over the body
It was not possible to give exact date ranges for particular deposi ts or features on
the site, because of the disturbed nature of the site itself and the very slow evolution of
many of the ceramic types. Still,gcncraltrcnds in the useofccramicscanbcnotcd.The
growingpopularityofbrownfarcnceinthemidtolatcl8lh centurycan allow us to
roughlydatcdepositsundemeathdcpositswithbrownfai'cncetothe early 181h or 17lh
century. The appearance of Ligurian·style wares points toan IS1h-centuryandevenamid
to late IS1h-centurydate.The REW in the collection can be used to estimate where the
mid-IS1h-centurydcpositstumintolateISlh-centurydepositsandwherethelS1h.century
deposits tum into I91h.century deposits, It is more sensible todiscuss trends in the use of
ceramic vessels over time, than what types of ceramics the fishennen were using in a
givendecadc. Vessel shape changes overtime arc given as trcnds rather than preciseuse
dates. The order that certain rim fonns were used may be described, but this site does not
allow precise datingofa rim fonn to a rcstrictcd period
The nature of the soil matrices on the site primarily composed ofpebbles.cobbles,
and stones with onlysomesoil,allows for artifacts to slip through the cracks in time. The
annual shifting of soil on the site associated with the construction,useandthen
destruction of the features thatmakeupa fishing room contributes tothesometimes
ambiguous nature of the stratigraphy on the site as well. In some cases ceramic mends
across events appear to illustrate this. The instancesofredepositon the sitearehigh,and
often ceramics will mend across events of quite different dates. Older material such as
CEW and pipe stems with large bore diameters are found water worn in the upper layers,
ahigherorlowerdatethantherestofthematerialtheywerefoundwith
Within events directly associated with the burial a closed Ligurian-stylevessel
and a small storage jar in Nonnandy Domfront CSW were found. Neither of these was




potsaposset found both directly above and within Feature 1021 support a mid to late
ISlh-centurydatefortheslipway.Jtispuzzlingthatthesepotsaposset point towards a
somewhat domestic use of the slipway, rather than an industrial 0 ne.ltisquitepossible
that at this point the mixing of domestic and industrial activities was not as segregated as
in the 19lh century. Perhaps the fishennen, or more likely an officer, weresippingposset
while working on shore. The presence of Ligurian-style wares both within and directly
over Feature 1021 indicatesamid to late ISlh-centurydate fortheslipwayand likely not
early ISlh-cenhlrydate.Thebrown farence over and within also piacestheslipwaytinnly
in the mid to late ISlh century, and the vessel found within the ramp itself(EfAx-
09:102IT8300) has a Rouen polyehrome-styledecoralion which was produced between
about 1740-1790, although it is difficult to detenmine ifthissherd isindeedRouenfrom
the period because the style ofdecoration was much imitated (Waselkov and Walthall
2002). The CSW and French CEW are morediffieull 10 dale. TheCI2and CIS sinot rim
forms that were found in events above the slipway are types that havebeentcntatively
categorized as pre-lS00, which would be consistent with a pre-English occupation date
for the ramp. TheCI7 typecouldcilhcrbcposlorprc-1800, in this case it is most likely
prc-I 800
I have examined the ceramics from Features 1201,and 124Stogether, since 1201
is part of the larger 124S. This roughly square bumcd structure or two 0verlapping
structures, that reprcsent a cookroom or cabin. mos1 likely have an early 10 midlSth-
century dalC. Undcr Feature 1248 the only vesscls found wcrc Normandy Domfront CSW
sillots,oneofwhichisaCl5type,consistcntwithaprc-1800dalc. Feature 1248 and
Events 1238/1231 did contain REW bUI all other events directly associated with the cabin
did not, so it seems likely1hat these small picccsofREW arc intrusivc,rathcrthan
In the middcn-likcdeposi1s westofthcbumtstructurcs,thcvcsseIs include
Ligurian-stylcassielles,abrownfarcnceassielteandNonnandyCSW vessels. including
agollrde, and various sizes of storage vessels. One of the sinots isatypeClS;apre·1800
type. This material fits with the IS,h.ccnturydatcforthccabinlcookrooms.Theprcsence
ofCE\V and TGEW assielles, amongst the typical Nonnandy CSW storage vessels fits
with the domestic, eating relatcdactivities that would beexpectcdofan officer's cabin or
WithinthebumeventsthatmakcupFeaturcI248,thevcssc)sindicatcanlSth-
eenturydateaswell.ThewhitefarencecouldbefromthecarlylSth century,andthc
Breton CEW and Normandy CSW could be from this period as well. The associated CSW
sinotrimisaCI61 type, which isa probable ISlh-ccnturytypc. The vcssclsfounddirectly
abovethecabininelude Ligurian-styleCEW,brown faYence,FrenchCEWandNormandy
CSW.AllofthescpointtoanISth-centurydateforFcatureI248andperhaps an earlier
18Ih-ccnturydate, since there is mid to !atc 181h_century materia I built up over it
Vessels associated with Feature 1233, a dry masonry hearth structure of tabular
rocks,inaUshape,placcitwcllwithinthcsuspectcdcarlylSlh_ccnturydatc.Thc
Ligurian-styleCEW above itandthe French CEW and white faIence w ithin the hearth
area support an 18Ih-centurydate.Thcpresenceofwhitcfa'lcnceassiettes,both here and
in Feature 1248 events, supports the idea that the structure may have bccnuscdby
officers. While brown farcnce was used forcookingandwasnotnccessarilyahigh-status
item, it seems unlikely that regular crew members were eating offof white faYence
assieltes.Theextensionwallsoneithersideofthehearth(Featuresl326and 1328) also





1650 onwards. The ceramic vessels found here support the suggestion that the natural
cobble beach was still opcn here, as late as 1650 and thc built up anthropomorphic terrace
in AreaC dates later than that. A Rouen-stylebrown falenceplatfoundwithin the hearth
events indicates that at least one of these hearths was in usc in the midtolatelSthcentury.
Nonnandy CSW both beside and over the hearths indicate French use 0 fthesefeatures
Thesinot type C13 found over Featurc 1276 is a type that is probablypost-1800,
suggcsting that thc hearths undemcath it maybe pre-I 800
6.3.5 The Stage Area
The trench opened in the stage area is not directly associated wi thanysinglc
feature but is in the area where the fishing stage would have been Iocated. Vessels in this
area include predominantly Nonnandy CSW, and Breton CEW as wcll as some farcnce,
both brown and white, and only two Ligurian-style vessels. The function of vessels here
indicates a mixing of functions in this area of the site. The most common vessels are
Nonnandy CSW storage vessels, including both the most prominent sinols, and some
smaller storage pots. Brcton coquemars are also found inabundancehere.Onaccountof
the abundance of coquemars, together with the pockcts ofburntnccdlcs, and the fact that
many of the ceramics found in this area are pockmarked and burnt, it seems probable that
cookingactivitieswcretakingplaceinthisareainthel8th century,andprobablyascarly
as the 171h century. This supports thchypothesis that in thcpre· 1800,earlierperiodsof
occupation at the sitc, domestic and industrial activities were moremixed,andtaking
place in the same arcas and then more separated in thc laterperiods.
The white and brown fai"cncevcssels in the stage area include two possibletasses,
andassielles and plats. One vessel is a white tin glazedassiettethat is likely not French,
but possibly Dutch or Iberian. It is possible that this assielle rcpresents an early, possibly
17th-ccnturyusc ofTGEWon the site. The prcscnccofassielles,plats and tasses
indicates that this arca was notcxclusivelya fish processing arca. Thcsinotsinthisarea
thalaregroupedbyrimtypcarccxclusivclylypcsCI5,CI6IandCI62;all typcs that arc
probablcprc-1800.Noneofthcshortcollarcd,flatrim,19'"-ccnturylypcsarcfoundin
6.3.6 Summary
The distribution of ceramic vessels can inform us about the way that the fishermen
used their fishing room. Thc use of space became morc industrializcdinthel9lh century,
so that work areas and living areas on the sitc becamc moresharplydividcd.AtDosdc
invcstcd in thcm (Melissa Burns 2010 pcrs. comm.)
This changing usc in the space becomes visible in the material cuIture.Theearlier,
probable 17lh-and 18th~century sinDt forms arc clustered in the heart of Area C. The l7'h_
or I8th_ccntury sinots sitclosc to thc carlicr features on the site,includingabumtl8th-
ccnturycabinorcookroom and its associated stone hearth (Feature 1248),a slightly latcr
slipway(Feature 1021) and also the area wherc the fishing stagc appcars on historical
maps (Figurc 6.7). lngcncral, NonmandyCSW is distributed fairiycvcnlythroughout
Area C as would be expected of a ceramic type that was in production for the whole time
span of the site (Figures 6.8. 6.9 and 6.10). There are storage vcsscls and vessels relating
to liquidconScIV3tion and service spread fairly evenly across the area
The Breton-type vessels are spread throughout Area C evenly (Figure6,11)
Clustcrsofcoquemars inthccentralareaofthcsitcmayindicatcl8lh-ccnturydomcstic
activities, and coquemars uncovered in association withbumt pocketsofmatcrialinthe
stage almost certainly do; perhaps from a period pre-dating the claboratehcarthfcaturcof
the ISth century. These rough, earlier types of coquemars may represent a period when
domestic activities such as cooking meals were occurring inandaround the fishing stage.
Both of the vessels (objeets# 12866 and 12331)thatmntehedGuildo-Lamballereferenee
shcrdsinICP-MStcstingarefromthcstagcarea,andatleastoncothcrcoquemarfrom
the stage excavation appears to be a similar material (object # 12298),Thismayindicatc
thatprovisioningintheperiodrelatingtothedomesticeventsinthcstagcarcawasbased
morehcavilyonpotsfromthiscentre.
The Ligurian-style vesscls arc primariiyclustered around the ccntralareaofArea
C(Figure6,12),TheymighlindieatealateI8'"-eenturyFrenehuseof this area,
and lbe Bristol Staffordshire-type slipwares (Figures 6,13, 6,14 and6,15),Relativelylittle
brown fai'cnccis found in thc stagc area of excavations. The white farcnccassiette found
in the stagc arca is not Frcnch TGEW, but possibly Iberian or Dutch. This maybe
indicativcofaI7 Ih-centurycontcxt,beforcFrenchTGEWwaspopularandwidclysprcad
in the 18,h century although conclusions based on one vessel aredifficultto makc. The
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Figure 6.10. DistributionofCSW vessels relating to liquids: AI pichet, A2cruchon, BI
bOllteille,DljlaconandXlgollrde.
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Figure 6.14. White faience distribution: C2tasse, F3 pot de chambre, low open vcssel,
N2plat,N3assiette.N4soucoupe, 5coupelleandJlalbarelle.














partofthccxcavatcdarcabctwccn SI 10 and SI20 (Figurc 6.16). Tbismakesthcrcliancc
on Breton wares in this possible early context in thestageareamore evident
The stage area and the cabin/cookroom and slipway area in the centre of AreaC
were certainly in use in the 17th and ISlh centuries, based on theclusters in the earlier
sino/rims fonns. The stage area in particular sccms to have an earlier date fordomeslic
activities than elsewhere in AreaC. Thcrclativc lack of Ligurian-style wares, farcnce, and
non-BretonFrenchwares,andcompletelackofBristoIStafTordshire-typeslipwarcinthe
stageareamayindicatethatitwasnolusedfordomesticpurposesinthelSthcentury.
Contrastingly,theabundanceofthesewarcsinthecentralareaindicates that the features
Ihere(thehcarth,cabinsandslipway)wereinuseintheI8Ih century. Furthennore,none
ofthesuspcctcdI9Ih-centuryCSWsiflo/matcrialwasfoundinthestagcarca.
In order to makeconc1usions about the cabin/cookroom and slipwayarea
(bclwccnS95andSllO)andlheslagearea(bclwccnSI10andSI20)1herelativcnumbcr
of excavated units was taken intoaccounL We would expect higher variation in vessels
Sl20simplybecauseofthclargcrsamplcsizc.Tomakctcntativcconclusionscxpccled
pcrcentagcs of ware types for the number of units in cachexcavation area (12 percent of
lhetotal in the nine units and 8S percenl of the total in the 65 units)wcrceomparedto
aClualperccntagcsofwaretypesprcsenLlfoundthatthcCSW,thenon-BretonCEWand
whilC faicncc wcreclose to pcrfectly evenly distributed. TheBristolStaffordshire-type
Slipware, the Ligurian-style CEW, and the brown farence were found in great percentages
in the centra! cabinlcookroomarea, while the Breton-type CEW appearsin greater
quantities than expected in the stage area
Thisdoesnotmeanthatthestageareawasnotusedinthe19lh century.Certainly
it was, as REW is ubiquitous across Area C. The absence of these storagevessels in the
later period might indicate that this part of Area C near the water was being used
differently inthe later period. Conceivably in the 19'h century, possibly beginning in the
IS1h century, activities were more split: the stage area (accordingtocontemporarymaps)
was not being used for domestic activities such ascooking,eatingandsleeping,butasa
more purely work related area (Candow 1999:12). Evidence of 19'h.century structures at
the edgesofthc work space illustratcs how activities were increasingly split up as time
passed. For instance, the bread oven on site is illustrative of more permanentinvestment
and an increased quasi-domestic complexity. Thc locationofthebread oven and other
19,h-centurystructuresonthefringeareasofthesitesuggestsaseparationofquasi-
domestic and commercial activity. Preliminary examination of the 2009 material has so
far supported these interpretations
Chapter 7: Conclusions and Further Work
Typological studiessllch as this one strive to fix problems in inconsistcncyof
existingtypologiesbyexplieitlyprovidingmetriealinterpretations.WhilePOTSand
other widely used typologies arc undeniably strong systems and uschistoricalsourccs
wcll,thcyrarclycxplicitlystatc important criteria such as howhollowvessclsarc
distinguished from flat ones (Beaudryet al. 1983). Although Ravoi re'ssystemis,
possibly,initiallyconfusingtothoscarchacologistsaccustomcdtotheanglophonesystem
of naming vessel forms, Ravoirc is very explicit with what she means byopenandclosed.
tall, medium or low (2006). While this thesis has presented the ceramics in question in
the more traditional way- one ware at a time and then looking at functions across wares- I
hopetohavedemonstratedthevalueofamorpho-functionaltypologicalsystemand
illustrated how Ravoire's system can be adapted to creating a morpho-functionaltypology
The links bctween Newfoundland and Brittany and Normandy were not simply
from port to fishing harbour, but were more complex, involving the regional economics
of the areas surrounding these ports. The vernacular industry of the migratory fishery was
bound up in the production of salt. bread. beans. buuer, salt meat. wine and cider. and of
course the firing of pots that held these all important provisions whiehallowed the French
migratory cod fishery to thrive in cwfoundiandfromtheJ61h centurytotheearly20th
century (Pope and Balt 2008). These containers and tbe other ceramicsat Dos de Cheval
allow us to reconnect the provisioning and trade links between boththevcrnaclilarpoUcry
indllstryin France and the larger migratory dry salt cod fishing industry. Through
ceramics we can examine this French maritime industry in Newfoundland and its
TheceramicassemblageatDosdeChevalisanassemblagethatisspecifictoa
French fishingsitc.Thcmigratorynaturcofoccupation isrcflectedinthe ceramics of the
sitc. including an emphasis on shipping containers and the factthatthccollcction,
although largc. is not particularlydivcrsc. The advantagc of this sortofasscmblagcisthc
opportunity fora more refincd studyofthc plentiful typcs, such as ormandytransport
and conservation vcsscls, which abound in thccollcction. The migratory nature of the
fisheryisrcfleeted inthearchaeologicaldominancebya few typcs ofprovisioning
vessels that indicate the focused character of this industry
Unlikc manyothcr sites in Ncw Francc. the ccramics at thesemigratory French
fishery sites are all from France, there is basically no likelihoodthat they were of local
production (Moussette 2007). So the question here is not whether these common CEW
were being imported or locally produced but where were they being imported from. The
sealeoflheBrelonCEWeolleelionandtheNormandyCSWissignifieant.Thereare
often the minority rather than the majority in other collections (PopeandBat(2008).The
abundance of Ligurian-style ceramics is also specific to Newfoundland and, to some
extent, Atlantic Canada. Louisbourg in Nova Scotia is perhaps the mostcomparable
collect'ion; bcsides, ofcoursc other French fishery sites sUTVeycd 0 nthcPetit ord.
t-Iowcver, the lack of southwestern French types and Portuguese red waresat Dos de
ChevalsetsitapartfromothcrISlh-ecnturyFrenchcollections,makingthis a panicularly
northern French collection, with a smattering of southern France/ northern Italian wares
(Waselkov2009:621)
The Normandy CSW from Dos de Cheval is a unique assemblage and has the
potential to aid in the understanding of Nonnandy stoneware found throughout North
America on sites such as those in Quebec and throughout the North Atlantic. At present
French-made stoncwares arc not familiar to archaeologists in the United States (Wasclkov
2009:622). This study is among several that aim to make these French CSW more
accessible to historical archaeologists throughollt North Amcrica (Chresticn and
Dufournicr 1995; FlambardHericher2002). Through analysis of these Normandy vessels
wecanbegintounderstandtheprogrcssionofthiswarefromasmallscale production in
the traditional sense of the word to something of a larger, in some ways almost industrial,
production of the later period. NormandyCSW illustrates how these later contexts on our
site and the fishery in general are becoming more industrial over time. Trends in rim
fonnsat Dos de Chcval indicate a change in rim fonnsuscdatthissiteovertime.Thc
latcr Normandy CSW forms have flat, horizontal rims and short collars, while earlier
versions have more upright rims and more elongated collars. This trend is similar to that
noted by Jean-Pierre Chresticn, on thc basis ofNonnandyCSW throughoutNorth
America (Peter Pope 2010 pers. comm.). The similarity between the rims of early 20'"-
centurycommerciaicatalogucsfromNonnandyandthosefoundinl9th-ccnturycontexts
at Dos dc Cheval is striking, illustrating how these latercontextsonoursitcandinthe
fishcry in general were becoming more and more industrial ovcr time
In the early stages ofhistorieal arehaeologyin the 1960s and 70s, knowledge of
lhe French matcrial found in Canada was scanty and a good dcscription, classification,
identifieation and date for lheeeramies needed to be established (Moussette2007)
Though we have come a long way since then, the need for classification and identification
ofFrcnchmatcrialisstillprcsenttoday.ThcundcrstandingofFrcnchceramics,especially
these Brclonand Norman wares is still undcrdcYclopcd. I hopc to havecontributedtothis
field by making this signifieant eolleetion of Normandy CSW and Breton CEWavailable
for rcfercncc and for further research to bc pursued
This work is not meant to be a dcfinitc typology for French ceramics. It is meant
tobeatypologyfortheeeramiesofDosdeCheval,whieheanpotenlialIybe used on
other Freneh fishingsiles of the Petit Nord and perhaps beyond. Thereisstilll1luehwork
tobccomplctcd,notonlyon the sites of the Petit Nord, but on Frcnchcolonialccramics
in Norlh Al1leriea (Moussette 2002:145, Waselkov 2009). As more kilnsare exeavatedin
France and Brittany in particular and more scientific analysis of ceramic composition is
undertaken, this will lead to a greater understanding of where theseobscureCEW
originated
The Dos de Cheval eolleetion provides great prol1lise for further study.Forthe
purposes of this research only the diagnostic sherds were closely examined. There arc
eountless bodysherds that may still be of inIerest, espeeially some 0 ftheCEWfragments.
Of special interest are those that are water worn and found in the lowest layers of
occupation on the site that may be evidence of some of the earliest contextsonthesite.
The largecollect'ionofREW, mentioned only in passing. is another topic that could be of
interest for future research. The potential fora study of refined warcs produced in France
during the 19'h century exists at Dos de Cheval, though it may be difficult to pull those
wares which are French out of the vast collection of refined Englishwares
This work is an important part of the larger project An Archaeology 0fthePetit
Nord, wbich is bringing into light the oft-overlooked historyofthe migratory French
fishery. While French colonial archaeology is beginning to become synthesized and more
fully understood, these non-pennanent French sites span a longerperiod and arejust as
important in the history of North America as settlement sites, even if they arc far less
studied(Waselkov2009,Pope2008b). The ceramic collections of the Petit Nord offer
potential comparisons and contrasts to colonial French collections throughout New World
I have only closely examined the ceramics from one area of one site alongthe
entire coast of the Petit Nord,workingat the smallest scale possible within An
Archaeology ofthe Petit Nord. Further work on examining the collection on the siteasa
whole, the collection from the harbour as a whole, the collections fromtheFrenchfishery
sitessurvcyedalongthcentirccostofthcPetitNord,andcomparingthesctoFrcnch
collcctionswouldgivcagreaterscalcofinterpretivevaluctothesc French ceramics. The
morpho-typological system could be applied and adapted,orrcproducedto fit the survcy
collcctions from along the PctitNord. Trends in ceramic fonnsovcr timccould
potentiallybcrecognizedbymorcclosclyexaminingceramicsfromFrcnchfisherysites
of different periods. Furthermore, different CEWmaterials foundatdifferentsitescould
aid in the recreation of the broadest, transatlantic scale of the fishery,bylinkingspecific
sites in Newfoundland to specific kilns and ports in France.
The work on the Petit Nord focusing on northern French CEW is in some ways,
given the relatively large size of the collection, the work on theseCEWinNorth
America. Through the work on French sites in Newfoundland and that which has begun
on post-medieval kiln sites in France, we arejust beginning to determineoriginsofthese
locally-produced,small-scale, earthenware products. The chemicaI analysis of these
French wares (Brcton CEW and the Normandy CSW) has only just begun. Sampling of
the Nonnandy stoneware could help us in further distinguishing the products of Domfront
and Bessin-Cotentin kilns, especially the poorly fired examples. If the right vessels were
uncovered,residueanalysis, may aid in determining the function of some of these vessels
The chemical work on the Breton wares has even more potential to assistinestablishing
definite links between kilns in Brittany and sites in Newfoundland. In many ways I have
merely scratched the surface; vessel fonnanalysis is most certainIy important to
understanding the way that vessels were used on the site of Dos de Cheval and helps to
production of French ceramics in this period
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Appendices
Appendix 1. Events Associated with Features in Area C
The burial underlies Event 844, il iscut inlo Evenl871 (naturalbeaeh) and is
included in the Feature 873, burial are Events 847, 874, 869 and 870.
Featurel021,Slipway




Feature 1201, 1248,1233, 1326 and 1328, Cabins and Hearth
Feature 1233 is within Event 1242, il underlies Events 1214and 1227 and
Features 1326 and 1328. Feature 1233 is beside Evenls 1229, 1330 and 1246, and it
overlies Event 1300. Features 1326 and 1328 are within Events 1027 and 1003 and lhey
The charcoal eventsassociatcd with the structurc(s) are Events 868 ,1035,
ThetabularrocksunderlieEventl288,theyarebesideEventl290andthey
The Stage Area
Events 800, 1261,1263,1265,1267,1269,1271,1273, 1275,1277, 1279,1281
arc associated with the stage area
The hearth features are within Events 1260 and 1270, they underlie Events 1250
and 1252, they are beside Events 1256 and 1264,andtheyoverlieEvents1270andl274
Appendix 2. Ligurian-styleCEW Forms
The Ligurian style collection has so many similar vessels that they arc not all
tistcdin the catalogue here, but are summarized by giving CQuntsofeachform,and
diameter ranges and averages
Form 3 Assieltes The Ligurian style assielles orplatcs appear to all be carinatcd.Rims
range from horizontal to angled upwards and lips are generallyhorizontal. There arc 71
Ligurian-styleassie/lesaJllogether. TheyfaJlintotypeN31,typeN32, 33 or those that
cannot be placed into a type because their rim is not intact. The rim diametersofthc
assielles range between IS-24cm and the base diameters between 7-9cm. The average rim
diameterofaJltheassie/lesis21.3em.(CfAmouricandVaJlauri2007:231 Fig. 26;
Amouric 1999 Fig 247 and 248; Barton 1981:46 Fig. 33#10-1 I; Barton 1977Fig.24f
and g)
N31 Ass;elte Within this type rims range from 18-24cm in diameter and bases from 7-
8cm.Averagerim:21emrim.Thereare29N31 plates.
N32 Assiettes Rims diameters range between 18·24em in diameter. Bases rangc bctwecn
N33AssietteSl. John Vessel 368,objeel# 10525. This vessel is an assiette with a foot
ring located near to the rim. Thc rim diameter is 20.sem and the foot ring diameter is
16.5cm. Thepreseneeofa foot ring so near the rim is not like any publ ishedexamples
foundanditseernsasthoughthisrnightbeararevesseltypc.lthasanoblique rim with a
roundcdlip.
N21PlatSt.JohnvesseI538/567,object#6336.St.JohnVesseI1871247, object #
Object # 6336 has more ofa fluled or scalloped edge while object # 12863 is more
ofarcctangularoroctagonaltypc.ltishardtogctagooddiamctcr from these non-
circular rim shcrds but they probably have a diameter of somewhere around 30cm based
on similar complete examples and estimated diameters taken. (Cf. Amouric and Vallauri
2007:212 Fig. 13; Amourie 1999:124 Figs. 248 and 250; Barton 1981 Fig. 34# 15-19)
N22 Plat St. John Vessel 2551283/377/500, object # 166S. Rim: 32em.Footring: 16em
Cf.Ravoire(2006)N26bulwithasmallerwing
Open Vessels without a neck- Form M or N
St.JohnVesselI20,object#1319.Thevesselhasaroundedlipwilhanundistinguished
rim. Rim: IScm. St. John Vessel 309/454, object # 3848. A rounded lip with an
undistinguished rim. Rim: 13cm
Thcsc tWQ vessels eQuid be ecuelles or eQuid be a coupelle or bowl typevesscls.
Both oflhese are possible within the Ligurian style wares. (Cf Barton 1981 Figure 33 #
1-2)
Closed vessels with handles- Most likely Form C but could be Form A
St. John vessel 406, object # 12832 Rim:gem. Handlewidth:0.7em.St. John vessel 320,
objeet#S417 Rim: 8em. Body: II, Handle width: lem
It is vcry likely that both of these small vertical handles and verticai,
undistinguished rims fall into thc lasse or coffee pots catcgorics. (Cf. Amouric and
Vallauri2007 Figure 26; Barton 1981 Fig. 34#12-13)
Closed vessel St. John Vessel 51 I, ohjeet# 6768. Abase fragment. This vessel is
probably somelhing like a tasse or mug or coffee pot. Base: Scm. (Cf. Amourieand
Vallauri 2007 Fig. 26; Barton 1981 Figure34#12-13)
Unidentitied St. JohnVessel62S, object#6616. A handle, thaI could be vertical or
Appendix 3. Brown FaIence Forms
N23 PlalSI. John Vessel 298, objecl #2940. Brownexterior,whitetinglaze at the edge
of the rim. Rim: approximately 28em.
N23 PlalSI. John Vessel 343, object # 13390. Rouen-stylerimdeeoration in blue and
black XXXX pattem. Most of the interior lin glaze was naked off and not fully
reconstructed. This vessel has a similar shape to object # 13392. Terraeottafabricwilh
blue tinted white interior and brown exterior. Rim: 30cm. Base: 2lcm. Height 4-5cm.
N23 PlalSI. John Vessel 516, object # 6759. Rouen-style decoralion atrimandeenterin
blue and black. Light pinkish terra cotta fabric with abitofasandytexture.Off-white
tinted blue interior and brown exterior. Possibly lighter than Rouen fabric. Rim 34cm.
(Cf. Waselkovand Walthall 2002:66 Figure 3 G for rim decor style)
N23 PlalSI. John Vessel 646/651, object # 9052. Rouen-styledeeoralion at rim and in
N23 PlalSI. John Vesscl 343, object # 13390. Rouen-stylerimdeeorationinblueand
black XXXX pattern. Most of the interior lin glaze was naked off and not fully
reconstructed. Similar shape to object # 13392. TeITacottacolourfabricwithbluetinted
white interior and brown exterior. Rim: 30cm. Base: 21 cm. Height: 4-5cm.
N232 PlalSI. John Vessel 19, object # 13392. A roundp/atwith wavy or scalloped
cdges.Rouen-styleblackandbluedccorationattherim,theinteriorisabluishwhite.It
shows use wear on the base, likely from being shifted in heat. Rim 3lcm. Base 22cm.
Height: 4.3em. (Cf. Waselkov and Walthall 2002:66 Figure 3 G for rim style)
N232 PlalSt. John Vessel 691181/383/433, object # 12393. Rouen-styIe cobalt blue and
black decoration. Tcrra cotta colour fabric, white interior, dark browncxtcrior. The rim is
wavy so it is hard to get a perfect diameter. Rim 25-28cm. Base 16cm. (Cf. Waselkov and
Walthall 2002:66 Figure 3 G for rim decor style)
N232 PlalSt.John Vessel 1651192, object # 13389. Rouen-style rim decoration in blue
and black. 81uish white interior glaze and dark brown exterior. Rim 26cm.Basc22cm
Height4-5cm. (Cf. Waselkov and Walthall 2002:66 Figure 3 G for rim style).
N24 Pial St. John Vessel 285, object # 2815. A round pial with simple edges. A low,
open vessel. Rouen-style XXX decoration in blue and black. Rim approx.28cm
N24 PlalSt.John Vessel 222, object # 12528. A fairly straight-sided, hollow pial. Fine
N24 Pial St. John Vessel 263, object # 2481. A low, open vessel with a wing-like rim
Most or the tin glaze is missing from the interior. Dark brown exterior. Ext. rim: 37cm
Int. rim: 34cm. Similar profile to Genet (1996:99 Plate 2 I), but has a larger rim diameter
N2 Pial St. John Vessel 372, object # 10931. A fairly uprigbt rim. Dark brown exterior
and white interior. Similar to object # 8773 in profile but larger in diameter. Rim: 31cm
N2 PlalSt. John Vessel 294/296, object # 1787. White interior with a blue and black
floral Rouen-stylcdcsign in center. Brown exterior. Base: 16cm.(Cf.GenetI996:151
plate 28a-c for possible decoration style)
C21 TasseSt. John Vessel 455, object # 6990. The interior is pale blue-white, almost a
robin's egg blue. The exterior is brown with brown and white mottled at rim. Rim: 7cm
(Cf.BlanchetteI98IFig4Dpg59)
C21 TasseSt. John Vessel 583, object # 7164. Light terra cotta colour fabricwithbluish
whitc interior and dark brown exterior. The foot is unglazed. Footring: 7crn. Flat part of
base:6.2cm.(Cf. BlaochetteI981:59Figurc4D)
C22TasseSt.JohnVesseI273,object#2482.Afootcdglobulartasse.Not as globular
as the examples given in Blanchette but toocurvcd to be classed with the straight sided
cups (1981). Jaspe marbled whitcldark brown exterior and off-whitclpink-whitc inlcrior
on finc lcrra cotta fabric. Rim: 3.5. Foot ring: 2.4cm. Flat part of base: 1.8cm.Hcight:
7.2cm.(Cf. Blanchettc 1981 Fig4AandC,pg59)
C2TasseSt.JohnVesseI385,object#1492.Thisisprobablyacuplike object # 2482.
Finebcigcfabricwithwhitcintcrioranddarkbrownexterior.Footring: 5cm. Body:6cm.
C2Ttls.feSt.JohnVesscI265,object#9608. Fine beige fabric whitcintcrioralld brown
exterior. Rimapprox: 8cm
C2 Tasse St. John Vessel 515, object # 6798. A handle from a Jaspe (mottled brown and
whitc)cup,simiiartoobjcct#2482.lntcriorisabluctintcdwhite
C2 TasseSt.John Vessel 24l,object# 11956. Finebeigefabricwilh some red
inclusions, blue-white interior and Jaspe mottled brown and white exterior. A tiny upright
rim with small lip. Rim: 6cm.
C2 TasseSt.JohnVesseI287,object#3007.Tcrracottacolourfabricwithwhitctin
glaze interior and brown exterior. Rim: 7cm.
C2TasseSt.JohnVesseI687,object#9092.Terracoltafabricwithwhiteinterior,dark
C2 TasseSt. John Vessel 531, object # 6535. Similar to object # 2482. Greyish-terra
flared lip. Itappearstohavehadafootringwhiehhasbrokenoff. Rim:7em.BrokenFoot
ring5cm
N34J Assiette St. John Vessel 131/645, object # 7302. A round hollow piate with straighl
edges. Mottled white and brown at the exterior edge of rim. ThiseouIdbeal9theentury
shape; it is uniike iS1h-eenturyexamples from LouisbourgandPiaceRoyale.Darkbrown
exterior.Rim21.4cm.BaseI6cm.Height:4.5em
N342 Assiette St. John Vessel 674, object # 8773. Similar in shapeto but more curved
than object # 7302. A beige-white interior with some while allhe edge of the brown
exterior. Rim 24cm. Base 18.2em. Height3.lem. (Cf. Genet 1996:99 Plate 2, a, onlywilh
less notieeable earination)
N32AssietteSt.John Vessel 539, object # 8300. Bluish white interior with dark indigo
andblackdeeorattherim.PossiblyRouen-styledeeoration.Rim:approx.22em
N32Assiette St. John Vessel 530, object # 6559. Rouen-styleXXXXrimdecoration
Bluish white interior. White glaze carries over to the outside ofthe rim for about lem
N35 AssietteSt. John Vessel 180/641, object # 13677. Pale beige-terra cottafabricwilh
small red inclusions. Exterior is brown. Thedeeoration isa dainty blaek vine with pastel
blue and green ieaveson white tin glaze. This is possibly a 19th-eenrury fai"enee type
Rim 2lcm. Base 13em. Height: 2.4em. Most similar to floral designs found at Piaee-
Royale. (Cf. Genet 1996:111 plate8eandt)
N35Assielle St. John Vessel 365, object # 10397. AnassieltewithRouen-style
decoration at the rim in blue and black. A slightly wavy edge. Off-white interior with
brown exterior. The rim is thinner than plat types. Rim 23cm. (Cf. Oeno11996: 109 plate 7
c-f)
N3AssielleSt.JohnVesseI194,objeet#12533.Therimsherdissmallsoilisdifficult
to get an accurate diameter or profile. Brick red fabric, brown extcrioT. whiteintcrior
NI COl/peSt.JohnVesseI616,object#5512.Lightsomewhalgrittyterracotta colour
fabric with pinkish whitc intcriorand brown ext. Small rilling is visible on exterior.
Possibly a 19th_centuryfonn,sincethcrcarcnotanyofthescinBlanchcttc'sworkfrom
Louisbourg(198I). The profile isreconstmcted. The foot ring is unglazed. This vessel
has sherds that mend from depthsof6cm to 44cm, illuslraling the disturbanceof
stratigraphy in areas of the site. Rim 14cm, Footring:9cl11. I-Ieight:8.2cm (Cr. Ravoirc
2006N7 for approximate form)
Probable NI COl/pe St. John Vessel 688, object # 9091. A waler worn foot ring. White
tin glaze interior, unglazed on foot ring, brown exterior. Footring:9cm.ltissimilarin
formtoobject#5512.
ProbableNI COllpeSt.JohnVesseI652,objeet#8895.ltissimilartoobjecl#5512.
Bluish white interior and red-brown unglazed exterior of foot ring.Footring:8cm.
M21 Terri'le St. John Vessel I93n74/384/502/667, objecl # 2756. Terra cottafabric
colour with a with brown exterior and blue-grey tinted white tin glaze interior. Rim 22cm.
Fool ring: 10cm.Body: 14cm.Height: 11-12cm.(Cf.BlanchetteI981:61 Figure 6, C)
M21 Terrille St. Jobo Vcssel689, object # 7784. Very similar to objcct # 2756 with a
slightly thicker rim profile. Ridge on exterior about lem below the rim. Off-white
interior, white carries over to the exterior a bit. Rim20cm
ProbableM21 Terri'le St. John Vessci 579,object#7109. Interior is bluish white.Rim
17cm.ltissimilartoobjcct#2756
LowopenvesseISt.JohnVesseII0I,objeet#2844.Rimsherdistooshort and water
wom to get a good diameter or profile. It is probably a plat orassietle. Rim:approx.
Low open vessel St.John Vessel 286,object#2964. This is some sort ofscallopcdedge
form. Fine beige fabric. We are unsure oflhis form and which istheextcriorandintcrior
of the vessel. It appears as Ihough the white tin glaze is on the cxteriorbut it mustbca
seallopedform.Rimapprox.15em.
M 12 tel/elle St. John Vessci41, objeet # 11025. An ear or handle from an eel/elle
Object XI COl/verde St. John Vessel 562/584/673, object 7306. A lid with a knob handle
on top. A yellow-tinted white and pinkish white tin glaze interior, brown exterior with
some white spots. Exterior o["fool' is unglazed red-brown. The similar examples [rom
PlaceRoyaledatetothefirsthalfoftheI8'hcenrury."Foot":12.4cm.Widest point·
17em. Height: 6.3cm. (Cf Oenet 1996:126-127plaleI6,a,e,d,e,h-I;Ravoire2006type
X5)
St.John Vessci 573,objecl6660. Nola handle, rim or base; just a bunchofbodysherds
Probably a hollow vessel. Darkrcd-tcrracottafabricwithofTwhiteintcrior and brown
exterior. The fabric is a uniquely dark red colour

Probable N3Assielle St. John Vessel 316,object#5149. The flatbase of an open vessel,
probably an assiettebascd on thickness. Bufforcrcam fabric with 0 ffwhitc glaze blue
decoration. The base is waterwom, smooth and abitchalky.
Possible N4sollcollpeSt. John Vessel 342/386,objeet# 14169. The rim is too short to
getareallyaecuratediameterorprofile.Pink-beige/bufffabricwithwhitcglaze.Rim
approximatley 14cm. (Cf. Genet 1991:197 Plate 51 a-d)
N4sollcollpeSt. John Vessel 40/43,object# 12829. Buff fabric with white glaze and
some blue at rim. Rim: IOcm. Foot ring: 4.6cm. (Cf. Genet 1991: 195 plate 50, b-e)
N4sollcollpeorN5collpel/eSt. John Vessel 128,object# 1386. Bufffabric with bluish
white glaze and parallcl blue stripes. Base:8cm
ProbableN5collpel/eSt.JohnVesseI132/19I,object#1297I.Asmall cOl/pel/eor
possiblyalasseinfinebeigefabricwithblue-whiteglazeandablue band just above the
base. Foot Rim: Ilcm. Foot ring: 5cm.(Cf. GenOl 1991:207plate56cteabowl,Ravoire
2006 type NI)
Probable C2 lasse St. John Vessel 403, object # 13620. A handle from a small vesscl,
most likely a lasse. Buff/brown fabric with white glaze. (Genet 1991:201 plate 53 a-f)
ProbableC2lasseSt. John vessel 223,objecl# 12526. Abitofhandle from a small
vessel. It is probably a vertical handle from a lasse. (Cf. Genet 1991:201 plate 53 a-f)
Probable C2 lasse St. John Vessel 224,object# 12301. A small verticalhandleprobably
from a lasse. Salmon-terra cona fabric with pink-white glaze. (Cf. Genet 1991:201 plate
53a-f)
Possible C2 lasse St. John Vessel 42, objeet # 12857. A vessel with a small handle. Buff
fabriewith grey-white glaze. The handle sherd hasa tight curve, and is likcly from the top
ofavcrtica1 handle. This could alsobc from something likea smallpichet. (Cf. Gcoet
1991:164 platc 34 a-for Genet 1991:201 platc53 a-f).
N low open vessel without a handle St. John Vessel 245, object # 13197. A small low,
open vessel (coupe, SOllcoupe orcoupelle) in beige fabric with blue-whitc giazc with a
thin (lmm) rust-red band around the rim on the interior. The rim piccc is too short to get
C2 tusseSt. John Vesscl 484, object #6232. A small handlc from a tasse, probably a
lassewithtwohandlcs.Palebluedccorconsistingofpaintcdlincs and dashes. The
decorationmatchesa eversstylccxamplc.(CfGcnetI991:205PI.56e)
Form C2 tusseSt. John Vessel 501, object # 6728. This rim appcars tobcatassebutis
onlyasmalishcrd.Piok-beigetobufffabricwithwhiteglazc.Thebase is almost
complete. Rim: 7cm. Foot ring: 4cm. (Cf. Genet 1991:201 PI. 53 b)
PossibleC2tusseSt.JohnVcsscI211237/561,objcct#12856.Thcrimisuprightanda
carinatioll appears at some lower point in the body. A bufTfabric w ith blue and black vine
andleafpattcms(inthestylcofNcvcrs)onwhitctincglazc.morcacup.. Thcrc is an
example ofa mustard jar that is carinated and has a narrow neck from Place-Royale:
(Genet 1991:173 PI. 39 a). Thisobjcct might besomcthing likc that cxamplcinform,but
the rim profile seems more like a cup than ajar or pot. Rim: 7-8c111
JI AlburelleSt. John Vessel 93/392, object # 2896. Analbarelleorointmentpottype
vessel with a blue band just above a ridge about O.5em below the rim. Rim: 7cm. (Cr.
Gcnct1991 potsilcooservcPI 38, and pots dc pharmacic P145; Ravoire2006typeJI II)
ProbableJI AlburelleSI.John Vcsscl 686, object # 7785. A vcsscl with a small upright
rim that looks like it might have a ridge about O.gem down from the rim. Buff with a very
bluish white glaze and a blue band about 0.8em from rim. Rim: 8em. Similar to object #
2896. (Cf. Ravoire2006TypeJIII)
F3 Pol de cltombre St.John Vessel 541/549, object # 8220. A handle andrimofa
chamber pol. Salmon-tcrracotta fabric with grcy-whitcglazc. The rimtlarcsoutwards
Rim: 22em. Opening: 20em.(Cf. Genet 1991 plate 16a.and 177 plate 41 e;Ravoire2006
typeF6)
N24PlaISt. John Vessel 618/685, object # 7300. A round pIal with saImon-tcrracotta
fabric and blue-whitc tin glaze. This is probably ROllcn faience, based the fabric colour
and the hluish tint in the glaze. Rim: 27em. Base: 22em.(Cf. Genet 1991:149 PI. 27 b)
N3Assielle St.John Vessel 20/436, object # 13784. Asmoothchalkybuffmaterial
which has lost much of its greyish offwhitc/crcam-grcytin glaze. Probably Portuguese,
Iherianorpossibly Dutch. This is the only vessel ofTGEWthat is not obviously French
Rim: 2lcm. (Cf. Florida Museum of Natural History 2004: Delftware plain, Iberian)
St.John Vessel 321, object # 3830. Bodysherds. Probably a low open vessel such asa
sDucoupe.Pink-bcigefabricwithbluctintcdwhitcglazcandsome blue hand painted
decorations. Body: approx.9cm
2002:71)
Sl. John Vessel 310. A polychrome body sherd. Probably a low, hollow vessel with no
neck. Fine beige fabric with blue and black painted design beneath the glaze, and orange
decoration on top of glaze. Similar to Rouendesigns. Body: 8cm.
Appendix 5. Newstead's 2006 CEW Classifications of the Petit ord Ceramics
PreliminaryresearehonCEWfrom2004arehaeologiealsurveysofthePetitNord
was conducted by Sarah Ncwstead in 2006. She identified several potentialBretonCEW
as well as several other French CEW types. Some of these previously defined categories
mesh nicely with the groupings I found emerging in the EfAx-09colIection and sOl11cdid
not.ThefollowingarcNcwstead'sbricfdcscriptionsandllotcsonhow these existing
CEW types were integrated into the present research
CEWtypel-dclicatehody,greybeigefabric,yellowandgrecnleadglazeinterior.
Possibly originating from Cox (north west of Toulouse) (Brassard andLeclere2001:34).
OneSt. John vessel is a potential match to this type.
CEW type 2- moderately delicate body, small neat rims, hard red fahric, brown lead
glaze. This is Ligurian-styleCEW.
CEWtype3-moderatebody,hard fine pink beige fabric, yellow leadglaze.Someofthe
"unidentified terra cotta" vesseisapproachCEW3 but arc not perfect matches
CEW rype4-moderatebody, hard fine terra cotta hody,olive interior glaze. Some of the
coarse terra cotla with olive glaze match this CEW 4 closely
CEWtype5-moderatebodY,finehardgreyfabrie,greenleadglaze.Therewere nol any
sherds from AreaC EfAx-09thallookedsimilartothesetypesherds
CEWtypc6-rnodcratclyhcavybody,darkbrownfabric,slightlymicaccous.Thiswarc
typcclosclyrnatchcssevcralvcssclsandthcPabuGuingamptypcvcsscls.Pabu
Guingamp wares exhibit a coarse pink-grey fabric with fine mica, quartz inclusions, and
opaqucwhitc inclusions ofca1cinated quartz or fossil matter, aswell as red grog or
limonilc, orpcrhaps both (Ncwstcad 2006)
CEWtypc7- fabric hard grcy pink. Glazcappcarsolivctogrccn. Ranging from grcy-
pinktobcige-pink,thcsewarcsare interpreted in the current analysisgenerallyasgrccn-
glazed French wares, possibly originating in the region of the RhoneAlps,Saintonge
rcgion or thc north of Frallcc (Brassard alld Lcclcrc2001:28-29)
CEW type 8- white fabric, yellow glaze, white and brown slip, incised decoration. There
arcnoCEW8 types in thcSL John vessels; however one pink fabricvessclhasasimilar
whitcslipandycllowglazcwithsgraffito.
CEW typc9-vcrycoarscbeigegreyfabric, green glaze. Often with Iargcrcdgrog
inclusions. This is a similar ware to Pabu-Guingamp ware and is a Breton type of ware
Several vessels in the collection match this type
CEWtypclO-darkbrownglazc,fillctcrracottafabric.Ligurian-stylcCEW.
CEWtypcll-glazcd,fillcbcigcfabric,oftcllwithycllowglazc.CEWIIisintcrprctcd
here as yellow on beige. and as possible Beauvais (Brassard and Leclerc 2001:33)
CEWtypcI2-moderatebody.hardfabricwithhighperccntageofwhiteandred
inclusions. yellowish browngiaze. This is a rough match to some SL Johnvessels.Likely
a Breton ware; not necessarily Pabu Guingamp type but similar andprobablyBreton
CEWtypcI3-highlymicaccous;smoothsurfacc;rcdandquartzinclusions. Nol Landicul,
since lhcsc wares arc difficult to identify visually (Ncwstcad 2006); bUILandicul-likc,
withverysimilarfabricstoLandicul.l-lencc,myLandieul-likevcssels arc tentative.
Appendix 6. CEW Forms
LeopardskinCEW
NI COllpeSt.JohnVessel64/105/344/363,objecl#ISI9.Therimiseioseto vertical,
andiscontinuQllsfromlhebodY,witharoundedlip. Fabric colour varies but where it is




1.8em. (Cf. Barton 1981 L1,Figure325)
Fine beige with yellow glaze
MIIECllelleSt.JohnVesseI556,object#1243.Therimandhandleofanecllel/e.Rim
17em.(Cf.Hugonoit2002:148no398or399)
MIl Eellelle St. John Vessel 207, object #13379. A small horizontal handle. Handle
Unidentified St.John Vessel 284,object#2SI4. This appears to be a e10se match to
Unidentified St.John vesseI428,objecl# 11241. A handle fragmeol Ihat appears lobe
vertical; possibly from a tasse(C2). Handle width: 1.lem
Fine beige with green glaze
MIl ECllelleSI. John vessel 97/492, object # 1792. Two horizontal handlefragments
withgrey-heigefahrieandgreenglaze.Theyarehavearidgeddecorontheuppersideof
Fine grey-pink to heige-pinkwith green glaze
Form All Pichel St John vessel 512 ohject # 4601. Rim: Ilem. Neck: 7em.
Form AII Pichel St.John vessel 244 object # 13203. Rim: 10em
FormAIIPicheISt.Johnvessel5I3ohject#6895.Rim: lOem
FormAl1 PichelSI. John vessel 89 ohject # 1748. Neek:6em
PossibleFI coqllemarSI.JohnvesseI87,object# 1717. A small neal, rim the hooks
inwards. Glazed interior. Rim: Ilem.(Cf.Barton 1981 typeL3Fig.lland 12)
PossihleFI coqllemarSI. John Vessc1420, object # 11192. A small,ncat ohliqucrim
that hooks inwards. Rim: Ilem.(Cf.Barton 1981 lypeL3Fig. Ilandl2)
Tall closed Vessel Sl. John vesscl 401, object # 11364. A shouldcrfragmcntofatall
closcdvcsscl,approachingtherim.Grccn-glazcdintcrior.Evidcncc ofbuming on the
cxtcriorsuggcsts this vcssel was a cookpot ofsomc typc, possibly acoquemar.Shouldcr
F2pollripodeSI.JohnvesseI17/1211281/666,object#396I.Thisisanexampleofa
vessel that mends across several cvcnts indicating thcdisturbancconthesitc.Rim:9cm
Base:8cm.EstimatedHeight: IOcrn.Itisquitcsimilartol-lugoniot'spetitvases
globlllairetripad(2002:29 No. 46). (Cf. Mousscltc2007:158 Figure6:Ravoire2006F4).
F2 pottripode St. John vessel 682, nhjeet # 7810. A water worn base sberd with one foot
remaining. Base: 8em.(Cf Hugoniot2002:29 No. 46)
Tallclnsed vessel St. John Vessel 643, object #8849. Theshoulderapproaehing the rim
ofa tall closed vessel. This glaze is brighter than the othergreen-glazcd wares in the
collection and the fabric, although beige-pink has largercd inclusions unlike others in the
eolleetion.ltispossiblyof orthernFrenehorigin.Shoulder:7em
Low npen vessel St. John Vessel 497, object # 6969. A water worn hnrizontal handle
with green glaze, likely from a low open vessel. Handle width: 1.4cm
Unidentified St. John vessel 179, object # 12342. A water worn small piece of rim. Rim:
approximatelyl5em
Unidentified Fine beige Fabric
Open Vessel- Form M or N St. Jnhn Vessel 548/598, object # 8152. Beige fabric with a
pinkish interior, and small amount of light green glaze at the rim. Rim: approximately
Form ForG St. John Vessel 610, object # 7116. Finegrey-heige fahri e with orange
glaze on the interior. A probable cookpot rim. Rim: 16cm
Coarse pink.grey with red inclusions and green/lightgreen glaze
FI CoqllemurSt. John Vessel 1901227, object # 1317. Similar to object # 10262. A
bcigc-pinklgreyfabricwithmanylargcredinclusions,andlightgrcen glaze interior some
green glaze on the exterior. Rim: 6cm. Shoulder: Ilem.
Mediumclosedvessel-probableFlcoqllemarSt.JohnVesseI139,object#12861
Coarse grey/pink fabric with many large red inclusions. Green glaze on interior. Rim'
approximalelyl8em
M low open vessel with a handle- probable M2 lerr;"e St. John Vessel 409, object #
11678. This seems too large to be an ecuelle, and is probably either a lerrineorjane.Thc
handle appears more likc the vcrtical handle ofa lerrinethan the horizontalhandlesofthc
jalte.Beige-pinklgreyfabricwithmanylargcredinclusions,quartzinciusions.Aycllow-
green glaze on the inlerioL Rim: 32em.(Cf. Ravoire2006 type M23)
M4possiblejalteSt.JohnVesseI138,objecl#11947.Thisfabrieissimilarto the more
general green glazed French wares. This twisted horizontal handle with a width of l.5cm
is nearly identical toone found at Canada Harbour, another Petit Nordrtshingstation,that
has an abundance of green glaze remaining. This was most likely the handle ofa large
servingvesselwithhandles.lteouldalsobeasmallbitofavcrtiealhandlefromacYUche
type vessel. This vessel probably had greenish glaze, based on theeomparativeexample.
(Cf. Anninjonand BlondeI2002:279no. 1398 or Barlon 1981 pg20FiglO;orHugonoit
2002:51 No. 111)
2 pial Sl. John Vessel 582,objeet#7217. Fine, unglazed pink to peaehfabrie.The
fabric is somewhat similar to Petit ord CEW type II. Rim: 38cm. (Cf. Newstead 2006)
F5- A pot witb a book St. John Vessel 315, object # 3809. A fine, smooth pink fabrie
with small red inclusions and a mottled yellow and brown glaze 00 the exterior, achieved
by flicking iron material onto a lighter background, and clearglaziog overtop. The fabric
is similar to Saintonge type wares and the decor is similar to the leopard-skin type of
glazing. This vessel could also represent the productions ofNorthernFrance,suchas
Beauvais; however the fabric is pinker than typical Beauvasis(BrassardandLecierc
2001:33). This vessel is the only example in theeolleetion with a hook instead ofa full
handle. Rim: 18em. (Cf Barton 1981 LI pg 13 Fig. 3 no 29-31)
FinepinkslipwarewithSgraffito
N5collpelleSt. John Vessel 14/94, object # 2757. A fine pink fabric with a white slip,
yellow glaze and floral and banded sgraffitodecor. It is a small vessel, Iikelyopen
because of the decoration on the interior. The slip, glaze and sgraffito are quite similar to
Petit Nord CEW type 8butthe fabric is not white and chalky (Newstcad 2006). This
example is similar to Barton's type L4. Decoration executed in this way was common in
the 17'" and 18'" century (Barton 1981:25). Rim:gem.(Cf Barton 1981 pg23, type L4
Figure 13 No. 6; Ravoire2006typeNI)
Tall e10sed vessel St. John Vessel 419/692, objeet# 13214. A coarse whitefabricwith
opaque red and some quartz inclusions. It is glazed with chestnut/yelIowishglazeonthc
intcriorwithgreen and chestnut glaze on the exterior. The clay is almost like pipe clay in
colour, but much coarser. It is likely a material from Northern France, it appears similar
but not identical to fabrics of Beauvais, Paris, Loire region, only coarser (Genevieve
Duguay2009pers.comm.). Base: gem
2 PlaiSt. John Vessel 615, object # 5756. A pial with a non-eircular rim.ltappcars
burnt, with an ash-like burnt on coating or burnt glaze. Similar fabric and shape to brown
farenccvcssclsbutnottinglazed. Rim: 25-28cm.
N3 Assielle St. John Vessel ll9,objecl# 1340. Highlyfriableeondilion. Light green-
grey glaze at rim and dark brown glaze on the interior. Rim:2Icm.
Coarse terra cotta with white slip and yellow glaze
M4JalleSt. John Vessel 189/249/280/514, objeel # 2665. Coarse terracottacolour
fabric with quartz, opaque white and fine mica inclusions. Mustard yellow glaze over a
white slip on the interior surface and rillingon the unglazcdcxtcrior; and burnt on the
exterior. The rim has a spout. This vessel might be similar to Barton's type L4, asofl
pink/red fahriecovered with inside with a white slip, from SouthemFrance(I981)
Barton's creamers can have a yellow colour on the inside (1981 Figure 16, Nos. 24-25)
Object 2665 could possibly an 18lh-ccntury example as its rim prolile most closely
matches an l8'"-century type in Lcmailrc (2004:35). Rim: 38cm. (Cf Ravoire 2006 M5).
Thcseare groupings of body sherds thai I originally lhoughl could composc
vessels but arc not diagnostic enough to say more than whether they arc closed or open
fonns. They have not been added to counts of vessel fonns in thcinterpretationsreachcd
Coarse beige-grey witb yellow glaze- Closed Vessel SI. John Vessel 39, object # 12897
This is a grouping composed of twosherds, yellow glazed on the interiorofabeige-grey
fabric with mica and small quartz inclusions. Thcvessel has a bodydiamcterofabout
18em. The fabric is similar to Petit Nord CEW # I, which is possibly a production of
Cox, near Bordeaux ofa 17th or 18th century date. (Cf. Brassard and Leclerc 2001:34,
Newslead 2006)
Finegrey-pink-Closed vessel SI. John Vessel 609, object # 7091. Two sherdswithfine
grey-pink fabric with a few white and red inclusions and yellow glaze.Itisaclosed
vessel with a body diameter of around 24cm. This fabric could be from southwest or
northem France, possiblyofBiot in south France (Brassard and Leclere2001:43)
Sherdsnotincluded:ThereareotherSaintongeorBeauvasislightfabric,sherds
scattered throughout the collection but none matched theothervessels
Breton-typeCEW
F2poltripodeSI.JohnVesscl68171/260/381/481,object#2907.AfineteITa cotta
almost orange fabric with brown-green/olive green glaze on the interiorandanunglazed
smoothed exterior. It is a close match to Petit Nord CEW type 4 but somewhat finer. It
might almost fall into the more general grecn-glazed French wares. One sherd shows
evidence of what was probably a lead or pewter staple; evidence for mending of ceramics
on the sileo Rim: 10em. Base: 7em. Height with fCCl: 8.8em. Height of body: 8.2em. (Cf.
Moussette 2007:158 Figure 6; Ravoire2006F4)
1'142 coq/lemurSL John Vessel 61 1/644, object # 7303. Tbis small vessci's exterior does
nol show any signs ofbuming. It is possiblc that it scrvcd a slightly different function,
morelikeamugthanacoquemar.lthasafinelighttcrracottacolour,aImostorangc,
fabric, with a few white and yellow inclusions. Mottled green glaze showing red where
worn. This vessel is similar in fabric, glaze and rim shape to object # 2907. Rim: 7Acm
Base: Scm. Body: 9.4cm. '-Ieight: 75cm. This vessel is similar to examples from Tunica,
Louisiana. They are described as small pots or mugs with one handle (POlo uneanse) that
served a variety of purposes: cooking, storage, charnbcrpotsand perhapsaslargcmugs.
Pots of this particular form were made in France during the 17lh and lS lh ccnturyand
similar forms are also foundal Louisbourg. They range in height fromIO.5-IO.4emfor
TypeBvariety4andI0.7-12.2emforTypeD(Brian 1979:54).(CfBrain1979pgPg54
Type B Variety 4 and pg 66 Type 0 partieularlyCf.TypeBVariety4,C-68)
TalieiosedvesseISLJohnVesseI430,objeet#46IS.1thasanuprightrim. A fine soft
tcrracotta fabric with red and yellow inclusionsandorange~greyexterior.The interior is
glazed with mottled medium chestnut brown and dark brown almost like Ligurian stylc
wares. Rim: 27em. Body: 34-36em
Tallelosed vessel St. John Vessel 442/468, object # 6246. The base 0 fatallelosed
vessel; possibly a pot. Fine salmon-terra cotta fabric with some red, yellow, and mica
inclusions. The fabric is similar to object #4614, and somewhatsimilartoafineversion
of Pelit Nord CEW type 4, but lacks the olive glaze. The vessel has an unglazed pink-grey
interior. Base:gem. Body 14-16em
Possible M2 terrifleSI. John Vessel 3821547, objecl # 11083. A bowl-like vessel with a
spout; probablyaterrine. Thishasa tine salmon-tcrra cona fahric; similarto Petit Nord
CEW type 3 (Newstead 2006) but darker and a salmon/grey exterior and grey-brown
intcriorwithbrown-grccnglazcatrim.Thismat'crialisunlikcanyothcrinthecollcction.
UnidenlitiedSt.JohnVesseI236/528,objecl#6329.Abrokenknob.Jthas a matching
upright rim and fine terra cona fabric with brown glaze with some grccnon the interior.
The diameter is approximate bccausc the rim shcrd is so short. Itispossiblc the knob
attachestoalid if the rim does not go with the knob. Rim:20em.
Landieul-likefabric: Coarse Pink-beige
FII coqflem.rSt.JohnVesseI369,object# 10526. The fabric is bumt but appears as
coarse brown-grey with lots ofmie3, and some red limonite and fine quartz inclusions
Rim: 17cm. (Cf.Ravoirc2006F 12)
FII coqllem.rSt. John Vcssel 295, object # 1788.Smooth,coarsegrainedgrey-bcigc
fabricwithmic3.anda few quartz inclusions. Similar to object # 10526 in both shape and




cxteriorand interior. Rim: 160m. Body: 20cm. (Cf. Ravoire's FI7 types)
Medium Closed Vessel- Probable GI ollIe St. John Vessel 53/81, object # 3421. This
vesselislikelyanoulebasedonitsuprightrimandlargcdiamcter.Ithas coarse light
pink-bcigcfabricwithlotsofmicaandsmallquartzinclusions.Abit of brown glaze is
left at the rim. The fabric is smoothed with a rag or some material. Rim: 30cm. Body:
Coarse terra cotta with or without olive or brown gl3ZC
M3 Poeloll Sl.John Vessel 66I,object#7304. A handle sherd. Coarse terracottalbrick
redcoloUfwithmica,qu3rtzandopaqucwhitcinclusions.lthasabit of green-orange
glaze on the exterior. The interiorofthc vessel probably would havebccnglazed.Handle
diameter: 3.2cm. The handle is somewhat similar but not exactly like a 16 th-to 171h_
centurycxamplc(Cf. Arminjonand Blondel 2002: 45 no 207; Ravoirc2006typeM3).
FI Coqllemar Sl. John Vcsscl38, object # 13431. The rim fragmcnt is only 5mm long. A
hard tcrra cotta colour fabric which is quitc red. It has yellow matcriaI folded through the
fabric some small red inclusions and no evidence of glaze. Rim:approx.8cm.
MediumelosedvesseISl.JohnVesseI66,object#IIOSI.Aeoarseterracottalbrickred
colourwithaslightlyspongytcxtureandfinequartzandmicainclusicns.Grange-brown
glaze on the interior. It is probably a cook pot type of vessel. Base:approx .14cm
Coarse Terra cotta to Red-grey
FI2CoqllemarSl.JohnVesseI13,object#12866.Coarsegrey-red/tcrracotta fabric
with mica, small quartz, white and yellow inclusions. The interior is red brown and the
exterior is brown-grey. The interior is smoothed. The rim is fairly horizontal,notreally
like the typical curved up rirnofacoquemar. There are no signs of burning but we could
just have the handle side of the pot. Rim: 14cm.Body: 17cm. (Cf. Ravoire 2006 FI 3).
I ...-
FICoqllemarSt.JohnVesseI545,ohject#8307.Ahardcoarsered-grey fabric with red,
white and fine mica inclusions. The exterior is grey-brown. Handle width: 1.5cm. (Cf.
Ravoire2006FI)
FI Coqllemar St. John Vessel 18, object # 12772. A possible Breton coqllemar. It has
hard fabric (almost like CSW) in a coarse dark greywithquartz,andwhiteinelusions.
TheeXlerior is an unglazed red-grey. The handle has a groove down the middle of the
exterior.(CfRavoire2006FI6)
Pabu-Guingamp-Iike Brelon Fabrics
Coarse pink-grey with red inclusions and green/light green glaze
FI3 coqllemorSt. John Vesscl 41 1/694, object # 10262. This has coarsebeige-pink/grey
fabric with large red inclusions, and some qU3rtZ inclusions and fincrnica.Thcfabricis
smooth to the touch. Lnciscdshouldcrdecor. It hasa grecn-ycllowglazcon the interior
with specks of iron and is wiped on both the interior and exterior. It is similar to object #
1317. Rim: 1!.8cm.Body: 16cm
Coarse Pink-grey Pabu-Guingamp-likefabric.
F13 coqllemar St. John Vessel 130/370, object # 9150. A coquemarwith a burnt exterior
incoarscpink-grcywithquartz,rcd,whitc,and fine mica inclusions. A light olive green
glaze wilh speckles of iron on the interior. This pot shows repair work where the handle
was broken ofTand then a hole was drilled just below lherim to the right of the handle
serving as evidence of reuse after the handle broke. The brown specksinglazearevery
similarloPabutypesherds.Rim: 13cm.Body:20cm.
Fl4coqllemarSt. John Vessel 2821364, object # 5202. A coarse pinkish rcd-grey fabric
with quartz, mica, white, and red inclusions with brown glaze on the interior, and a
greylbrowncxterior. It appears to be an F14 type, but it is hard totcll which varictysincc
the rim profile is somewhat obscured by the handle attachment. Rim: 15em. Body: 20cm
Fl4coqllelllarSt. John Vessel 22/361, object # 12298. Aeoarsepink-greyfabriewith
quartz, red, and opaque white, inclusions and fine mica. Olive-brown glaze with speckles
on interior. The exterior is wiped/smoothed pink-grey. Rim: 13cm. IDem.




has a brown glaze with speckles. Some sherds arc burnt. Same as object 5202 in rabric
and shape. Rim: 11.4em. Body: 15em. Handle width: 2em
FI42coqllelllarSt.JohnVesseI590,objecl#7528.Coarsepinkish-red-greyfnbric.1t
has largcqu3rtz inclusions, whitcand red inclusions and micathroughout.Brownglazeat
the inlerior. These coqlll1lars areofa posl-1600typc,datinganywherefrom1600101800.
Rim: 10.4cm. Base: 8em. Body: Ilcm. Height: Ilem. (Cr. Lemaitre 2004 pg 34
"coquemar abord droit"fora similar rim typc)
Flcoqllel1larSt.JohnVesse1483/499,nbjeel#6712.Coarsepink-grey fabric wilh large
quartz, red,and whitcinclusions, and mica. Brown glazed interior and pink beige
Fl coqllelllurSt. John Vessel 36, object # 11688. A coarse pink-grey fabric with quartz,
white, red and mica inclusions with a yellow-brown glaze in the interior. The rim is
damaged. Theexlerioroflhe vessel isbuml. Similar 10 objeel# 9975. Inside of Rim·
15.6em.Base: IOem.Body:2Iem
Fl coqllelllur St. John Vessel 362, object # 9975. A small neat rim fragmcnt. The fabric
is a burnt brown-grey with mica and quartz and white inclusions and green-brown glaze
FlcoqllelllurSt.JobnVesseI259,object#1489. A shoulder fragment wilh coarse pink-
grey fabric with quartz, red, white inclusions and mica. Green-brown glaze on the interior
with iron necksand,inciseddccorationatthecxtcrior. It is nearly identicaltoobjecl#
FlcoqllelllurSt.JohnVesseI52,object#12331.Aeoarscpinktored-grey/greyfabrie
with white, red,quartz inc)usionsand mica, It has a bit of green glazeat rirn. The vessel is
quite bumcd and the exterior is brown-black. It is aratherrough,coarsclymadcvesscl
with a large rough handle. Inside of Rim: 17em. Base: 12em. Body: 18em
ProbableFlcoqllelllurSt.JohnVesseII07,object#1560.Ahandlesherdineoarse
pink-greywithwhitc,rcdandmicainclusions.ltaisohasroscquartzinciusions.Handle
ProbableFl coqllelllurSt. John Vessel 529, object # 6413. A fairlyfla t handle in coarse
grcy-pinklgrey fabric with small quartz, white; red inclusions andfincmica.Itisslightly
finerthantypicaIPabu-Guingamptypcfabric.Handlewidth:3cm
ProbableFlcoqllelllurSt.JohnVesseI456/695,objeet#6982.Asignifieanl portion of
reconstructed body, alrnost certainly a coquemar. Acoarsepink-greyfabricwithquartz
inclusions, red,opaque white inclusions, fine mica and some Pabu-like white striations
The fabric looks somewhat likc Landieul type but with far less mica. Some of the sherds
have an orange-brown glaze remaining. Body: 17cm
Gl ollie St. John Vessel 140/612/639, object # 6867. An upright rim, and a flat base with
a burnt exterior. Coarse pink-grey fabric with red,white,and small quartz inclusions and
mica. The interior is glazed with iron or manganese (darkbrown)splatter on the inside.
Rim: 19cm. Base: 13cm. Body: 21-23cm. (Cf Ravoire 2006 G 13)
GlolileSt.JohnVesseI482,object#S729.Acoarsepinkish-rcd-grey fabric with lots of
white and red inclusions. The interior has a chestnut brown glaze with an orange peel like
tcxturc. Rilling visible on exterior. lnsideofRim:2Icm. Body: 34cm.(CfRavoire2006
typeGl2)
ProbableA2cmclIOIlSt.JohnVesseI79,object#2827.Thcshortncck,andsmallrim
suggests this vessel is a cruche. The short tight neck flares out to the body. The fabric isa
coarse pink-grey with quartz, red and white inclusions and mica throughout. Rim 6.8cm
(CfRavoire2006typeA3)
Closed vessel St. John Vessel 693, object # 13219. A water worn piece near the base of
a closed vessel in a coarse pink.grey fabric with quartz, white, and red inclusions and pale
yellow-brown glaze. Base: 11cm
Coarse terra cotta with brown glaze St. John Vcsscl 684, object#9088. A tall closed
vessel with an approximate body diameter of26cm. One sherd has scratch decor. A
coarscred-grcyalmosttcrracottafabricwithquartz,red,whiteandmicainclusions
Shiny orange-brown glaze on interior. The slightly bumtexteriorissmoothed
Coarsegrey-beigelobrownSt.JohnVesseI167,objecII3I14.AprohablcBreton
fabric. Coarse grey-beige to brown with many quartz, brown and white inclusions, and
some mica. Green/orange-green glaze on the interior. Red-brownexterior;bumtblack
The vessel is composed of six matching sherds ofa unique fabric. It could bc from
elsewhere in France. It is probably a coquemartype pot based on the diameter, shape and
burning. Body: 28-32ern
Coarse pink-grey St. John Vessel 380, objecl#9604. Close to Petit NordCEWtypel2
but not a perfect match. Coarse pink-grey fabric with quartz, opaque white, yellow and
fine mica inclusions. A distinctive brown-orange glaze on the interior.ltislikelysome
sort of coquemar as it is bumt on exterior. Body: 32cm
EnglishCEW
8ristol Staffordshire-type slipware
Form F4 PotapossetSt. John Vessel 510, objecl# 7802. Finebeigefabriewithfine
white, red and black inclusions. Yellow glaze with dark brown spots near the rim. Rim·
IIAem. Base: 8.6em. Body: 10em
Form F4 PotaposserSt. John Vessel 601, ohjecl # 7337. Fineheige fahrie with red,
whitc and black inclusions and yellow glaze. Base: 8.6cm
Form F4PotapossetSt. John Vessel 234/444/498/640, object # 6713. Beigefabriewith
fine red,black and white inclusions and yellow glaze. It was likely used by the Frcnch,
water worn then redeposited in English context. Rim: 8.8cm. Base: 11 cm
Form F4 PotapossetSt. John Vessel 164/324/360/422, object # 1241 . A fine beige
fabric, with fine red and black inclusions, and yellow, brown-red and black glaze. Rim
Form F4 PotapossetSt. John Vessel 250, object # 13181. Nota typical Staffordshire-
typc slipwarebut similar in fabric. Fine beige fabric with thick brown-blackglazcon
FormF4PotapossetSt.JohnVesseI183/275,object#3502.PossibIe Staffordshire-
typcslipware. Fine beige fabric with red and black inclusions. Thisvessclistoocoarscto
be REW and the fabric is similar to Bristol Staffordshire-type, however the exterior is
cream with brown bands. Thiscouldbea late vcrsionofCEW produced in the same area,
Appendix7.CSWForms
Other CSW (Not Normandy)
Form C3 grease potCSW Beauvaisis(orLoire) SI.John Vessel 46/821279, object #
2654. The fonn is similar to the Beauvaisis fat pots from the Fortress of Louisbourg
(1713-63). Ithasa light grey fabrie with blaek inelusionsthat is lightorange-peaehat
both interior and exterior. Rim: 12em. Body: 160m. Handle width: 2.5em. (Cf. Chrestien
and Dufoumier 1995:99 fig2a,e,f)
Probable jar Sl. John Vessel 647,object#8906. Anglo-AmerieanCSW of the 19th or
20th eentury. Grey-bufffabrie with white slip and yellow glaze on exterior. This vessel is
not included in the typology since the fonn is nota French one. Thesherdiswatcrwom
and was found not far from the existing beach. It might be out ofcontext in Event 1071
It is the only non-French stoneware from excavations (not surface survey) of Area C (as
of25/06/2009).Shoulder: 13em
NormandyCSW
CI2 si"o/ BC Sl. John Vessel 170/524/543, object # 8994. A S;1I0/ with a wide, flat rim
and interior and some black lines run around the rim. Rim: 24cm. Opening: 2lcm. Body:
C12sillolDF St. John Vessel 671,object # 8951. A horizontal,TOundcd,curved out rim
Brown fabric with yellow inciusions, grey on the interior and lustrous red on the exterior
Rim: 15em.Opening:13em.
C13 silJot OF St. John Vessel 104, object # 1537. A short rounded rim. The fabric is
brown with yellow inclusions, grey exterior. Rim: 11.8cm
C13 silJot OF St. John Vessel 58, object # 10336. A rounded rim. A grey-beige fabric
with red and white inclusions and air pockcts in the fabric. Grcyinterior,greyand
iustrous red exterior. This is a quite substantial vessel. Rim: 16cm.Base: 12cm.Body:20-
CI3 silJot OF St. John Vessel 129, object # 10364. A foldedoverrimwitha squared
exterior. Similar to object #1537. Brown fabric with orange-yellQwinclusionsandgrey-
brown exterior. Opening: 25cm
CI3 silJot OF Sl. John Vessel 697, object # 8171. A flat, rounded rim. Beige fabric with a
few white inclusions. Grey exterior. It is water worn. Rim: approx. 12cm
C13 silJot Normandy St. John Vessel 552, object # 7913. A rounded rim slants slightly
up from horizontal. It is difficult totclt ifit is BCorDF. Reddish-brown fabric with many
yellow inclusions. Brown-grey exterior. Rim: 14cm. Opening: 12cm
C 13 silJot OF Sl. John Vessel 103, object # 1522. A continuous rim that is rounded at the
lip. Beige fabric with white inclusions, grey exterior. Rim: 12cm. Opening: lOem. Body
C14sil/otOF St. John Vessel 75, object #3447. Similar to object # 5928. Brown fabric
with yellow inclusions, grey interior, grey and red-brown exterior. Rim: 15cm. Opening
CI4 sil/ot OF Sl. John Vessel 441 , object # 5928. Chocolate colour fabric with yellow
and white inclusions. A grey interior; and grey-brown exterior. Rim: )6cm. Opening:
I
CI4si/lolDFSl.John Vessel 331,object#9261. A Oat folded over type rim.Similarto
object # 3447. A caramel fabric with some yellow inclusions. Brown with an orange tint
at the exterior. Rim: 15cm. Opening: 11cm
CI4 si/lol DF Sl. John Vessel 440, object # 5927. Beige fabric with yellow, white and red
inclusions. A grey interior. The exterior is grey with red lustrous areas. Rim: 16cm
Opening: 12em.Body:22-23em
CI4si/loi Normandy St. John Vessel 25l,object# 12894. It is difficult totelliflhisis
DFor BC. A reddish chocolate fabric with yellow inclusions and striations.Darkbluc
grey interior and grey and blue-grey exterior. Rim: 16cm. Opening: 12cm. Base: IDem.
CIS si/lol DF Sl. John Vessel 80, object # 2493. A heavy Oat rim and shoulder. Grey
fabric with a bit of brown in the middle and few white inclusions. Blue-grey exterior and
interior that is burnt and pocked. Rim: 14cm. Opening: IDem. The vessel is similar to one
fromBonavistaBayfoundinalateI7'h-eenturydeposit(StephenMills2009pers
eomm). This vessel is probably early for our site. (Cf. Chrestienand Dufoumier1995:98
Figure I k.)
CI5si/lolDF Sl. John Vessel 599,objeet # 8233. Caramel fabriewithdark grey at he
edges, and a few white inclusions. Grey-brown exterior and interior. Rim: II.5cm
Opening: Ilem
CI5si/lOIBCSt.JohnVesseI489,object#6928.AOathandleallaehedtoarim.Red
wine fabric with a few white inclusions. A dark grey interior, lustrous red exterior. Rim
14em.Opening: 12em
C15si/lo1BCSt.John Vessel 5321565. objecl# 6605. Aneat,short,Oalrim.Rcdwine
colour fabric with a fe\Vwhite inclusions. The interior is dark grey, the exterior is lustrous
brown-red with some yellow discolouration likely from heat. Rim: 16cm. Opening'
CISsillot Normandy Sl. John Vessel 5, object # 12703. This is the most extreme
exampleofpoorlyfiredCSW.ltisnotaperfeettypeC15.Thereisevidenee for a bandle
that has broken off on one rim sherd. Dark grey and orange fabriewith large and fine
yellow and white inclusions. An orange-brown exterior. Rim: I3cm. Opening: Ilcm.
CIS sillot BC St.John Vessel 30, object # 12771. A short nat rim with evidenee of a
handle anda narrowing beforc the body. Red wine colour fabric with black at the exterior
edge, and white inclusions. A brown-grey interior and semi-lustrous red-brown exterior
Rim: 16em. Opening: 14em. Base: 12em. Body: 16-17em
CI61 silrotNormandySI. John Vessel 95/595, object # 8052. Apartiallymendedsillot.
Red wine-brown colour fabric with some small quartz, yellow and white inclusions. The
fabriecolour falls somewhere bet\vecn the BCand DFproductionsbut based on the form
I would guess it is OF. The interior and exterior of the vessel are grey. One of the rim
sherds (EfAx-09.822.SI754) was found separately from the rest 0 fthevessel.ltwas
possibly dug up from its original deposit (with the rest of the vesse1) and re-deposited ina
higherevenl. Rim: 12em. Opening: 11.2em. Base: 8em. Body: 13-14em. Height: 21.gem
CI6IsillotDFSI.JohnVesseI28,object# 12291. It is similar in shapetoobjeet#8052
but larger. Brown fabric with red, yellow and white inclusions. Burnt and pocked. Rim:
14em. Opening: IOem. Base: 8em. Body: 18em
CI61 sif/oINorrnandySt. John Vessel 50, object # 12464. The fabric colouris right in
between OF and BC, more likely OF. It has dark red-brown fabric with yellow and white
inclusionsandablue-greyexterior.Opening:9.8em
CI61 sif/ol OF St. John Vessel 554, object # 4380. A rim with a handle attachment sear
Brown fabric with yellow striations and a grey exterior. This rim may have been
redepositied.Rim: 14em.Opening: 12em.
C162 Sif/Ol OF St. John Vessel 55, object # 12917. Brown fabric with yellow and white
inclusions. Grey interior and exterior. Rim: 12cm. Opening: 9cm.
C162 sif/Ol OF St. John Vessel 248, object # 13250. Brown fabric with yellow and red
inclusions, brown-grey exterior and interior. Rim: 13cm. Opening: 9cm.
CI62 Sif/Ol OF St. John Vessel 569, object # 6586. Brown fabric with large yellow
inclusions. Grey and grey-brown at exterior and interior. Rim: 12.8cm. Opening: 9cm.
C162.,if/OIOFSt.JohnVesselI24,objeet#1375.Caramelfabrie,with yellow and
orange inclusions. Grey exterior and interior. Rim: 13Acm.Opening: IOcm
CI62 sif/o/BC St.John Vessel 218,objeet# 12501. Oark burgundy fabric withafew
yellow inclusions. Grey-brown exterior. Rim: 16cm. Opening: 12cm.
CI62sif/0/OFSt.JohnVesseI226,objeet#12465.Reddishehocolatefabriewith
yellow inclusions, blue-grey interior, light grey and red-brown bumtexterior.Rim
12.6em.Opening: Ilem.Body: 17em
CI62si'IO/NorrnandySt.JohnVesseI166/669,objeet#12982.Afiakey,rough,unusual
textureforCSW. It is probably poorly fired OF fabric. Caramel fabric with dark grey at
the exterior. White inclusions, and yellowstraitions. Greyinterior,grcy·brownextcrior
Rim: 12em. Opening: gem. Body: 18-1gem
CI62 sif/otNormandy Sl. John Vesscl27,object# 12701. Burgundytobrownishfabrie
with white and yellow inclusions. Burnt and pocked. Grey interior, red, brown and
lustrous brown-red exterior. Rim: 14cm. Opening: 12cm. Body: 17-18cm
CI62 sif/ot DF Sl. John Vesscl49, object # 12289. Fabrieisgrcylbrown/grcy.Exterior
and interior are brown-grey and grey. Rim: 12em. Opening: gem. Body: 17-18em
CI7 sif/ot BC Sl. John Vessel 575/600, object # 7052. Red wine colour fabric with white
and red inclusions. Red-brownintcrior;lustrousrcdcxtcrior.Rim: 14cm.Body: 17cm
Cl7sif/otBC St.John Vessel 158, object # 11847. It has an incised bandbclowtherim
Burgundy fabric with red-brown to grey brown exterior. Rim: 14cm
CI7 sif/ot BC Sl. John Vessel 278, object # 1699. A fairly small lip on an upright rim
Burgundy fabric with a few white inclusions. Grey and brown interior and exterior. Rim
13.5em.Opening: Ilem
CI7sillOtNormandySl. John Vessel 162/522/681, object # 12683. An example of poorly
fired Normandy CSW. Brown-red and black fabric witb large red and fine wbite
inclusions. Grey-brown with an orange tint on thcintcriorand red-brown on exterior
Thisisanuprightrimofalargcsinotthatisfragmentary.Oneoftherim sherds is bent
from being gripped while thrown. Rim: 16em. Opening: 15.5em. Base: 14em. Body: 24-
CI8sitlOtBC St. John Vessel 215, object # 13568. A red wine colour fabriewithlotsof
light yellow, quartz and some red inclusions. Brown greyl grey on exteriorandinterior
Tbe fabric is quite coarse for CSW. Rim: 2lem. Opening: 17em. Body: 24em
Cl8sino/BC St. John Vessel 630/690, object # 9050. A red wine colourfabrie with lots
of white and some red inclusions. Brown-grey interior and exterior. Rim: 15cm. Opening
12em.Body: 13-15em
C18sillo/BC St. John Vessel 74, object #2904. A red wine fabric, wi thathingreystrip
at the exterior. It has large white inclusions and some red inclusions. Grey-brown with
orange tint on the exterior. Rim: 16em. Opening: 13cm. Body: 18-1gem
Cl sillo/(thesedo not fit into any of the types)
DFSt. John Vessel 51, object # 12288. A smallsinol. This vessel does not fit neatly into
the fonns because it is a sinOI type rim with a very small diameter. The form is most
similar to type C15. It has a short, flat rim, with a shoulder that steps out a lot. Chocolate
fabric with fine yellow inclusions and a blue-grey cxtcriorand intcrior.Rim: 10.2cm
Opening: 8.6em. Body: 13cm+.(Cf.Lynch 1963:14)
DF St. John Vessel 78, object # 3408. A large sinOI missing the lip of the rim. Brown
fabric with dark grey at cxtcriorand cream inclusions. A dark grey intcriorandagrcy-
browncxtcrior.Itispockmarkcdfromburning.Thisisoncofthclargcrvcsselsinthe
collection. Opening: 14em.Shoulder: 18cm
DFSt. John Vessel 599, object # 8233. A fiat, horizontal rim. ClosetotypeCl5.Caramel
fabric with dark grey at edges, and a few white inclusions. Grey-brown exterior and
interior. Rim: 11.5cm. Opening: Ilem (Cf. Decarie 1999:34 Fig 14 e)
BC St. John Vessel 151, object # 11845. A simple, horizontal rim with a slight slope
upwards, that is closest to type C12. Red wine fabric with white and yellow inclusions.
Brown-grey interior. and brick red exterior. Rim: 25cm. Opening: 22cm
DF St. John Vessel 350, object # 9829. A horizontal rim with abitofa hook at the inner
edge. The rim isclosesl in profile to type CI6 bUI more horizontal. Blue-grey fabric, grey
and grey-brown to rust brown fabric. Either over fired or burnt. Rim: 13cm. Opening:
DFSt. John Vessel 654, objecl #8449. A fairly flat, horizontal rim, that slants up and out
a bit. Closest to type C15, but the rim is damaged. Fabrieistwo-tonegrey/brown/grey
with large orange and some white inclusions. Exterior and interior are 0 range or rust-
grey. Rim: 14em. Opening: 10em. Body: 13-14em.
DF St. John Vessel 125, object # 1374. A rounded lip, and a concave profile on the
exterior. Brown fabric with yellow inclusions, grey and red-brown ext. Rim: 14cm
Opening: Ilem
Nonnandy St. John Vesscl 217, object # 12395. ProbablyBC. Burgundy/grey fabric; red-
brown; grey red exterior. A water worn vessel. Rim: 12cm. Opening: IDem
BC St. John Vessel 59/67, object # 10332. The rim is fragmented,missing ils inleriorpart
of the profile. Closest to type CIS. Redwine fabric with yellow inclusicns, red-brown
exteriorandinlerior.Rim: 16em.Shoulder: 18em.Body: 19-20em
DFSt.John Vessel 506/586, object # 6782. The rim is hooked and concave at the
interior. Red-brown fabric with white inclusions. Grey exterior and interior. Rim: 12cm
Opening: 10em.Body: 18em.
BC St.John Vessel 76, object # 3448. A flat rim, that is angled up. Similarto objeel #
12980. Red wine colour fabric with few white inclusions. Dark grey interior; grey and
light grey exterior with yellow discolouration; possibly burnt. Rim: 14cm. Opening'
12em. Base: gem.(Cf. Decarie 1999:34 Fig 14i)
BC StJohn Vessel 175, object # 12980. A small rim about lem across. It is similar 10
object # 3448. Red wine fabric with white inclusions. Dark grey interiorandgrcycxlcrior
with yellow diseolouration. Rim: 12em. Body: 15-16em.
BC St. John Vessel 233/678. object # 9024. Dark burgundy fabric wi thdarkgreyatlhe
edges, and white inclusions. Red-brown interior, brown-red cxtcrior. There arc lots of air
bubbles in the fabric, some large. Rim:approx. 18cm.Body:approx imatcly24cI11
DF SI.John Vessel 302. object # 2635. A base and handle. Beige-brownfabriewitha
few yellow inclusions. Grey interior, and rcd-brown/grey exterior that is burnt and
discoloured yellow in places. Base: Ilem.Body: 15em or larger.
DF Sl. John Vesscl330. object # 13268. A base and handle. Caramel fabric with brown
and white inclusions. Grey interior and grey and red-brown cxtcrior.8asc:7.6cm.Handle
DF Sl. John Vesscl 270/301/425. object # 1858. A largesil10lwithehoeolatered-brown
fabric with white and yellow inclusions. A bluc-grey interior and mottled red-brown, grey
and pale blue-greybumt exterior. This isa a thick and suhstantialbasc.Basc: Ilem
Body: 18-1gem
DF Sl. John Vessel 254, object # 11076. The rim is fragmented. Grey-beige fabric with
fine grey inclusions. Grey exterior and interior with some rcd lustrous areas on the
exterior. Rim: 14em. Opening: 12em. Base: Ilem
Normandy Sl. John Vessel 479. object #8077. Thebaseofa tall closed vessel.most
likelyasilJol.Thefabricisdarkgrey,almostblack,withafcwwhiteinclusions.Thc
interior is dark grey-brown with orange/rustcolourstreaksandthe exterior colour is a
semi lustrous reddish brown. Base:9cm.Body: 14cm
DF Sl. John Vessel 605, objeet # 6993. A rim and shoulder sherd. Grey-beige fabrie with
whitc inclusions. Thcrearcairpockcts in the fabric. The intcrioris light grey, and the
exterior is grey and lustrous red with yellow discolouration. Rim: 15cm. Opening: II em.
Probable Form Cl sinDt: Many orlhcse arc handles that arc almost certainly from sinOIS
based on their flat shapes (Cf Decarie 1996:40 fig 40 fortypieal handies)
NormandySI. John Vessel 479, object # 8077. A basesherd. The fabric is dark grey,
almost black, with a few white inclusions. The interior is dark grey-brown with
orangelrustcolourstreaksandthccxtcriorco)ourisascrnilustrousreddishbrown. Base:
9cm.Body: 14cm or larger
DFSI.JohnVessel534,object#6306.Asmallbasewithasinol-likeprofile. The fabric
is brown with yellow inclusions, and a grey cxtcrior, thai is red-browninplaccs.lthasa
heavily riled intcriorand a finishing mark in base. Base:5.6cm. Body: IOcm or larger
DF Sl. John Vessel 3, object # 12769. A flat handle, auached at the shoulderorlower.
Beige fabric with one largcycllow inclusion anda grcycxtcrior. AII shcrds arc heavily
burnt and pock marked. Body: approximately 16cm. Handle width: 2cm.
DFSt. John Vessel 656, object # 8447. A arge flathandlleofasillol. Darkbrownfabrie,
and fine whitc inclusions. Brown-grey and rust coloured exterior. Handlcwidth:2cm.
DFSI.JohnVesseI171,object#12350.AhandlefromapichelorsilloI. Probably near
thc lowcrcnd ofasinol handle. Grcy fabric with grey, grey-red andrustcxterior.Handle
DF St. John Vessel 614, object # 5538. A flat, wide handle with folded in edges. Dark
brown fabric with a grey and rust exterior. It is almost identical toanexamplefoundat
Place-Royale given a date between the 171h century and the beginn ingoftheIS'hcentu.ry
Handle width: 4.3ern. (Cf. Decarie 1996:39-40 Figure 19, Figure 2Oa)
OF St. John Vessel 401, object # 11245. A handle sherd. Brown fabric with white and
orange inclusions, and a grey exterior. Handle width: 1.6cm
OF St. John Vessel 566, object # 6379. A flat, watcr worn handle. Bcige-brown fabric
with yellow inclusions and a grey and pale grey exterior. Handlewidth:2.3cm
OF St. John Vessel 526, object # 6400. A flal, water worn handle. Brown fabric, and a
grey exterior. Handle width: 1.6cm
DFSI. JohnVessci 332, object # 9380. A handle and bodysherd. Grey-beige fabric with
red inciusions. Grey interior, and grey and lustrous red exterior.Body:approx.16em
OF Sl. John Vcssel 206, object # 12678. Ahandlc. Brown fabric, with ycllowinclusions
Red-grey and lustrous red grey exterior. Handle width: I.Scm
BC St. John Vessel 351, object # 9804. A flat handle. Burgundyfabricwithgreyallhe
exterior and few fine white inclusions. A dark grey exterior. Handle width: 2.lem
OF St.John Vesscl 627, object # 8545. A flat handle. Brown fabric with grey at exterior
Orange and white inclusions and a grey-brown exterior. Handle width: 2.1 em
OF St. John Vesscl 508, object # 6761. A handle. Beige fabricwithgreyexterior.Handle
BCSt.JohnVessclI18,object#1305.Ahandlc.Redwinefabricwiththin grey edge
and tine white inclusions. Red-brown exterior colour. Body:approximately 16cm.
OF St. John Vessell72,objeet# 12700. A nalhandle. Red-brown fabric with yellow
inclusions and a grey exterior. Handlewidth:2.2cm
OF St. John Vessel 185, object # 12602. A nat handle. Greylbrown fabric with white
inclusions. Grey and brown exterior. Burnt and pocked. Shoulder: approximately 9cm.
OF St. John Vessel 57, object # 10870. A sinOI handle and body sherds. Beige-brown
fabric with a few yellow inclusions. Grey to grey-red exterior. Rim: approx. Ilcm
Opcning:approximately9cm.
BCSt.John Vessel 394/540, object # 3520. A handle and body. Red wi ne colour fabric
withthindarkgrcyatcxteriorandintcriorandafewwhiteinclusions.Lustrousrcd-
brownandredinteriorandcxtcrior. It isbumt in places. Body: 13crn.Itissimilarto
object # 11888
D2petitsillot ltispossiblcthatsomeofthcbascsthatarcgroupcdintoForrnD2could
actually be small bottles. I have made judgement calls, on the basis of diameter, and the
extent of the S curve. A rnore S curved base being more likely to belong to a small bottle
than a small pol
02pe/;/s;lIo/ OF St. John Vessel 657, object # 8297. A baseshcrd in light OF fabric.
Grcy-beige fabric withrcd and whitcinclusions. Lightgrcyintcriorandcxtcrior.Basc
4cm.BodYGustabovebase):6cm
02pe/;/s;lIo/ OF Sl. John Vessel 570, object # 6630. Base is similar to object # 7539
Chocolatc fabric with yellow and white inclusions, and a blue-grey exterior. Base:4.4cm
BodyGustabovebasc):6cm
o2peliisillOI Normandy Sl. John Vessel700bjecl# 11269. Il is difficult to tell if this is
DF or Be. A thin neat rim. of which only the lip survives. Red-brown fabric with few
yellow inclusions and grey exterior. Rim: 9crn
o2peliisillOI DFSt. John Vessel 457, objecl# 7551. Baseissimilartoobjecl#7539
but wilhabitofan Scurve. Beige fabric with red and whitc inclusions.Greycxtcriorand
intcrior.ltappcarsthatthisvesselw3spickcdupnearthebascbeforefircdanddcnted.
02 pelil sillol DF or Beauvais Sl. John Vessel 603, objecl# 7559. LightfabrieforDF
This eQuId possibly be Bcauvasis, however it is pinker than typicalBeauvasis.ltisalmost
the same shape as object #7539. The base is irregular. Grey-beigewith white and grey
inclusions, and a light beige-grey extcrior. Basc:4cm. Body: 6cm.lfitisBeauvaisfahric
it is probably most like a preserves or ointment pot. (Cf. Chrcstien and Dufoumicf
1995:99 Figure 2 g)
o2pelilsillol DF Sl. John Vessel 597, objccl#8374. This objecl has lighteolouration
for OF. Grey-brown fabric with white and yellow inclusions. Light brown-grey and grey
exterior. Base:4.4em. Body: 7cm
o2peliisillOI DF Sl. John Vessel 269, objecl # 3898. Thebasehasa liltle bit of an S
CUTVe but not a pronouneed one. Brown fabric with yellow and redinclusions and grey
exterior and interior. Base:4cm. Body:approximately5cm
o2pelilsillol DF St. John Vessel 507, objecl #6767. A similar base loobjecl # 7539,
but a bit heavier. Brown fabric with white and yellow inclusions and grey with an orange
tint on the interior and a grey exterior. Base:4cm.
D2 pe/;/ S;1I0/ DF St. John Vessel 400, object # 14055. The base slants outwards. Brown
and grey fabric and exterior. It is bumt and stained. Base:4cm
D2pe/;/s;1I0/ DFSt.JohnVesseI703,objeet#11084.Thebaseisverysimilartoobjeet
# 7539, but slightly smaller. Caramel fabrie with yellow and white inclusions, and a grey
D2pe/;/s;lIo/ DF St. John Vessel 322, objecl# 2746. Beige fabric with black and white
inclusions.Pinktintcdgreycxtcriorandintcrior.Base:5cm.Body:approximatcly6cm.
D2pe/;/s;1I0/ DF St. John Vessel 335, object # 9348. Thebasehasabitofan Scurve,
but not a strong one. Brown fabric with yellow and white inclusions, blue-grcyintcrior
D2pe/;/s;1I0/ DF St. John Vessel 525/680, object # 7798. This has no proftle, only the
flat part of the base. Brown fabric with yellow inclusions and a grcyextcrior.Basc:4cm
D2pe/;/s;1I0/ DFSt.JohnVesseI670,object#8590.Asherdfromnearlhebase.Brown
fabric with orange and red inc1usions. Grey-browl1 cxtcrior. Base: approximatcly4cm
Body:6cm
D2pe/;/s;1I0/ DF St. John Vessel I 15,objecl#3468. Chocolate colour fabric with
yellow inclusions. Grey to blue-grey exterior. Basc:4.6cm
D2pet;/s;1I0/ DF St. John Vessel 205,object# 13387. A small base without an S curve.
Brown-beige fabric with yellow and brown inclusions, and a grey intcriorandcxtcrior.
D2Ipe/;/s;1I0/DFSt.John Vessel 675, object # 7539. Apetits;/Io/thalisalmoslfully
rcconstructed. Brown fabric with few yellow inclusions and grey exterior. It is slightly
slanted to one side (you can tell it is hand thrown). It has riling on exterior,espcciallyat
the shoulder. This is the best example of this small form. Rim: 7.6em. Base: 4.2em.
Height:9.5em
021 petitsillot OF St. John Vessel 33, object # 13488. Aslightlysmallerandmore
upright rim thanobject#7539. Cararncl fabric with whitc and brown inclus ionsanda
grey exterior and interior. Rim: S.9cm.Opening: 5.6cm.
021 petitsillot OF St. John Vessel 698, object#2513. Brown fabric with grey at exterior
and interior. Brown-grey exterior. Rim: 7.4em. Opening: 6.2c01
021 petit sillot OF St. John Vessel 374, object # 10934. Brown fabric with yellow and
white inclusions. Grey interior and exterior. Rim: 7.5cm. Base: 4cm
021 petitsillot OF St. John Vessel 576, object # 7131. The rim profile is slightly more
squarc than object # 7539. Brown fabric with yellow and whitc inclusions and a grey
021 petit sillot OF St. John Vessel 405, object # 12429. Brown/grey fabric with ycllow
inclusions. Grey to blue-grey exterior and interior. It is bumt anddiscoloured in places.
02lpetitsillotOFSt.JohnVcsscl 352, object # 9995. Caramcl fabric withfincwhite
inclusions and a grey exterior. Rim:7.2cm.Opcning:6cm
021 petitsillot OF St.John Vessel 214, object # 12598. Brown fabricwithorange
inclusions. and a grey exterior. Rim: 8cm.Opcning: 7.2cm.
021 petitsillOt OF St. Jobn Vessel 463, object # 6173. This issimilartoobject # 7539
butwithabitmoreofashouldcr. Beige fabric with white inclusions, and a grey exterior
D21 petit sinot DF St. John Vessel 300, object # 2744. A rim sherd. Brown fabric with a
few white inclusions. Brown-red exterior and interior. Rim: 6.8cm. Opening: 6crn. Body:
D2IpetitsinotDFSt.JohnVesseI304,object#3599.Peaeh-beigefabriewithgreyand
white inclusions. Grey exterior. Rim: 7.8cm. Opening: 6cm
D22petitsinotDF St. John Vessel 2, object # 12873. Beige fabric with yellow and while
inciusions and a grey exterior and interior. Rim:8cm. Body: 11-12cm
D22petitsinotDFSt.JohnVesseI102,object#2743.Lighlbrownwithorange and
whitc inclusions and a grey eXlcrior and intcrior. Rim: 5.9cm. Body: 6cm
D22petitsinotDF St.John Vessel 410, objecl# 10286. Brown fabric wi lh red, yellow
and white inclusions and grey exterior colour. Rim:6cm.
BlbollteilleDFSt.JohnVesseI268,objecl#280I.Atalicylindriealbottlebaseand
body. Brown fabric with white and yellow inclusions. The exterior is brown-grey with a
green tint. Base: 8em. Body: 8cm. Heighlofreeonstrlleted fragments(notlotalheighl)
14em.(Cf. Chrestienand Dufollmier 1995:98 Figure I e;Dcearie 1999:42 Figure 22)
BlbollteilleDFSt.JohnVesseI73,object#3135.Astraightsided,eylindricalbotlle.
Brown fabric with yellow and orange inclusions. Grey-brown with orange tint on exterior
Base:9.4em.(Cf.ChrestienandDufolimier1995:98Figurele;Dceariel999:42Figure
22).
BI bOllleilleDFSt.JohnVesseI243,objecl# 13198. Ashoulderstampedwith"I.E".
One of3 stamped examples of Normandy CSW in the collection. This appears to be a
bottle with an upright body. Grey-beige fabric with some white inclusions. Grey exterior
and interior. Nonnandy CSW with makers marks is rare. but examples of initials stamped
on vessels do appear in the 19'heentury(Biancamaria 1996:96; Gohel 1996:95) Shoulder:
8em. Body:8-gem. Neek:3em.
Blboll/eilleBCSI.JohnVesseI490/542/6I3,objecl#8916.Redwinefahriewithfine
white inclusions. Brown-grey interior, lustrous red-brown exterior. Mouth: 4cm
Opening: 2em. Base: gem. eck: 4cm. Shoulder: 8em. Body: 8cm.
BlbollteilleSI.JohnVesseI550/553/631/679,objecl#6250.Bottlestamped with "MB"
ncar the base and a matching bottle mouth. Brown fabric with yellow, white and orangc-
brown inclusions. Brown-grcywithorangctintatcxtcriorandinterior.Mouth:4cm
Base:9cm. Body9cm. (Cf. Chrestien and Dufoumier 1995:98 Figure I c)
Object # 4676 is a seeond bottle base stamped with "MB" that was collected during
beach survey in AreaC. It is not included in counts, since beach material has not been
included in the present study.
ProbableBI bOIl/eil/e DFSI. John Vessel 493, objecl#7159. A tall closed vessel witha
neck. Probably a bottle based on the shoulder. Brown fabrie with ye1I0wandred
inclusions, btuc-grcycxteriorand interior. Base:9cm. Shouldcr:8cm.Body:8-9cm
BI2 bOllteille DF SI. John Vessel 459, objecl#4160. A small, neat, roundedrim.Beige-
brown fabric with red and fine white inclusions. Grey exterior and interior. Mouth
2.6cm.Opening: 1.6cm
Bl2boll/eilleBC St.John Vessel 407, objecl# 10456. Themouthandabitofneckofa
bottle. Red wine colour fabrie witb red-brown exl. Mouth: 3cm. Opening: 2cm. (Cf.
ChrestienandDufoumier 1995:98 Figure I e)
BI2bolllei/leBCSl.JohnVesseI86,object#1706.Themoulhofabottle. Redwine
colour fabric with grey at exterior and interior with a few white inclusions. A red-brown
interior and a semi-lustrous red-brown exterior. Mouth: 35cm. Opening: 2.4cm
BllbollleilleBCSl.JohnVesseI333,object#9602.Therimandneekofabottle with a
ridge about lem below the rim. Mouth: 3.6cm. Opening: 2cm. Red wine color fabric with
grey at exterior and interior. Red-brown interior and lustrous brown-rcdextcrior
BII bOll/eille DF Sl. John Vesssci 544/636,objeet#89IS. Brownfabriewilhdarkgrey
atcxtcriorand intcrior. A few yellow and orange inclusions. Thcvessci is grey-brown at
D3mo"oIlDFSl.JohnVesseI48,object# 12287. Brown/grey fabric (brown in eenlre)
with some white inclusions. Rust colour grey-brown interior and a grey exterior with
brownlrust patches. The grcycolouration in the fabric and the rust colour on the exterior
eQuid be evidence for over firing or buming after firing. Rim: 8.8cm. Opening:7clll
Body:lOel11.(Cf.LeFran90isFrcresI900:"Potcylindreolll11ahon")
D3I11ohoIlBCSt.JohnVesscl676,object#9048.Aneal,uprightrim.Thebodyisnol
perfectly cylindrical but fitsmostcloselyintothemahon functionalseries.Burgundy




lip. Red wine fabric with white inclusions. Grey-brown exterior. Rim: IDem. Opening:
o3mailO/I BCSt. John Vessel 375,objeet# 10828. Anuprigbl rim. Rcdwineeolour
fabric with dark grcy at the extcriorand whitc inclusions. Grey-brownintcriorandbrown-
rcdextcrior.Rim:8cm.Opening:6.5cm.
o3l11a"o/l BC St. John Vessel 635, objecl#7312. A fairlysmallshippingpotofa
mustard pot type. The rim is similar to 19lh-ccntury types ofupright rims. The fabric is
orange-red with a few white inclusions, grey/orange interior, grey-brown exterior. Rim:
lOem. Body: 11-12em. (object # 7312 similar to EgAw02.190S276 in shape bUI nOI rim
type)
Possible03I11a"o/lDFSt.JohnVesseI421,objecl#10373.Similarto object # 7539,
but larger. Thc top of the rim hooks inwards a bit. This vessel is more Iike some of the
largerbuncrpotsinrirn fonn.Caramcl fabric with yellow and red inclusions, and a grey
exterior. Jtisgroupedasamahontypcbcc3usetherirndiamctcristoosmall to fit into the
largersinol category, however it is difficult to dctcnninc ifthcbodyofthis ycssel is
cylindrical or not, or ifit hasa handle or not. Rim: Ilcm.Opcning:9cm
Pnssible o3l11a"oll NormandySt. John Vesscl 536,objccl#8294. A small,natrim.ltis
difficult to dctcrmine if the fabric is BC or DF but the redness in the fabricpointstowards
BC. Dark brown-red fabric. Brown exterior, and grey interior. It is somewhat burnt. Rim:
Possible 03 lIIa"OIl DFSt. John Vessel 464, objecl # 6831. Probably a maholl type; but
it could also be apichel. It docs not sccm as cylindrical as thc typical mahon type. Beige
fabric with white inclusiol1s, and grey on the exterior. Rim: 8.5cm
Possible 03 malloll BC St.John Vcssel 519, object # 6736. A petit sillot or molloll or
possible pichel, but most likely a mahon type. An upright rim with an indent below it
Red wine fabric with white inclusions. Grey exterior and interior. Rim: 8em.
Possible 03 malloll BCSt. John Vcssel 256, objecl # 2997. A vessel wi lhanuprighlrim
Red wine fabric with a brown-grey exterior. Rim: I Iem. Base: greater than 6cI11
Possible03I11aIIOIIBCSt.JohnVcsscI9,objecl#11210.Thisvesselis probably a
mahon, but possibly a sinol. Red wine colour fabric with white and yellow inclusions
Grey-brown interior, lustrous rcd-brown exterior with some spots afycllow. Rim: IOcm.
Body:14cm.
Form 01 jlacoll DF St. John Vessel 494, object # 6060. A very small base, with an S
curve. Grey-beige fabric with white and black inclusions. A grey exterior. Base: 2.6cm.
(Cf. ChrcsticnandDufoumier 1995:98 Figure 1 h;DecarieI999:44Figurc24;Lynch
1963:44 Fig 13)
Form Dljlacoll DF or Beauvais. St.John Vessel 303, object # 3594. A small bOLllcor
flacon with an S curve base. LightincolourationforDF,itcQuldbcfrom BC3uvais
Grey-beige with beige grey exterior and somc red. Base:2.8cm. Body: 4.5cm.(Cf.
Chresticn and Dufoumier 1995:98 Figure I h).
FormOljlacoIIDForBeauvaisSt.JohnVesseI277,objecl#1700.AnSeurvedbase.
This is possibly too light to be DF. The fabric and extcriorare close incolour, both arc a
light grcy-bcigc with brown and whitc inclusions. Basc:3cm. Body (just above base)
FormOljlaeoIIBCSt.JohnVesseI88,object# 1735. Ajlaeall Ihat flares oul at the
shoulder and has a short neck. Rcdwinewithfcwwhitcinclusions,andagreycxtcrior.
Mouth:4cm.Opening:2cm.
Form OljlaeoIIBCSI.JohnVcsscI587,object#7527. Dark burgundy fabricwith
yellow inclusions. Grey-brown with a rust tint on the exterior and interior. Mouth: 2cm
Opening:I.8cm. cckheighl:2cm
ProbableOljlacolI DF or Beauvais. Sl. John Vcssel 460, object#6135. The basc has an
Scurve. Light fabric for DF. Beige fabric with pale grey exterior. Base:4cm.Body(juSI
abovcthcbasc):6cm
ProbableOljlaeolI DFSI.John Vessel 533,object#6565. A probablesmall bottle with
a flared lip. Ho\Vcvcr,italsocQuldbcalargcrbotllc. Brown fabricw ithgrcycxtcrior
MOUlh:3.8cm.(Cf.ChrestienandDufoumicrI995:98Figurel b,org)
AI2pieitet BC Sl. John Vessel 84, object # 1705. Red wine fabric, with a few white




neck,andadaintyhandle. Pink-brown fabric with fine yellow, whiteand red inclusions.
Pink-grcycxtcrior.Bottomofneck:8cm.Shoulder:9cm.(Cf.L'hourandVeyral1999
Fig. 30)
Possible AI2picitet or tall closed vessel BC Sl. John Vessel 34,object#12773.Awatcr
worn upright rim with a round handle. Similar to object #1705 but larger rim diameter
Red wine fabric with fine white inclusions. Grey and grey-brown exterior. The fonll
scemsconsistcntforapichetbutthcrimdiamctcrseemslargefor this type ofvcsscl
A21 emcllOlI BCSt. John Vessel 574/5921634/668,objecl#836I.Aenieholl with a
Spoul and handle. The fabric isa tcrracolta/brown-rcd with darkgrey/black at edges.
Whitcandycllowinclusionsandycllowmaterialfoldedthroughthefabric.Thcexterior
is brown-grey. Rim: 9cm. Base: 10cm. Body: I5-17cm. (Cf. Chrestien and Dufoumier
1995:98 Figure I c)
A21 emeholl BC St. John Vessel 347, object # 9123. A flared rim, similar to an ewcr
typcofvcsscl inCbresticnand Dufoumierbutwithlcssofancck(1995:98Fig.lc).Rcd
and black fabric with red interior and lustrous decp red exterior. 81ackattheedgeofthe
A2IemehoIlDFSt.JohnVessclI22,objeet#1416.Alall,flared,fairlyuprighlrim.
Reddish brown fabric with thin black line at the exterior and yellowandwhiteinclusions
A brown-grey interior; grey and red/rust exterior that appears burnt. Rim: lO.6cm
Opening:7.5cm
A21 emeholl DF St. John Vessel 655,object#8328. Flared type rim. Brown-beige
fabric with yellow, red and white inclusions. Brown-grey to pale grey exterior with some
discolouration. A similar shape to object # 1416. Rim: 12cm. Opening: 9cm
A21 emeholl DF St. John Vessel 677, object # 9022. A flared type rim and a matching
base. Grey-beige fabric with dark red inclusions. Palcgreyatintcriorandexterior.The
exterior has some lustrous red patches. Rim: Ilcm.Basc:7cm
A2IcrtlchOIlDFSl.lohnVcsscI63/65/73,object#10280.Caramel/greyfabriewith
yellow inclusions. Grey/brown exterior and where burnt it is white. Also rust stained in
places. Rim: II em. Opening: gem. Base: 8em. Body: 16-17em
A2IcrllchoIlDFSl.lohoVesseI168/186/238,objeet#12628.AOaredrimthatis
continUQllS from the body. Similar to object # 1416. Beige-brown fabric with red and
yellow inclusions. Grey interior, red-brown and grey exterior. Some pieces arc burnt
Rim: I Icm.Opcning: 9cm
JlalbarelleBCSl.lohnVesseI305,objeet#3597.Analbarelletypepreserve pot witb a
ridged eordon 1em below the upright rim. Dark red wine fabric, with large white
inclusions. Lustrous red finish on interior and exterior. Rim: l1cm.(Cf.Chrcsticnand
DufoumierI995:99Figure2g;DeearieI999:59Figure37d;Ravoire1112,1113,1123)
ObjeetXlgollrdeBCSl.lohnVessel596,object#8338.Atighthorizontalhandlethat
lies c10sc to the body, designed fora strap. Dark burgundy and dark grcyfabricwithsome
white inclusions. Lustrous dark red and black exterior, red intcrior.Body: 19cm.(Cr.
Lynch 1963:36 Fig. 5; Ravoire 2006 Type XI)
TalleiosedvesseIDFSl.lohnVesseI336,object#9828.Probablyabottledue to the
straight, non globular body, it could also possibly bea cylindricalbutterpottypevessel.1t
is riled on the interior. Caramel fabric with dark grey at exteriorwithwhiteinc1usionsand
yellow folded through. Grey-brown interior, reddish grey-brown exterior. Body:8cm
TallciosedvesseIBCSt.lohnVesseII14,object#3481. A tall closed vessel with an
upright rim. Probablyeitheramahontypeorapiche/. Redwinefabric with white
inclusions,darkgreyinteriorandexterior.Rim:lOcm.
Tall closed vessels: The remainder of the tall closed vessels area large group of fifty one
vessels that are shoulders or bases ofprobablesinots. There are five shoulder sherds(4
DFand 1 BC) that appear to be sinots but could be another type of tall closed vessel.The
remaining tall closed vessels consist of46 isolated bases. This includes27DFbases.16
BC basesand3 bases that arc NonnandyCSW but were too bumt or otherwisedamaged
to detennine the exact fabric type. While most of these vessels are more than likely the
largesinotfonnsthatdominatethecollectionsomeofthesevcsse Is are possibly bottles,
especially some with smaller base diameters. The shoulder diameters range from 11-
14cm. The DF bases range in diameter from 6-14cm, with most falling into the 9-11cm
range. The BC bases range in diameter from 8-12cm, with most falling into the 1O-llcm
range. The Nonnandybases fall between9-10cm in diamcter
into the mid range of these two extremes and it is likely that those with a diameter of6cm
are another type of tall c10sed vessel besidessinots. Therearesomeexamplesthathavea
slip like coating that was a result of firing, creating a shiny exterioronthestoneware
Closed vessel DF St. John Vessel 480, object #4577. It is difficult to determinethis
shape. It is either a tall or medium closed vessel. The base diameter of 6cm seems too
small for a sinot. It could be a mahon type or petit sinot type. Chocolatefabricwith
yellow inclusions, brown-red exterior and interior. Water worn. Base: 6cm
BC SI.John Vessel 696, objecl # 14011. This appears to be a bottle neekandshouldcr,
but there is no matching mouth or base. Brown-orange fabric with grey at exterior with a
rcw white inclusions. Brown-orange interior, grey-brown exterior. cck:3cm.Shoulder"
BC Sl. John Vessel 462 objecl# 6177. Probably a neck from a bottle. Rcdwinc fabric
with grey interior and red-brown exterior. Ncck:2cm.Body: Item.
BCSI.JohnVcsscI176,objecl#12473.Abodyshcrdthatdocsnotmatchanyrimsor
bases. It is incised with swirls and lines on the exterior. Orange-red fabric, with yellow
and orange inclusions. Grey interior, grey-brown exterior. Body: approx imatcly20cm
BCSI. John Vessel 664, objecl # 8930. Probably a tall closed vessel withnoncek. 0
matching rim or basco An incised body shcrd with bands and swirls on the exterior. Red
wine rabric with one large quartz inciusion. Lustrous red-brown on interior and exterior
Body: 18cm.
OFSI.John Vessel 606, objecl # 6694. A largcbodysherdofwhatispossiblyabottlc
with a non-globular shape. Brown fabric with white inclusions, grey interior and a brown-
grcycxtcrior.Body:approximatclyllcm
OF St. John Vessel 588, objecl # 7461. Bodyshcrds with red-brown fabric with a dark
grey at the exterior, and yellow and orange inclusions. Red-browll cxteriorandilltcrior
Similartoobject#2812.Hcavilyrillcdattheinterior.Body:approximatclyl4cm
BC St.John Vessel 296, objecl #2992. A largebodyshcrd. Probablyatall closed vessel.
Rcdwine fabric, yellow inclusions,rcd-brown interior and lustrousred-brownextcrior
Body:approximatclyI5cm.
St.John Vessel 62, object # 10317. Bodysherds. These looks somewhat like Beam
stoneware, but arc hard and fine. Brown fabric with yellow inclusions, rust-brown interior
and exterior. Body: 12-14em
BC St. John Vessel 47, objecl# 11093. The hody ofa probable tall e10sed vessel.Red
wine colour fabric with white inclusions. Dark brown-grey interior and bright brick redl
terra cotta exterior. Body: IS-16cm.
BC Sl. John Vessel 337. objeet# 9320. A largebodysherd. Red winceolour fabric with
few white inciusions. Red wine interior, and dark grey exterior. Body: 15cm
DFSI. John Vessel 257,objecl #2888. Bodysherds.Beigefabriewilhdarkgreyexlerior




BC Sl. John Vessel 60 objecl# 10312. Bodysherds.Redwineeolourfabriewilhsome
white inclusions. Grey-brown interior, lustrous red exterior, cither slipped or rc-fircd with
something. Some ycllowdiscolouration on the exterior. Body: 24cm
BC Sl. John Vessel 559, object # 5809. Bodysherds. Redwine fabric with grey-brown
interior and red brown exterior. Body: J5-J6cm.
Appendix 8. ICP-MSTesledSherds
Yves Monette, with the collaboration of Anne Bocquet-Lienardand Daniel
Dufoumier ofCRAHM, and Michel Boilard University ofCaen, eondueled ICP-MS
(inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry) on ten ceramic sherds from EfAx-09 and
one from nearby EfAx-l l,aspartofa larger project examining ceramicS,leadand
rcsidues from IheCartier-Roberval site in Quebec City (CeEu-4) (201 0). Theresulls
from the Newfoundland samples are as follows:
EfAx-09:1269EI I 107 part of object 11688: Unknown provenience, similar to object
7528
EfAx-09:1273EI 1688 partofobjeel 11688: Unknown provenience, similartoobjeet
7528
EfAx-09:1069E7343 part of object 7528: Unknown provenienee,similar to object 11688.
EfAx-09: I073E7304 part of object 7304: A perfect match with two samples of Saint-
Jean-la-Poterie.
EfAx-09:1220EI0276 part ofobjeel 9150: Match toone Pabu-Guingamp sample.
EfAx-09:861 E2673 part of object 1489: Excellent matches to a Pabu-Guingamp sample
EfAx-1 1:10IEI73: Excellent match toa Pabu-Guingampsample.
EfAx-09:1273EI1686partofobjeeI12331:RefleelslheeompositionofaGuildo-
Lamballesample.
EfAx-09:1267EII023 part of object 12866: Reflects the composition ofa Guildo-
Lamballesample
EfAx-09:1059E8693 part of object 5729: Close to the produelion ofGuildo-Laval"pink-
blue"
EfAx-09:1310EI 1687 partofobjeel 1317: A match toSaintonge-type fabric.




